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If Woody Allen Had a Nose Job and Started a Line oe Gourmet Popping Corn, 

How Much More Would You Like Him? Be Precise. 

► The SPY Surrey sheds cool scientific light on the box 

v office Paine of birthmarks, the death-in-life career of Red Skelton, and what a coper story in Time is really 

worth (in terms of amputated digits). JAMIE MaLaNO'XSKI sifts the data. In our a t-a-glance plastic-surgery 
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I Believe What the President Meant Was,.. 

► When George Bush talksr the nation listens. But does it understand? And even when u 

does understand’ can if relate?JEFF WISEH Hv Bender and MARTIN KlHNpresent our three-part layman's 

guide to the strange, occult locutions of the man called Poppy.. © 
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► First they pledge millions of dollars to 
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exposed as terrarills, inside traderst scumbags and—viva das Vegas!—crypto-Nazis. And then the fun begins. 
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industry (and brought its author, screenwriterJ&e Eszterhas, way too much free publicity). CELIA BRADY annotates the 

text and explains why Ovitz s days as the king of Hollywood may be numbered. JOHN Brodie reveals how Eszlerhass 

life imitates his art.... .© 
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NoYiddish 
heavy metal 

bands, 
—People Magazine, July 31,1989, pages 78-79 

The style of our enter- 
tainment coverage and the 
entertainers we cover haw 

gathered US a younger 
and hipper audience. Our 

average reader is 30 years old-Thats 6.5 years -*-■ r ■ , • , ii 
younger than the average reader of People The EntertOinmeilt MagOZine. 
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THE NINETIES? 

A WISHFUL, DIS- 

INGENUOUS 

conventional wis¬ 

dom is in already; a 

sweeter, more car¬ 

ing down-to-earth 

era, all of America 

like Portland (Maine, Oregon, it doesn’t matter), all Americans 

like Garrison Keillor and eating nothing but healthful grains, 

the century finishing up in a coast-ro-coast Capra-esque love- 

j % m fesr. But SO far, anyway, it looks like the Frank 

/yht/) C r Capra spirit is operative only on the far side 

1 Isl?? i of the Rhine; the American 1990s look to be 

complicated, weird — downright Tim (Pee- 

wees Big Adventare, Beetlejuice. Batman) Burton-esque. y As 

we announced in a ground-breaking epiphany here sometime 

back in the late 1980s, Batman was, in effect, a naturalistic ac- 

a * 7 /"* 7 count of life in these United States, a crypto- 
/\ * * if documentary. "We're a nation of fucks and 

JLJL WlMJlMh gangsters, a 
York City 

member said to a school super- 

was, unbeknownst to die fucks- 

fellow; wrired for sound, An- 

Exxon, sues 

ka, for ex¬ 

in cleaning 

besotted Alaskan coastline, claiming the state 

slowed the operation down (quick; real life or Batman //?). 

Where but in some anxious, febrile, cinematic Manhattan 

dreamscape would a gang of black teenage girls glancingly 

prick dozens of w hite w omen? (“They thought 

it was fun" explained a deputy police chief 

after the gang was apprehended, To run 

down Broadway and stick white women w^ith 

pins to see their reaction' ) When Richard Ramirez, the Los An¬ 

geles serial killer called the Night Stalker, learned that he would 

probably be gassed to death, he provided the perfect sound 

• 1 * • bite; "Big deal," Ramirez 

/J / W C/E 1C "T7/7 said simply and eloquently, 

LAJL^LA/\Jf § [/ 1%J /// and five days after the 
death sentence was pro¬ 

nounced came the made-for-TV movie based 

on his life, just in time for Thanksgiv¬ 

ing. But there are also, for comic relief, 

life's distinctly Pee-weeaspects. The published 

suggestion, for instance, that the Jockey 

shorts on sale for S70Q to benefit the Long Is¬ 

land Animal Rescue Fund wfere in fact Don- 

JAKL'ARY 1990SPY 9 

patronage-dispensing New' 

school board 

intendent who 

and-gangsters 

other villain, 

its vicrim, Alas- 

penscs incurred 

up the Valdez- 



aid Trump’s. A spokesperson for The 

Trump Organization challenged the gar¬ 

ments provenance Tts ridiculous. Its ab¬ 

surd, Its totally false. No one" the spokes¬ 

person insisted* "has access to his 

underwear except his wife and family." 

(Plus, if they were for sale, they'd go for 

plenty more than $700,) And when Disney 

chairman Michael Eisner set out last fall 

for the Paris Bourse to announce the sale 

of $970 million worth of stock in the new 

European Disneyland, he was accompa¬ 

nied by footmen in Mickey Mouse and 

Pluto costumes. But that 

was simply nut zany 

enough: upon arriving* 

Eisner was pelted with 

eggs and catsup by 

young Communists in 

Disney-character cos¬ 

tumes of their own. 

There are no young 

Communist ideologues 

in America anymore* 

certainly none enter¬ 

prising enough to wear 

giant Goofy masks to a 

protest demonstration. 

Yet, as wc explained in aground-breaking 

essay back in the late eighties* we and the 

Soviet Union are undergoing a wholesale 

role reversal - the USSR becoming a live¬ 

ly bourgeois democracy the US. becoming 

a dreary, defensive* enervated hulk. 

Ridiculous? Absurd? Totally false? While 

Moscow' is allowing free travel and emi¬ 

gration* even for those who have sought to 

leave illegally Washington is fretting over 

the possibility that some impoverished 

Mexican-Americans may have been given 

immigration amnesty improperly. Ir is 

our National Endow ment for the Arts, not 

the Soviet Ministry of Culture, that has 

just withdrawn funding for an art show 

catalog because it criticizes members of 

the ruling part)'. And it is New York City's 

Metropolitan Transit Authority chat has 

ordered its police force to search out sub¬ 

way beggars and expel them from the sys¬ 

tem* Moscow on the Hudson? No* 

ridiculous* absurd* totally false, precisely 

not that: "Were not," MTA chairman Rob¬ 

ert Kiley thought it necessary to point uut* 

"proposing jackboots, whips and clubs.” 

No jackboots, not a single wrhip* no 

clubs —and Charlton Heston doing the 

voice-overs for government instructional 

films about nuclear weapons. This is why 

the U.S. will never really be like the Soviet 

Union—why the American police state, if 

it finally comes, will be so much more 

pleasant and enduring rhan the rough, 

tough kinds established abroad. Heston 

has narrated at least six of the doomsday 

movies* a job for which he and his toupee 

have been granted one of the highest 

security-clearance levels. Tm not trying 

to be dramatically secretive," he said, "but 

I can’t get into that." Just what sort of 

government would entrust national secu¬ 

rity to a pompous old B-actor? Why, one 

led by a Boy's Book of Presidential Leadership 

guy like Poppy Bush, who has had the 

White House retrofitted with all kinds of 

super-cool spy-HQ gadgetry. According 

to an intimate* “He’s turned the Oval 

Office into Mission: Impossible? 

Meanwhile, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 

who inspires passionate commitment 

from more Americans than the president 

(thousands for Prophet versus several for 

Bush* including Bar), has turned her 

Montana ranch into Mission: Impossible. 

Fellow' members of her Church Univer¬ 

sal and Triumphant have stockpiled weap¬ 

ons (.50-caliber armor piercing guns, 

120,000 rounds of ammunition) and built 

bomb shelters on the land they bought 

from Malcolm Forbes about the same time 

Charlton Heston started his top-secret 

work. Erin Prophet* Elizabeth Clares 

daughter and spokesperson* says it's ridic¬ 

ulous, absurd, totally false chat the church 

poses any threat. But the neighbors are 

spooked, "People w'ho go around with 

armor-piercing assault rifles and budding 

bomb shelters,'’ said one last fall, “are not 

exhibiting neighborly ness." The bomb shel¬ 

ters, by the way, are for the Soviet attack 

rhat Prophet has astrological!}' predicted 

for this New Avar's Eve. 

Of course* this New Year's Eve means 

just one thing to fans of 1999: Casinos of the 

Third Reich, our ground-breaking serial¬ 

ized novel —the finale to "It’s My Party*' 

the story's glittery, glitzy Part 1. Of course, 

the grand, glossy world of high-stakes art 

auctions figures prominently in the con¬ 

cluding chapter of Part 1; as the hero 

and heroine swagger our of the auction 

house empty-handed, having been out¬ 

bid on Torpedo Losf Roy Lichtensteins 

funny, frightening comic-book-panel 

painting of a Nazi U-boat captain (it 

went for $5.5 million, 2,200 times the 

price art dealer Leo Castelli originally 

got for it in 1963), we hear the presi¬ 

dent of Christie's exulting to a reporter. 

’It was an exciting sale,’ he Says* "snap* 

crackle and pop all the way." And it is 

wise, wily Castelli himself* Speaking of 

die same Christie's auction, who delivers 

die famous closing line of Part I: 'One 

expects miracles again — and they may be 

happening.' 

Miracles? And how: until an astound¬ 

ing, absurd dens ex machina —the Iron 

Curtain comes down! Peace on Earth! — 

we plunge headlong into "Berlin Calling*” 

Part II of our novel of the fin de siecle. 

Everything seems to be pointing toward a 

Capra-esque lovefest of an ending* with a 

tough* time-tested Bush administration 

European expert gushing that the White 

House nowr believes Gorbachev is real, 

real, outrageously for real.” But so many 

loose ends remain in our rollicking, rue¬ 

ful story—especially for a certain North 

American country whose identity has 

been based on its readiness to repel 

marauding Communists, not to mention 

a certain bifurcated European country 

chat has never managed to go more than 

20 years whole without starting a world 

wrar. The specter of a born-again Berlin 

w ith designs on the wwld? It's ridiculous. 

It's absurd. It’s totally false. Yet when the 

Wall w?as finally breached, did West Ger¬ 

man chancellor Helmut Kohl say Mar- 

telons! or Oh, happy day! or Snap, crackle 

and pop all the tray? No. He said* "Long live 

a free German fatherland!” Right-wing 

Germans ranting about the fatherland.*, 

yes, the ground-breaking novel chat began 

as lL)99: Casinos oj the Third Reich under¬ 

goes a change of title halfway through the 

action — a teasing, terrifying mystery that 

readers of 1999: Casinos of the Fourth Reich 

cant wait to unravel! > 

10 SPY JAMUARY 195)0 
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"behind the cliches of cott- 
temporary men's cl o i li i ti 
there is a seismic zone in 
continuous upheaval, swept 

by the tremors of creativity 
Hi at are capable of earth 
shaking innovations* 
Pit ti (Hunagine 0 I t r e 
explores this territory, 
where nothing is taken for 

gran ted? where anything 
can happen" 
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From the spy mailroom: In the two and o 

half years this column has been appear- 

ing, no one has ever asked us exactly 

how it's put together. Well, we'll tell you. 

First we came up with an opening gim¬ 

mick; you are enduring one right now. 

Then we weed out the 

cards and letters that 

are obviously nothing 

more thon auditions 

for publication — 

wacky requests, ir¬ 

relevant information, private correspon¬ 

dence, petty complaints; these are what 

we choose to work with, Finally, we set 

aside a generous portion of the column 

for our readers to engage in a wide-rang¬ 

ing debate on whot nubbin really means. 

There are many exceptions to the rule, 

of course, but this particular column wilt 

for the most port follow that pattern. 

With one special bonus: Bill Cosby has 

written us. 

A William H_ Cosby Jr, of Manhattan 

has returned o recent spy subscription 

solicitation sent unwittingly to him — 

returned it unopened, despite the enve¬ 

lope's attention-grabbing promise that a 

FREE Gorby Lick'n'Stick Birthmark was 

inside Scrawled across the envelope: 

"NO!!! This is funnier than anything 

you've done with my name in it. Bill 

Cosby." By "this" we assume Mr. Cosby 

means our attempt to sell him □ sub¬ 

scription. Of course, of course —he must 

already hove one. Are our faces rad! 

Cos's was not the only Gorby Lick 'n' 

Stick Birthmark to be bounced bock to 

us* The Allcnwood Federal Prison Comp 

in Montgomery, Pennsylvania, returned 

the one we sent someone who happens 

to be doing tim& (Where do we get our 

mailing lists? Old White House staff 

directories?) Prisoner —rather, potential 

subscriber— Ho* 3S06Q-066 shall re¬ 

main nameless; he may, after all, intend 

to turn over a new leaf. The rejected Gor¬ 

by Birthmark, the one that might hove 

been his, was returned to spy attached to 

official prison form BP-32B{58). (We got 

the original copy, by the way; yellow 

goes to the inmate, pink to the mail- 

room—theirs, not ours —and "golden- 

rod" to something called the Central 

File.) Anyway, form BP-326(58) revealed 

that in our communication with poten¬ 

tial subscriber No. 35060-066 we had 

enclosed "unauthorized material" —to - 

DEAR Editors Ilfew years ago your 

fl magazine published 

an article that attempted to test the gulli¬ 

bility of those who collate mailing lists, as 

well as trace the route along which a name 

is passed on such lists ( Dear__, 

You May Have Already Won ..,by Hoy 

Harley, November 1987]. Since that time, 

I've been receiving a gift subscription to 

spy, addressed to Karen Troxy, as opposed 

to my real, therefore preferred, name, 

Karen Trott. 

There has since been a deluge of junk 

mail delivered to this newly channeled en¬ 

tity. Additionally, a second being has been 

identified, one Admiral Karen Troxy, who 

now receives her own daily bundles of 

catalogs and ephemera. Karen Troxy re¬ 

ceives subscription offers to Mother Jones, 

for example, whereas Admiral Troxy is 

being solicited by the National Rifle 

Association. 

Enclosed is a change-of-name-and- 

address form. I’m curious about how long 

it will take for the Troxys to move our of 

my mailbox, Id consider keeping you 

posted but fear the consequences. 

Karen Trott 

Sew York 

UT enjoy a good name mangling as well as the 

next magazine, and, frankly, we like the sound 

of “Troxy*— hut well of coarse correct the mis¬ 

take, with our apologies. But you might look 

elsewhere for the provenance of "Admiral Troxy~ 

lwhich we love the sound of) — were never 

sold our mailing list to the National Rifle 

Association, 

Dear Editors I n reference to Mark 
9 Frankel s article on 

midget movie mogul Dina DeLaurentiis 

in your August 1989 issue ("The Little 

Producer That CouldnV'], I would like to 

contribute further evidence of Mr. 

DeLaurentiiss producing prowess. 

Critic Brian D. Johnson's review of the 

movie Great Balls of Fire in Macleans maga¬ 

zine mentions that the script was offered 

to DeLaurentiis m an effort to get him to 

invest in the film. After reading the script, 

the pint-size producer rejected it because 

it wasn't funny enough, Apparently he 

thought its subject was Jerry Lewis, creti¬ 

nous comedian, not Jerry Lee Lewis, 

piano-playing pedophile. 

As Dino might have exclaimed had he 

chosen to produce the film, "Everybody 

loves the big junkie!" 

K£tth Clarkson 

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 

Dear Editors I ennet Conants article 

J "Slaves of The New 

Yorker [September 1989] brings to mind 

a similar servitude l observed while em¬ 

ployed at no less hallowed an institution 

than the Solomon R. Guggenheim Mu¬ 

seum. Fresh graduates of the Institute of 

Fine Arts or similar schools, almost all 

of them female, would perform various 

high-profile “internship assignments (an¬ 

swer telephones, fetcli coffee, type) with¬ 

out compensation, to demonstrate their 

"commitment.1 Regardless of the unlikeli¬ 

hood of their ever rising in the hierarchy 

of curatorship, these interns regarded the 

director with awre; his office, as if it were a 

Delphic temple. They would avoid saying 

the director’s name inside the museum, as 

if Frank Lloyd Wrights curving concrete 

walls were one enormous ear leading to 

the office of the Great One. 

Peter Meitzler 

Los Angeles, California 

Dear Editors fl s an ex-flight atten* 

Ildant for Air Canada, 

I can tell you that whenever the Grim 

Reaper made his way through one of our 

cabins, the procedure was a little different 

from Delta Air Lines' ["Bound for Glory: 

What Happens When Your Last Stop 

Comes Before the End of the Line” by Jay 

Blotcher, September]. We still notified 

the family and had the plane met by an 

ambulance, but we didn’t just leave the de¬ 

ceased for dead during the flight. 

Maybe it is just the Canadian way, but 

we were basically told to lie and pretend 

that the passenger was not dead, only ill. 

It seems the airline thought if we ran 

down the aisles screaming “Oh God, he's 

dead, Gloria!" the passengers would be* 

come alarmed and subsequently be roo 

afraid to visit the in-flight duty-free shop. 

So w'e wrere told to vacate the seat beside 

the deceased, put a fake oxygen mask on 

him, turn his face coward the window and 

cover him writh a blanket, {So he wouldn’t 

get cold?) The rest of the flight would be 

spent offering the dead man drinks and 
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AN AMERICAN BISTRO 
102 FIFTH AVENUE. 463-8888 

Indiana Market 
& Catering 

80 Second AVe 
New York 
L HI SOS 7100 

wit, “one decal/' So: no decals allowed 

in federal prison* (Some other things Hie 

Deportment of Josf ice returns to senders, 

according to form BP42B(58}: podded 

cards, electronic musical greeting cards, 

sexually explicit personal photos, plant 

shorings and body hair. Whoops' There 

go the next fire spy subscription give¬ 

aways.) Presumably the other elements 

of our mailing mode it through to 35060- 

066's cell; he's still, after all, a member 

in good standing of spy's target audh 

ence, no matter what 12 gl his peers evi¬ 

dently had to say. 

(For the record: Spy was only trying to 

sell o subscription. We were not accom¬ 

plices to any attempted jail break. It 

never even occurred to us, as it appar¬ 

ently did to the prison authorities, that 

35060 066 could apply the Gorby Lick 

'iT Stick Birthmark high on his forehead 

and, citing wrongful incarceration and 

on a Ircady-irt-pr ogress meeting of the 

Politburo 4,000 miles away, walk out of 

Allenwood a free man.) 

On to the wacky requests, irrelevant in¬ 

formation, private correspondence and 

petty complaints. 

Samuel D. Friedlander of North Mas- 

sapequa, New York, went backpacking 

in Europe last August (taking with him 

the latest spy) and thought to send us a 

postcard from Switzerland. That in itself 

is not worthy of mention here —two sen¬ 

tences and counting!— but we were in¬ 

terested in his discovery that if you tear 

off the pages of the magazine as you 

read them, your backpack becomes pro¬ 

gressively lighter We hope you disposed 

of those pages appropriately Mr. Fried- 

lander. You know the Swiss. 

Our New Paltz, New York, correspon¬ 

dent, Gena Feist, continues to send hand¬ 

made, mortarboard-size postcards on 

the bocks of which she discourses on o 

variety of subjects. Now she wants us to 

set her up with Elvis Costello. “I know 

he's a married man," she admits. Geno, 

you home-wrecker 'Td go so far as to 

resuhscribe" she odds. Sorry —we're not 

that kind of magazine. 

David Robinson of Manhattan would 

like on important, overlooked nugget 

of information: what fashion orbitress 

Diana Vreeland was wearing when she 

died. Well, we're not yet that kind of 

magazine either. 

Another reader is bewildered by the re- 
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complimentary earphones to continue 

the charade. 

The thing I could never understand 

was that a flight attendant was expected 

to sir beside the body for landing. Its not 

as if they expected you to date the guy af¬ 

terward or anything, but really,, r how can 

a corpse have anything but a safe Landing? 

(1 wasn't with the company very long 

and never personally had a passenger die 

on one of my flights; howTevert there were 

quite a few I wanted to kill,) 

Annie Came 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Dear Editors I he key to your article 

I on Hollywood’s career- 

making liaisons ["Do You, Sylvester Stal¬ 

lone, . *. T by Jeff Trent, September} pro¬ 

vided abbreviations for ’spouse;" ^boy^ or 

girlfriend,' and bx-spouse or ex-friendT Die 

chart that followed, however, did not in¬ 

clude a single boy- or girlfriend. Are you 

trying to tell us that friendship isn't what 

it used to be in the cold hearted industry? 

Jerry Balsam 

New York 

No, were probably just trying to tell you that in 

“Isn’t it comforting tso find 
a Southern California hotel 

where the service is 
even better than the weather?” 

The Beverly Hills Hotel and Bungalows 
9641 Sunset Boulevard, Beverly Hills. CA 90210 (213) 276-2251 

Direct Reservations (800) 283-8885* Cable: BEVHLLL* Telex: 188586 *TWX 910-490-2580 

Represented nationally by (1/(800) R-WARNER 

lhe Power' 
comF 
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Both Donald Trump and Mikhail Gor¬ 

bachev are given to rhetorical bravado 

that far surpasses their ability to act. Both 

of them are sternly critical of the so-called 

hooliganism of their nations' minority 

groups. Both of them have much- 

criticized, elegant and, coincidentally, 

Slavic wives. Trump, however, still favors 

the Stalinist, monomamacal habit of 

naming everything he controls after him¬ 

self. Congratulations to spy for its con¬ 

scientious efforts against this most recent 

cult of personality. 

Dominic Gualtieri 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Dear Editors IJegarding “Save the 

It Whales - Were Com¬ 

ing In for a Close-upC' by Tom Rose and 

Bruce Handy [October], I have to wonder 

if Tom Rose has ever been to Barrow; 

Alaska, as you claim. 1 visited there a cou¬ 

ple of years ago and found that while it was 

remote and decidedly unhip, the town was 

otherwise right up-to-date. 

It is not a “cash only11 place. My Ameri¬ 

can Express Gold Card was readily ac¬ 

cepted at the Top of the World Hotel and 

at Pepes North of the Border Mexican 

Eve never encountered a model or another 

writer! I've never even known any models, 

let alone dated one! 1 don't know who Brian 

McNally is! Thank God, all I havetodo,ac- 

eording to your article, is plaster my next 

book with a heavily airbrushed photo of 

me, drink in hand, in front of a stuffed dog 

at M .K.; if my picture is more important 

than my writing, it must supersede my ac¬ 

tual life as well. 

Mary uLa Toya ' Gatiskill 

New York 

P.S. Men do come up to women in bars, es¬ 

pecially women wearing glasses* and say Til 

bet you're a writer." Sometimes they're just 

being snotty but still. 

Dear Editors lerry Brown should 

# know there will be no 

U S. Senate seat up in 1990 in California 

[The Usual Suspects, October]. He should 

also know that when you are trying to get 

lucky with a politically inclined lady, you 

should have your facts straight. 

Francis J. McCarthy 

Gknview, Illinois 

Jerry Brown probably does know better on the first 

count: it was our mistake. 

Like Sneed Knows Suzy" October] ap¬ 

pears a cartoon startlingly reminiscent of 

a Monty Python sketch about news for 

gibbons. Surely you re trying to teach your 

readers a subtle lesson. 

Jerry Balsam 

New York 

Similarly acknowledged. Last Jerry Balsam 

letter this month. 

Dear Editors fllthougb your report 

lion the theory of 

"dumb money'— the rabid phenomenon 

of betting against the stock market invest¬ 

ments recommended in the major media — 

is all well and good [The Street, by Wil¬ 

liam Smith and Eddie Stern, October], 

surely you realize that nowr that this invest¬ 

ment theory is out in the open, it is no 

longer valid. This gives rise to a new 

school — ^ w/z-dumb-moneyism — the 

science of studying what analysts say on 

TV, counting on the fact that in-the-know 

investors will do the opposite, then doing 

the opposite yourself, in other words, follow¬ 

ing what the big-time stock analysts said 

to do in the first place. Back to the draw¬ 

ing board, armchair pop stock-watchers! 

Jeffrey P. McManus 

Santa Barbara, California 

Dear Editors 1 m ee, you guys sure were 

U nice to John Ttsh dur¬ 

ing the inter view on Entertainment Tonight 

in the fall. You didn't even wince w hen John 

likened spy to Mad magazine and Nation¬ 

al Lampoon, not to mention a high school 

yearbook! What self-control! 

I look forward to your forthcoming tele¬ 

vision special. Just think; a copy of the show 

will eventually end up rotting in a card¬ 

board box in Robert Batschas office at the 

Museum of Broadcasting. 

Kim Schmidt 

San Diego. California 

Dear Editors W ipes! I was shocked to 

I see my favorite Newr 

York monthly prominently featured on En¬ 

tertainment Tonight. John Fesh called you su- 

perhotf If only he wtrre more familiar with 

your magazine, he would most likely have 

said "superglam orous.” 

Not that you aren’t, mind you. It’s a fine 

line between Us and Them, however, and 
while Jann Wenner and Rolling Stone wal- 
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lowed across that line, shedding journalis¬ 

tic integrity for trendy furniture and cash, 

Fd hate to see spy go the same way. 

Cant you be happy and poor? Reassure 

me and do a blistering, completely un¬ 

called-for vicious piece on ET. 

Michael Reynolds 

Berkley, Michigan 

Dear Editors I commiserate with spy 

1 after reading in The 

Wall Street Journal about a federal judge's 

lace-summer ban on SfT Notes, a spy 

parody of Cliffs Notes. 

One thing that can be said for parody 

is that it will not be left out in the cold, 

chiefly because its viability as a Literary 

form is unimpeachable. I prefer to diink 

of satire as the proud parent of parody, 

best defined as a montage of exquisite 

absurdities. 

It is hoped chat neither spy's subtle art 

of parody nor its publisher sustained any 

permanent injury from this Ciiffs-hanger, 

Bill Pfrtender 

Spring l^ike, New Jersey 

We confess you lost us somewhere in the middle 

therer but we appreciate your support. Actually, 

things turned out quite well: in September, a 

three-judge panel of the Second US, Circuit 

Court of Appeals ruled unanimously in favor of 

our hook, which is now available in bookstores 

worldwide. And we wont say “Finally, a 

Pfriendly letter17 but we are thinking it. 

Dear Editors I have begun a coilec- 

1 tion of press outtakes 

concerning the affable Donald Trump. 

The cover story in the September 25, 

1989, issue of Time, on the decline of At¬ 

lantic City, was so Trump-packed that 1 

had to check that SPY wasn't in my hands: 

- The Donald made an attempt to have 

one of his parking garages, described by 

Time as a plain block of white concrete," 

declared a work of art. 

* The city is peppered with billboards 

that call out hypnotically to motorists, 

YOU'RE LOOKING very TRUMP TODAY 

*• When he took over Resorts Interna¬ 

tional in 1987, Trump agreed to build 

some low-income housing in Atlantic 

City. One year later he sold the resort to 

Merv Griffin, and when asked about the 

as-yet-unbuilt units, he announced, essen¬ 

tially, that they were now Merv's problem. 

* Sounding eerily like a vice presi¬ 

dent, Trump said, “If there is one word ro 

describe Atlantic City, it's Big Business. 

Or two words: Big Business.” 

* Locals were prevented from attend* 

ing Mother's Day Mass because some 

churches were inaccessible, due to the 

final leg of rhe Tour de Trump. 

- Children in Atlantic City like to 

spend their spare time hurling rocks at 

the Trump Princess. 

Brad Slager 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Dear Editors ylf hy do you have so 

H many foreigners on 

your staff? A lot of the names on your 

masthead sound vaguely Bulgarian or 

Something. Schragis? That sounds not only 

Eastern bloc but also like a skin condition. 

Then there's Kalogerakis, which 1 

swear was a planet on one of the original 

Star Irek episodes. Talk about aliens! Two 

other names, which share equal status 

on your masthead/depth chart/pecking 

order —Mihaly and Kuypers—prove the 

point that your operation is loaded with 

foreigners. The first is obviously Russian 

and the second is most likely a demented, 

drunken Danish physicist. 

The list goes on: Vandepaer, Gostin, 

Kruchko, Arlinsky, Malanowski (is he/she 

the son/daughter of the infamous crack¬ 

pot who thought aliens lived in the center 

of the Earth?), Kihn (Kihn?} and the one 

that illustrates this entire problem best of 

all, Auslander, whose name actually means 

“foreigner! As your readers will now note, 

many of these people have either too 

many or two few vowels in their names. 

This is supposed to be an English-lan¬ 

guage publication. Where are your ruddy 

irishmen, your lyrical Welshmen, your 

stoic if besotted New Englanders? Even 

Andersen is spelled with an e instead of an 

a, betraying his socialist-leaning heritage. 

As it stands now, spy, the whole thing 

strikes me as somewhat sinister 

Jon Van Housen 

Vail, Colorado 

Mihaly, A rlinsky and Auslander have left the 

magazine. Satisfied? 

SPY welcomes letters from its readers. Address 

correspondence to SPY, The SPY Building, 

5 Union Square West, New York, NY. 10003- 

Please include your daytime telephone number. 

Typewritten letters are preferred. Letters may be 

edited for length or clarity. > 
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Don't Know Much About History... 
“Hey, Kids! I hum I Doin'?" 

onfouruling all of spy's expectations about how 

he would live out his days (see 'Looking Ahead to 

Koch: The Years in Exile" September), New York's 

own great communicator will spend 1990 as a 

Marnold Visiting Fellow at New York University's 

School of Public Service, But what if six lectures on 

urban affairs serve only to wjhet our logoirheic 

former mayor s appetite for a young, impression* 

able, captive audience? Herew ith, some other pos¬ 

sibilities for Koch at NYU 

ED KOCH, SEMIOTICS PROFESSOR; "I don't think 

anything is more meaningful or has more sym¬ 

bolism than finally taking down these decals’ — on 

fake windows on abandoned Bronx buildings, 1989 

ED KOCH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROFESSOR: "I 

w restled him to the ground... J beat the hell out of 

him’ —1987, on his 1979 assault at the New York 

Hilton by a "radical doctor" 

SOK: MJ wrestled him to the ground_J beat the 

hell out of him' — 1987, on his 1979 assault at the 

New Mirk Hilton by a ‘radical doctor’ 

ED KOCH, AMERICAN HISTORY PROFESSOR: "What's 

that?'— pointing to the Jefferson Monument in 

1975, his sixth year in Congress 

ED KOCH, AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES PROFESSOR; 

'Face it. Blacks don't voter— 1976,. to the sug¬ 

gestion he support more 'pro-black’ issues 

ED KOCH, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW PROFESSOR; “The 

Constitution is dumb,’—1981, reminded that the 

homeless people he wanted to relocate have civil 

rights 

ED KOCH, HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PRO¬ 

FESSOR: “You did exactly the right thing in filling 

an open job with an able person."— 1983 memo to 

Bess Myerson, on her hiring Sukhreet Gabel for a 

new position with no other applicants 

T H | P | » I PBINf € G M T I M U I I 

found chili a mil h.untau r|zers 

Stored .it I HI degrees (5U 

decrees too cool), 70-degree 

cheese (2^ decrees above 

Standard}, dirty floors, a peel¬ 

ing basement and flies. 

DimiO-Mat 

942 Third Avenue 

Hi 

bathroom. 

El MOROCCO 

307 East !>4rh Street 

Fresh and old mouse excreta 

and pond£^gaM?5^^|C, found 
tor 

Too ms. There 

was no permit ro operate a 

nightclub 

ED KOCH, NARRATIVE FICTION WRITING PROFES- — Sc oil Yates 

Private Lives of Public Figures 

Successful, important enter tamer-educator-author Bill Cosby is never too busy to 

consider a financial opportunity. 

The SPY List 

Woody Alton 

Mikhail Baryshnikov 

Grover Cleveland 

Arthur Dim ms dole 

Clark Gable 

Steve Garvey 

Harry Hamlin 

Rich Little 

Jack Nicholson 

Roscoe Orman 

("Gordon" from 

Sesame Street) 

Elvis Presley 

Noah Robinson Sr, 

Kurt Russell 

Sam Shepard 

Coleman Young 

Actor Riviera 

-134 Lafayette Street 

Fresh and old mouse excreta, 

dirty floors, walls laden with 

food, and several large tur¬ 
keys improperly defrosting. 

Carhloie Deui 

8Vi Seventh Avenue 

The inspectors found chit ken 

soup and vegetable soups 
stored on the floor in huge 

vats: the deli was instructed 

to refrigerate them immedi¬ 

ately. The cutting board had 

open seam si ponded water 

was found behind the deep 

fryer in the kitchen and be¬ 

hind the ice machine in rhe 

basement; and there were sev¬ 

eral leaks, including one in 

the waste pipe. 

f3 

Aureole 

54 Last 6lst Street 

In January and attain in Feb¬ 

ruary, the restaurant was 

cited lor lacking a permit to 

operate. In May, inspectors 

found garbage stored in the 

refrigerator. 

EsD 

Anar Bach 

33fi East 6th Street 

Flesh and old mouse 

droppings were found in the 

kitchen and dining areas; 

there was a leaky faucet 

in the kitchen 

Illustration by Drew Friedman 
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Famous Dairy Restaurant 

222 West 72nd Street 

Food that should have been 

kept at 45 decrees or lower 

was stored at higher 

temperatures: egg salad at 

54 degrees,, tuna salad at 

52 degrees, chopped her¬ 

ring at 54 degrees and 

cottage cheese at 48 degrees. 

The ice machine was uncovered 

and had broken hinges, 

and a gas cylinder that 

should have been chained 

to a wall wasn't. 

t 
Great American Health Bar 

821 Third Avenue 

In January: flies. In March: 

flies. In April a cat. In 

May: flies. 

h* 

Harp Rock Cafe 

2 21 West 57th Street 

No permit from rhe Health 

Department. 

m 
Umelujnt 

47 West 20th Street 

Operating a restaurant 

without a Health Department 

permit. 

m 

Undy's 

1256 Avenue of the Americas 

“Potentially hazardous" cold 

foods —tuna, chicken and egg 

salads —that should have 

been kept at 45 degrees mea¬ 

sured 60 degrees. 

s | 

Mars 

28-30 Tenth Avenue 

In January, barely a month af¬ 

ter the club opened* owners 

were cited for operating a 

restaurant without a permit, 

tn March they were again cit¬ 

ed for that violation; inspect 

tors also found water pond¬ 

ing on the floor of the test 

room, syrup and carbon a tors 

littering the floor and no 

EMPLOYEES MUST WASH 

HANDS sign posted in the 

bathroom, 

m 

Pasta Vkcj 

January 
Datebook 
Enchanting and 

Alarming Events 

Upcoming 

1 New Year’s Day. 

Upon awakening, 

realize that, due to 

your food and alcohol 

intake the previous 

evening, you have 

doubled in size. Decide 

that New Years 

Resolution No. 3, 

Getting Up Early 

Every Day and 

Running to Someplace 

Far Away and Then 

Returning, is unrealistic 

and vague. Decide thac 

Resolution No. 2, 

Spending Increased 

Time on Things I 

Really Enjoy, is more 

manageable. Promptly 

fall back to sleep. 

3 Fifteenth 

anniversary of the U.S. 

Army’s announcement 

that its first-ever course 

on human sexuality 

was a huge success. 

Men forced to live 

without women and 

submitted daily to a 

regimen of grading 

physical labor interested 

in sex? Get outta here! 

9 A city holiday is 

held in Yorba Linda, 

California, today to 

celebrate the birthday 

of native son Richard 

Nixon. Says Mayor 

Henry Wedaa, 

“President Nixon is 

definitely in fashion 

again’’ Yes, and the 

Green Acres cast is 

getting together for 

a reunion, but we 

don't hold special 

commemorative 

ceremonies. 

15 Martin Luther 

King Day. Again this 

year the nation 

celebrates with respect. 

But given that 

Washington and 

Lincoln have been 

reduced to TV car 

salesmen, its probably 

only a matter of time 

until a commercial like 

this appears: (King, on 

film) "Free at last! Free 

at last!M (Announcer) 

“Not free, friends, but 

at the new Amies 

Valu Hut in Paramus, 

you'll find prices on 

Sony, Fisher and JVC 

thac are low, low; 

unbelievably low?" 

16 Christies auction 

house presents “Folk 

Art or Fake Art: How 

to Tell the DifFerencef 

a tree lecture at 6:00 

p.m. Find out how to 

divvy up your art 

collection according to 

which paintings were 

done by untrained 

artists and which were 

done by artists merely 

pretending to be 

untrained. 

16 Seventy-first 

anniversary of the 

ratification of 

Prohibition. 

20 Richard Nixon was 

sworn in on this day in 

1969 as the nations 

37th president. Those 

who traveled to Yorba 

Linda earlier in the 

Separates m Birth? 

Fine Young Cannibals' 

Roland Gift... 

Leonid Brezhnev,,. 

Senator John Glenn 

being punched,.* 

and Eartha KittP 

A 

and Max Schmeling? 

and Mondy Pattnkin 

in A fieri Nation? 

month for the Nixon 

festivities might very 

well want to seize this 

opportunity for still 

more frenzied Nixon 

worship. 

25 Ninety years ago 

today, the House of 

Representatives 

unseated Congressman- 

elect Brigham H. 

Roberts of Utah for 

having three wives. 

Brigham H. Roberts — 

a foot soldier in the 

campaign for sexual 

freedom on the Hill, 

25 Forty-fifth 

anniversary of the day 

that Grand Rapids, 

Michigan, became the 

first U.S. city to add 

fluoride to a municipal 

water supply. (No 

mention, however, was 

made of citywide 

flossing.) Aging 

right-wing nuts 

commemorate the day 

by muttering under 

their breath. 

27 Songwriter Lisa 

Garrison appears at 

the Museum of the 

City of New York 

and encourages her 

audience to create 

their owfn lyrics for 

songs about life in the 

city of New York. 

Sounds fun... but wfe 

just can t think of what 

rhymes with 'a strange 

man is selling my bike 

on a corner near my 

apartment" 

28 Super Bowl Sunday. 

Lay the points. Take 

the over. Avoid large- 

screen TVs, > 

24 SFT JANUARY 19-90 
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You Are There 
SPYj Exclusive Monthly Behind-the- Scenes Celebrity Vignette 

Tm riMl »ii«r cjnukkio 

Sicohid Avenue Deli 

156 Second Avenue 

Walk-in refrigerator tans 

were grease- and dusi-laden, 

and the floor was food, 
grease- and re fu se-t tic rusted. 

m 

Szechuan Panda 

509 Third Avenue 
Inspectors found fresh and 

□Id mouse excreta. “Traps 

need to be emptied periodi¬ 

cally. The smell of dead mice 

permeates the basement," they 

charged, When inspectors 

returned, they again found 

droppings, and noted that 

rhe sides of the stoves and 

woks were heavily grease- 

laden. 

m 

Teacher's Too 
22 71 Broadway 

Inspectors found mouse 

droppings in the dry-storage 

area of the basement, two 

months later they found mouse- 

holes by the ice machine. 

& 

HIT THE ftQAD, JACK, BUT 

VISIT THE UTTLE BOYS' 

ROOM FIRST 

An intercepted memo From 

Joe Adams, executive vice 

president of Kay Charles 

Enterprises, dated July 26, 

1989: 
“To: All members of the 

Ray Charles Road Company 

"It has come to my attention 

that certain members of the 

Ray Charles Company have 

abused the convenience of the 

restroom on rhe company 

coach; therefore, EFFECTIVE 

IMMEDIATELY. THE REST 

ROOM WILL BE LOCKED 

FOR A MINIMUM OF ONE 

HOUR AFTER THE DE¬ 

PARTURE FROM A HOTEL 

OR A REST STOP OR UN¬ 

TIL SUCH TIME THAT 
THE DRIVER DEEMS IT 
SAFE TO STOP COACH 

AND UNLOCK SAID 

RESTROOM 

“The toilet facilities on the 

coach are for the convenience 

of the entire company, how- 

eve rf there ate a few members 

of the company who have not 

been housebroken, eg., urinat 

ing on the wall or rhe floor, 

Leaving soiled toiler tissues on 

rhe floor, leaving the face ^ 

Wow, FEEL THE POWER! The weight room is abuzz with networking megastars, pumping up and getting that 

attractive, a!Cover Joe Ptscopo look. Look! Arnold Schwarzenegger is terminating his middle-aged-dad love handles 

and sharing a knowing wink with hunky Sly Stallone behind the back of 96-pound-weakling turned megapumper 

Pee-wee Merman, who's said to be Still chugalugging steroids fM m mm ™ sceroi d-y\) in an attempt to follow in the 

footsteps of another Saturday-mormng superwacko, Hulk Hogan. Lindsay 'Peaceable Kingdom" Wagner, blazing 

a bionic comeback path, takes time off to enjoy a carrot juice and ogle Mark Gastineau s sack dance. Yof Pee-wee — dean 

and jerk! PHOTOGRAPH By STEPHEN pHAILEY 

Logrolling in Our Time 
Special Washington Post Book Critic Edition 

"He is considering in fiction the some men whom David Halberstam analyzed 

journalistically in The Best and the Brightest; Chip Benedict is his personification 

of them, and a most convincing one he is/' 

—Jonathan YardJey on Louis Auchinclosss Honorable Men 

"Succeeds brilliantly.odd [sj o significant chapter to American social history" 

— Auchindoss on Yard ley's Our Kind of People 
■ -1- * -r -n -e w r n- ■- it n- ■ ■■’ ■ ■■■'■'■* ■■■■■■■■ ■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ ■■■ 

"A book of enormous power, passion, humor, and wisdom." 

—Jonathan Yard ley on Par Conroys The Lords of Discipline 

"There is such joy here, such quiet triumph!" 

— Conroy on Yard leys Our Kind of People 

"A work of complete maturity and artistic control" 

—Jonathan Yard ley on Gail Godwin's /\ Mother and Two Daughters 

"A stunning achievement" 

— Godwin on Yardley s Our Kind of People 

— Howard Kaplan 

WHAT'S in 
a Name? 

A Monthly Anagram 

Analysis 

DEBORAH NORVILLI 

Or HER BLONDE RIVAL 

MAYOR EDWARD 

IRVING KOCH 

OR DID MY GRIN 

WREAK HAVOC? 

SENATOR AL D AMATO 

MALI RATS? NO, A TOAD 

JAY LENO 

ENJOY L.A. 

—Andy Aaron 
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How Phil Collins Got 
Where He Isibdaji 

Take us for all we’ve got. 
Non-stop flights from JFK. Newark or Miami. 

For reservations or information, call your travel agent or 1-800-862-8621. in New York. (212) 242-1330. 
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receptacle hlihy. THESE 

PRACTICES WILL BE DIS 
CONTINUED IMMEDI¬ 
ATELY OR THE REST 
ROOM WILL RE LOCKED 
FOR THE DURATION OF 
THE TOUR. 

“Please be further advised 

that the tc&iraom ti for the 

elimimifion of LIQUID 

WASTE AND NOT SOLID 
MATTER. 
"It [j, unfortunate chat the 

entire company has ro suffer 

the abuse ot a lew persons 

who have no respect tor 

themselves and, theretort, 

could nm possibly have 

respect tor others!' 

Asked to comment, Adams 

replied, ’Thai letter wasn't 

sent to you. 1 don't know any- 

riling about it." 

PEAR MR, FANTASY 
As if you needed it, heft's fur¬ 

ther proof of the pampered, 

unreal existence ltd by sena¬ 

tors and represenrarives in 

Washington. Below are some 

commonplace iterns that are 

available in the House and 

Senate stationery stores, 

where only our elected 

officials miy shop. The lirsr 

figure is rhe price of rhe item 

in die privileged stationery 

store' the second is what it 

costs down the block in the 

real store, where ordinary 

people have ro shopi 

Copy of The World 

Almanac.$5,5Vi6.!?5 

Rolodex, model num¬ 

ber 1753,, $17,27/130.50 
Loose* leaf 

binder ....... $.93^52.50 

Ten-pack of 

Sony 2DD computer 

disks ...... $l5 89/$33.80 

Copy of The Random Horn * 
Dictknary . $63 95/$79-95 

C!opy of Webaerf 

New Dktwmry of 

Synmytm . . . $8.22/$ 14,95 

No. 5 jiffy hi&.123'$.65 

Box of rubber 

bands ........ $.45/11.98 

Sharpie pen.5.41/$.99 

Roll of masking 

tape ........ $1.79/52,95 

Four-pack of 

Energizer batteries, 

size AA, , ,, .$2.40/54,40 

Can of Coca-Cola. ^3.457$,50 

Pads of 

cigarettes .. . SU5/IL.50* 

I 

A Rose Is a Ruse Is a Rose 
Unless jT/j a Rose Heather 

V 
T' 

e recently leafed through a catalog from 
Tweeds, a fashionable mail-order clothing compa¬ 
ny, and wondered, Why is this merchandise offered in 
mare than 100 colors, and why are so few of them in our 
box of 64 Crayolas? The answer was on the cover: 

J’Color is perhaps one of the most important 
barometers of character and self-assurance. It is as 
much a part of the international language of 
clothes as silhouette. The message colors convey, 
however, should never overwhelm. They should 
speak as eloquently and as intelligently as the 
wearer. Yet whenever colors have that intelligence, 
subtlety and nuance, we rend to call them Europe¬ 
an. While Tweeds1 fall palette is true to Italian 
frescos —our reds recall wall paintings in ancient 
Pompeii and roofs in Florence —these colors are 
just as easily found in America, where reds alone 
range from the warm russet of desert rocks, to the 
bluer reds of cranberry, to the earthiness of brick. 
Its not surprising that self-assured people are 
drawn to these hues that mirror our more sensitive 
surroundings. Color makes an indelible impres¬ 
sing tells how complex you arc. And you may feel 
you have this message to convey’ 

Well, okay; we do. But which colors best convey 
our own particular character, self-assurance, elo¬ 
quence, intelligence, subtlety and complexity? 

1. Colors that'll make you sick if you fiat too much; 

apple; apricot; aubergine; chocolate; citron; cran¬ 
berry; eggplant; gourd; grape; honey; licorice; 
maize; mango; mushroom; olive; pistachio; plum; 

pumpkin; rhubarb; sesame 
2. Colors you won't get sitting in coach: bordeaux; 

brandy; chartreuse; cognac 
3. Colors in Geneiol Foods International Coffees: 

cappuccino; espresso; hazelnut; mocha 
4. Colors used by the Three Little Pigs: brick; mor¬ 

tar; straw ; stucco 
5. Colors you get on yourself when you spend the 

night on the beech: conch; dew; earth; gravel; sea 
spray; shell; thorn 

6. Colors in Simon and Garfunkel songs: sage; 
thyme 

7. Colors found on the Trump Princess: maple; 
spruce; teak; walnut 

6. Colors thot impress more then Capo Dimonte 

living wore: bisque; delft; wedgwood 
9. Colors for when we kind of want to wear heather 

but not, well, fust plain heather; cranberry heather; 
heather grey; licorice heather; marine heather; 
mocha heather; oatmeal hearher; rose heather; 
steel heather; tuscan heather 

10. Colors we may have once, long ago, wanted to 

be: cadet; cherub; hunter; navajo; riding hood; 
Tuscan 

11. Colors we think we saw at Banana Republic 

ecru; indigo; khaki; ochre; ceal 
12. You tell us: luggage; madder; olivene; ox- 

blood; verdant 
13. Colors you can get crayons oh black; brown; 

violet; white 
— R. E- Nett 
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THE 0RDIMJLLRES ONE 

maires The Ordiiuiftt - One, Their 

American debut. Feature* nine 

extra-ordinary original*, plum 

a majestic version of Led 

Zeppelin's classic “Kashmir " 

On Bar/None records, tapes 

and compact discs. 

“One truly weird and wonderful outfit” - Downbeat “If s the 

kind of honk you make with two guitars/two viohns/cello/ 

two reeds/bass/drums. If s a big honk/ -The Boston Phoenix 

“Tart modernist harmonies in the strings, rhythm-and-blues saxophone shouts, complex polyrhythmic arrange¬ 

ments—thundering squalls of sound and noise—makes ecclcctirism into something natural "“The New York Times 

“The Ordinaires prove that smart, challenging music can also be fun and accessible. Fear of music? Leave 

it at the door.’-ROLLING Stone Bar/None Records. PO Boh 1704k Hoboken, NJ 07030. Manufactured and distributed by Regtk^ Records 



How to Translate Ybur Foreign Lovea 

9? ife and literature suggest to us that the more intense alliances never last: Romeo and 

Juliet, Tristan and Isolde, wet fingers and electrical sockets Nevertheless, when witness 

to a crowTd of suitors we are likely to look over the heads of perfectly qualified candi¬ 

dates in the front and ask , Would the asshole in the hack row come forward, please? 

A similar impulse governs romances with those who hail from afar Love with for¬ 

eigners appeals to many of us because it has its owm inherent frisson: the difficulty of 

basic communication. Indeed, foreigners express themselves in a manner so fraught 

with subtext that heretofore only the trained listener could begin to understand them. 

But now you can, too,. ♦. 

When the Itolions Soy: Thu art- a very kind man." Who* the I to I ion* M<bqn Is: “Marry my sisietf 

When the Joponese Soy; "There has always been a What the Japanese Mean Is: 'Could you reach char 

mythic, larger-than Tift quality to Americans for box of cereal on the top shelf for me?" 

me." 

When the British Say: As it were, the thrust of the What the British Mean is:"£ am wonderful." 

British education is the bestowal of knowledge 

that the individual is the conduit to self- 

fulfillment and self-reliance.” 

"You camouflage your inner pain with a daft cn- “You are Liza Minnelli." 

thusiasm full of vigour and verve." 

When the Polynesians Say: T am detail-oriented," Who* the Polynesian* Mean h: I enjoy accenting 

beverages with tiny paper umbrellas.' 

What the French Mean Is: "Where are my cigarettes?" 

“Where are my cigarettes?" 

“I do love you, darling. But we are so different: I 

enjoy carrying on simultaneous affairs with my 

bisexual cousins; you enjoy Cheers, Thank God 

tor those opportunities when I can laugh at youf 

clothing, That yellow shirt is amusing—I am re¬ 

minded ol my childhood fascination with clowns, 

Bui be a love, won't you, cheritt Murlboros. In 

a box." — Henry Alford 

TTTTTTfTTfTTTTTTTfTTTTTfttttfTIMft'FfTTTTTfT'rtfTVTftfTtftfTT 

When the French Say; 1 bate you!' 

"I detest you!" 

"Leave at once!" 

Teh Years Ago in SPY 

"How safe are Russian nuclear power plants? 

Remember, these are people who can't manufacture a 

decent refrigerator. Even in grainy CIA photographs, 

the big plant at Chernobyl looks flimsy. If rt blows, it 

could shower radioactive dust all over Europe. We may 

be hooding far a disaster that would make last year's 

accident at Three Mile Island look like a kitchen fire/' 

—from 'The Real Soviet Nuclear Threat/' 

by David Owen, spy, January 19&0 

Celestial Hindsight 
SPY s Horoscope for Skeptics 

Subject: Yankee left fielder 

Luis Polonia 

Sign: Libra (b. 10/12/64) 

Date; October 2, 1989 

Notable Activity: Was sentenced to 60 

days in jail for having sex with a minor 

Horoscope: This week is certain to begin 

on an extremely challenging note,”— Pat- 

ric Walker, New York Post 

Subject: General Manuel 

Antonio Noriega 

Sign; Aquarius (b, 2/11/40) 

Date: October % 1989 

Notable Activity: Was target of unsuccess¬ 

ful military coup 

Horoscope: ’’This whole affair may seem 

deliberately designed to undermine your 

authority and security''— Patric Walker, 

New York Post 

Subject: Rudolph Giuliani 

Sign: Gemini (b. 5/28/44) 

Dote: September 27, 1989 

Notable Activity: Dropped Jackie Mason 

from his campaign because of indelicate 

remarks Mason bad made about Dinkins, 

blacks and Jews 

Horoscope: ’ Devote some time to placat¬ 

ing... neighbors’—Laurie Brady, 

magazine 

Subject: Jackie Mason 

Sign: Gemini (b. 6/9/31) 

Date: September 27, 1989 

Notable Activity: Agreed to resign from 

the Giuliani campaign, though didn't 

take back remarks 

Horoscope: Tf you wish to enjoy life to the 

fullest, avoid those who cramp your 

style'' —Wendy Hawks, National Examiner 

Subject: Zsa Zsa Gabor 

Sign: Aquarius (b. 2/6/19) 

Dote: September 29, 1989 

Notable Activity: Was convicted of three 

misdemeanors after run-in with a police 

officer 

Horoscope; “You are extremely eager to 

voice your opinions,*..This is not a 

favorable week for romance or financial 

dealings/—Wendy Hawks, National 

Examiner — George Marines 

pTI 
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An the Hockey and Sky Dome and Acid Rain News 

That’s Fit tu Print 
What ts “Canada's National Newspaper ' Doing on the Streets of New York? 

rie day we woke up and everywhere we 

looked, we kept seeing vending boxes for, 

of all things, The Globe and Mail, a news¬ 

paper published in Toronto for Toronton¬ 

ians, Well, not literally everywhere, but 

lots of places: 42nd and Second, Wall and 

Broad, il6th and Broadway —29 spots in 

all. Who, we wondered, is buying this paper? 

After all, according to Census Bureau In¬ 

formation Services there are only 5,083 

ex-Canadians living in Manhattan, most 

of whom, presumably have by now found 

other, more interesting publications to 

read. A Globe and Mail spokesman wasn't 

entirely helpful when we called the paper 

in Toronto* He likened the vending 

machines to billboards (“Maybe the boxes 

are doing some good d you noticed us, 

eli?”) and claimed New' York sales of his 

paper have tripled since its introduction 

two years ago. We wanted to knowr more, 

SO for an entire day we staked out the 

Globe and Mad box at West 4th Street and 

La Guardia Place, w'here daily sales, 

according to the paper's New York distri¬ 

butor, averaged almost one-and-a- 

quarter — no, just over one' per day 

Here's what we saw: 

7:04 a,mu Arrive at Globe and Mail box. It 

is gray and says in blue Old English 

script, NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL AND 

business news, and, in smaller letters, 

THE READING EDGE. 

7:18 a .mu Woman walking dog yanks him 

awray as he prepares to personalize G&M 

box, 

7:24 a.mu Yellow cab discharges swarthy 

passenger directly in front of box; he be¬ 

gins counting change. Evidently not in 

possession of enough to purchase paper — 

a Globe and Mail costs four quarters— the 

man moves on. 

8:00 o.m.: Our curiosity piqued, wfe buy a 

copy of The Globe and Marl. Looking in¬ 

side box proves enlightening: below' the 

uppermost copy is an enormous stack of 

at least three weeks' worth of unbought, 

undiscarded Globe and Mails. Apparently 

the distributor inserts a mere two copies 

per day —one for the w indow and one for 

the stack. 

9:09 o .ra.: Large student studying map 

leans against G&M box, reorients 

himself. 

11:03 a*m.; Man in yarmulke uses box to 

rest briefcase while waiting for WALK 

signal. 

2:00 (xmu Nothing newr. By the way. The 

Globe and Mail liked the Frank Sinacra- 

Liza Minnelli concert in Toronto’s Sky- 

Dome Liked it? The paper said they vrere 

"magnificent? 

4:05-4:45 gxmu Late classes break. Cor¬ 

ner serves as handy meeting and news- 

dissemination spot, fo&Af box stays our of 

the way 

4:58 fumu Sudden flurry of activity. An 

actual line — a line of two, but still — forms 

to buy The Globe and Mail. We hustle Over, 

but by the time we arrive, the first person, 

a woman in a denim jacket, has reconsid¬ 

ered and is fiddling wpith the change- 

return lever. She denies being Canadian, 

claiming, “I wfas just curious” The next 

customer, a trench-coated man, has suc¬ 

cessfully made ofi with final copy He too 

denies Canadian origins. '1 just thought 

I'd buy it on the spur of the moment w^hile 

I’m in the neighborhood," he explains. 

5:08 p.nm; The wrindowr of the box nowr fea¬ 

tures a flier placed by scalper peddling 

Rolling Stones concert tickers, 

5:37 p.m.: Heavyset, bespectacled man 

leans over to read western side of Globe 

and Mail box, departs chuckling with 

friends. Against that side of the box is 

pasted a psychedelic poster for the band 

Walking the Dragon, 

6:14p.m.: A gray Chevette pulls up next to 

the box. The driver is wearing a Winni¬ 

peg Jets jersey Probably just a co¬ 

incidence. 

6:18 p*m,: Man in beret leans against the 

box while prying a stone from his shoe, 

6:42 p*m.: Street lights illuminated. Our 

Globe and Mail tucked securely under our 

arm, wre head home for a darned good 

nights read. 

— Peter Hejjernan 
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Egomania: The Fuel Thai Feeds the Industry 

Throwing Good Money After Bag 
A Speculative Look at a Blockbusterdn-the-Making 

rom the director of Heavens Gate and die producer of From the 

Hip comes a new landmark in motion picture achievement — 

Desperate Hours. That this Michael Cimino-Dino DeLaurenciis 

collaboration, which stars Mickey Rourke, will be a box-office 

disaster for Warner Bros, seems virtually assured —how could 

the pairing, of moviemakings premier money squanderers not 

result in a spectacular new bomb? What we wanted to figure out 

When Hollywood Talks, 
It Talks Like Hollywooo 

This Is the Kind of Fabulous Short Piece Only SPY Publishes 

wfas just how much 

which is now in produc- 

Lets assume that, like 

without multimillion- 

Hours is budgeted at 

money Desperate Hours, 

tion, is going to lose, 

most crime thrillers 

dollar stars, Desperate 

around SI 5 million. 

Let's further assume that Cimino will far exceed that budget, 

doubling it to $30 million. 

DeLautennis's last three releases {Hiding Out, Date With an 

Angel and Illegally Yours) have lost 89 percent of the money in¬ 

vested in them. Ciminds entire output for the 1980s {Heavens 

Gate, Year of the Dragon and The Sicilian) has lost 85 percent of 

costs. (Mickey Rourke is, relatively speaking, the hit maker of 

the group: although all seven of his films between Diner and his 

recent flop Johnny Handsome (for which final box-office tallies are 

not yet available] have lost money, his career-total loss stands at 

a mere 58 percent of investment.) So if Desperate Hours costs $ 30- 

million, a loss of between 85 percent and 89 percent works out 

to a projected deficit of around $26 million —or enough to 

produce sex, lies, and videotape, for instance, 21 times. 

— David Kamp 

V mS respective. Its w hat big-time show business personalities have 

V to maintain in order to stay in touch with themselves. It’s the 

-^■ability to divorce oneself from the here and now of one’s 

glamorous life in order to rediscover the pensive individual that 

eludes the paparazzi. Its the sure-handed flair for self-analysis 

and show biz egocentrism that prompts one to refer to oneself, 

Julius Caesar-like, in the third person: 

You ve just got to let Bill Coshy be Bill Cosbyl— Bi 11 Cosby 

on his suggested toadying strategy for network executives who 

are required ro deal with him, Entertainment Tonight Decem¬ 

ber 7, 1988 

if you want Sam Kimsm, yon get Sam Kinh&nT— Sam KJnison 

on the essence of his professional being. Premiere, February 1989 

'“They made a test of the movie, and the real hard-core Arnold au¬ 

dience felt that this was the best movie I've ever done!*— Arnold Schwar¬ 

zenegger on the reaction to Tuans, Premiere, January 1989 

"Some group of people want me to go to Neu or lass Angeles, 

They want James Brown in a big city, think he's more effective with the 

business world. They need my guidance because eighty-five percent of the 

business is allJames Brown."—James Brown on his financial savvy, 

Rolling Stone, April 6, 1989 

*Td rather be Bobby!'— singer Bobby Brown on critics' sug¬ 

gestions that he is the musical heir tojackie Wilson and Marvin 

Gaye, the Today show, August 21, 1989 

"No, it ain't the devils music, son. It's Jerry Lee Lewis's music." 

—Jerry Lee Lewis on his source of inspiration. Rolling Stone, July 

13, 1989 — D. M. Morgaseti 

in 
T Percent Inspiration, 99 Percent Self-Infatuation 

James Woods on Being James Woods, as Quoted in an Ostensibly Unprovoked 7,000-Word Stream-of Consciousness 

Monologue Published in the September 1989 Issue of Oddly Enough, Smart 

hen I was four months old (my mother would] read 

adult books to me.n 

"1 spoke my first word when 1 was eight months old." 

"T could carry on a conversation before 1 could walk.' 

“I was a srraigbt-A student in high school and 1 never did any¬ 

thing bur show' up." 

uNo matter how great a high school is, if you're very smart, it’s 

not much of a challenge." 

T took the Stanford-Binet IQ test, and I guess 180 is the highest 

it will go, and I got them all right. I didn't miss one. My score was 

180 plus." 

I was in this group called the A Team, the Academically 

Talented." 

“I was offered full scholarships to MIT, Brown, Tufts, Johns Hop¬ 

kins and the Air Force Academy," 

"I was the only freshman ever elected president of the Drama 

Club; 

"1 think they’re either afraid of my intelligence, or they're afraid 

of my tale nr" 

And I fucking unloaded on this guy with perfect Academie 

Francaise French." 

"My intelligence is the single asset that has helped me in acting," 

“Yeah, I scored eight hundred on the verbal part of the SATs and 

779 on the math. Why does everybody talk about this? Who 

gives a shit?" 

—Joe Mastrianni 
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The Hail of Fame Hall of Fame ! 

Honoring, Sort of, Americas Greatest Professional Shrines 

t) !_/ r/f/ Galvin, Elmer Flick. AV.wy... 

the names of enshrinees at baseball’s 

■ * elite Hall of Fame roll off the tongues of 

fans and nonfans alike. Yet immortality 

is by no means limited to grizzled men in 

baggy flannel knickers and sharpened 

spikes: all across our commendation-hun- 

gry land, hundreds of halls of fame keep 

plaque makers, framers and engravers 

hunched over their workbenches late into 

the unce-anonymous American night. 

For instance: 

The Kansas Teachers' Hall af Fame sa¬ 

lutes Elda Mae Burke, Ursula Glowers 

and 162 other preeminent Jayhawk edu¬ 

cators, As befits an institution that cele¬ 

brates no-nonsense midwestern schooling, 

the hall discourages unseemly self-pro- 

motion among candidates. "Once in a 

while someone tries to get himself nomi¬ 

nated/' says curator Laurence Stanton, 

"but we've caught them." Located in 

Dodge City, the hall conveniently shares 

its building with another great attraction: 

The Famous Gunfighters Wax Museum, 

And best of all, there is a Kansas Teach¬ 

ers' Hall of Fame gift shop. 

The keepers of the Accounting Hall of 

Fame have no tolerance for those who 

might make light of its mission. "David 

Letterman was after us last year/' says 

curator Thomas Burns, 'but we're not in¬ 

terested, This is a serious hall honoring 

prominent accountants. We don’t want 

people poking fun at something they don’t 

know anything about/’ The hall, on the 

campus of Ohio State University i n Colum¬ 

bus, contains photographs of the promi¬ 

nent accountants and plaques that describe 

their serious accomplishments in ab¬ 

struse, mockery-by-laymen-proof jargon. 

The Vent Haven Museum, in Fort 

Mitchell, Kentucky, has for years housed 

a highly flammable collection of ventrilo¬ 

quist’s dummies without incident —and 

the museum has recently inaugurated a 

Venr Haven Hall of Fame for ventrilo¬ 

quists {tent is the professions chosen 

nickname). Four voice throwers have 

been voted in so far: Edgar Bergen, Paul 

Winched, Jimmy Nelson and, of course, 

Senor Wenees. There are no nominees; 

350 fun-loving ventriloquists at the 

museums annual convention do the vot¬ 

ing in an ad hoc manner. Because there 

are no explicit criteria for induction, any¬ 

one with a little wooden pal (or a fist w ith 

lips) is eligible. 

"‘Here the aspiring novice can stand in 

the shadow' of the great, learn long-trea¬ 

sured secrets, and develop new ideas," 

That’s how the inspirational National 

Taxidermist's Hall of Fame, which will re¬ 

open soon in its lavish new Pittsburgh 

headquarters, expresses its mission, HThe 

concepts [for exhibits] we have in mind 

have never been done before/' says Na¬ 

tional Taxidermy Association director 

Dana Poust. And he's probably right. The 

hall has roughly 30 inductees, including 

animal-scuffing hobbyist (and U,S. presi¬ 

dent) Theodore Roosevelt. Only three 

honorees are still living; none of die 

others are on display. 

The Trapshooting Hall of Fame and 

Museum, in Vandalia, Ohio, displays 

John Philip Sousa’s custom trap gun as 

wrell as vanity license plates emblazoned 

with colorful shooting lingo, such as 

PULL. The halls 85 enshrinees have been 

chosen from two groups: those w'ho 

have made significant contributions to 

the growth and betterment of trapshoot- 

ing’P and those who are just good shots. 

There’s a selection committee, but you 

can fill out an application and nominate 

yourself. 

Charles Walker, a millionaire cancer* 

insurance salesman, founded and com 

tinues to fund the impressive International 

Checker Hall of Fame —in fact, its located 

in his Petal, Mississippi, mansion. Walk¬ 

er’s obsession with the sport of geezers 

has led him to build a 400-seat audi¬ 

torium for checkers confabs, a 24-by-24- 

foot checkerboard and the magnificent 

Burger King room, w'hich commemo¬ 

rates Walkers feat of having played 201 

simultaneous games without a loss in a 

Burger King-sponsored checkers event. 

The hall has approximately 100 induc¬ 

tees, chosen by its board of directors, 

"Quite a few people try to campaign for 

themselves or for their parents/' says a 

spokeswoman. This, of course, is a prob¬ 

lem endemic to the very notion of a hall 

of fame, best articulated by Herbert 

Burns, curator of the Shuffle board Hall of 

Fame, in Sr. Petersburg, Florida: "Let’s 

be honest," says Burns. "Everybody wants to 

get in” —Jack Barth 

IfffftIf|T»fffffffffff fff IfIfIffIfI I ** * *¥ * fffffftfftfffTftlftfffffffHlff 

Yes, Bn He Spells 

‘‘What’s in It for Me?” Perfectly 

Further Proof of Senator A l DA mate's Stupidity 

ast year, w hen SPY put together 

its list of die Ten Dumbest 

Legislators, we took a little heat 

for our inclusion of Senator 

Al D’Amato (R-N.Y), Many peo¬ 

ple told us we were flat-out wrong. 

DAmatds not dumb, they would 

say. He may be venal, he may be 

corrupt, he may he an embarrass¬ 

ment to his constituents, but his not 

dumb. To those naysayers, we 

present the following evidence: 

a one-paragraph letter found in 

the files of Deborah Gore Dean, 

HDD’s Woman of the 'l&ar. 
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LURB-O-MaT 
Capsule Movie Reruns by Walter "Dateline: The Copa " Monheft 

the Movie Publicist's Friend 

TIC 

Heart Condition, starring Bob Hoskins, Denzel Washington (New Line Cinema) 

Walter Mon he it says. "Move over, Gibson ond Glover— 

Heart Condition has the real lethal combi nation! Bob 

and Denzel triple-bypass the competition—without 

missing a beat!" 

Lisa, starring Cheryl Ladd (MGM/UA) 

Walter Monheit says, "Cheryl Ladd has rewritten the book 

on silver-screen firepower! Sorry, Charlie —she's Oscar's 

angel now!" 

Love at Large, starring Turn Berenger, Elizabeth Perkins (Orion) 

Waller Monheit says. "Elizabeth Perkins goes from Big to 

Large, and oooai!— she still leaves you begging for 

more! She's a thinking man's Jennifer Grey!" 

Internal Affairs, starring Andy Garcia, Richard Gere (Paramount) 

Walter Monheit says, "Meat-and-potatoes moviemaking 

like we haven't seen in a long time! Gere sizzles like a 

porterhouse! And Garcia's a rare treat in his juiciest role 

yet! Hey Oscar—pass the A-H" ) 

k u 

SPY: Do people ever tell you that you remind 

them of someone? 

Vivian Brodsky, Star of Tomorrow; I'm often 

compared with Katharine Hepburn — be¬ 

cause of the w ay I speak. Bur Td rather be 

compared with me —Vivian Brodsky. J 
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OF ToXiNS, 

The Liz Smith 

Tote Board 
A Monthly Tally 

mentioned once every.,. 

Malcolm Forbes....4.8 

Elizabeth Taylor,...*...4,8 

Connie Chung...6 

Liz herself,,,.................4 

Diane Sawyer **i *«« + * + #¥ <**#>6 

Robert De Niro.„.,.8 

Tom Sholes,...8 

Maria Shriver,..............8 

Vvana Trump....8 

Barbara Walters...........8 

The PI aza ............. 8 

Martin Scorsese......... 12 

Mimi Kazan**.24 

"Today's suddenly quite 

vicious members of the 

Fourth Estate"...24 

.,. days 
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Teenage Wolfgang 

ower bd la deer Debbie "the Gibber" Gibson is 

1 always the youngest girl at the prom; the youngest 

to have written, performed and produced a num¬ 

ber one song ( 'Foolish Beat,” on Out of the Blue), 

headlined an act at Madison Square Garden and 

faced the specter of repetitiveness. But if her 

peculiar dilemma spells the words dejd vu to you, it 

should: Gibson's eighteenth-century counterpart, 

Wolfgang “Wolfcr!" Mozart, was equally precocious. 

Further comparisons between the composers of, 

respectively “Shake Your Love" and Ach, Was 

Miissen Wir Erfahren1 are almost,,. well, gosh, 

Gibber, they're almost uncanny. 

M O X A R B S O N 

Wrote first composition, an Wrote first power ballad, 

Andante a nd Allegro i K, I a "Make Sure You Know Your 

and j6), at age five Classroom," at age five 

Apparently ordinary sister, 

Maria Anna, was five years 

older 

Apparently ordinary sister, 

Karen, is five years older 

Told people of his ambition 

to gain audience with Vien¬ 

nese emperor Joseph 11 

Told People of her ambition to 

gain audience with pop em¬ 

peror Billy “Vienna” Joel 

Early publisher and propo¬ 

nent of compositions: Brett- 

kopf & Hartel 

Early copy fighter and pro¬ 

ponent of power ballads: 

entertainment lawyer Doug 

Breitbarr 

Wrote fulsome 1765 anthem 

entitled Cod Is Our Refuge 

Wrote fulsome 1988 high 

school yearbook quote; 

“What you are is Gods gift 

to you—What you become 

is your gift to God" 

Haunted entire life hy great¬ 

er success of establish¬ 

ment -sa n cts on ed mediocrky 

Salieri 

Haunted entire life by great¬ 

er success of establish- 

ment-sanuioned medmenty 

Madonna 

“1 am convinced that 1 should 

do better with a wife... than 

1 do by myself'—letter to 

father, Leopold 

'AMBITION; To get mar¬ 

ried and have children"— 

Calhoun High School 

yearbook 

"Sometimes he reached 

absently for che doOr- 

potket, took out his case of 

illegible scrap papers and 

joited down a rheme or 

phrase —biographer Marcia 

Davenport 

"She writes both the lyrics 

and music for a number in 

approximately 15 minutes,, 

scribbling on napkins and 

Scrap paper, which she then 

jams carelessly into her 

pockets.'1—Lip magazine 

— Martin Kihn 

Beggar’s Banquet 
The SPY Interview; Sylvia Gait nig and Karan Malta, Caterers to 

the Rolling Stones 

SPY: Are you Stones fans? 

Sylvia; l never was a particular fan. 

Karan: Sylvia had to explain to me who they were. 

What was Mick jagger like? 

Sylvia: Quiet and short. That was the one thing that really surprised me. 

When they were all standing together in line waiting for food I realized.,, 

they're a little bit on the short side. 

Was there a lot of debauchery? 

Sylvia: No, they're more health-conscious than they were before. We did a lot 

of grilling, 

Did they have favorite dishes that you were expected to prepare? 

Sylvia: They all kind of liked, the same thing —vegetables, seafood, fish, a little 

meat occasionally during the week. Their likes tend to overlap, except for 

Charlie {Watts], who is really a total vegetarian. 

In the song “Live With Me? Mick says, 'I re got nasty habits.,., The mat l eat for din¬ 

ner must be hung up for a week? Any recipes like that? 

Sylvia: No, they didn't eat very much meat. 

Did they ever request goat's head soup? 

Sylvia: No, 

Was it a big mess? 

Sylvia: No, they're really nice people, SO it kind of goes {without saying] that 
they’re nor going to be pigs. They’re very clean. 
How were the Rolling Stones table manners? 

Sylvia: We didn't sit with them. I can’t comment on that, because I don’t know. 

Did they use forks? 

Sylvia: Oh, yeah. There were forks, I wouldn’t say they ate with their hands. 

No, — Mark Strauss 

* %. M 

‘Hold the elevator/" 
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Play a Prank for Freeoom F 

SPY Allies U ith Liberty-Loving Magazines Worldwide to Paralyze C&fnmunkatwm in China 

round much of the world last spring, and even at spy, Artael, the French monthly chat is sort of a cross between spy and 

reaction to the events in Tiananmen Square was the same— a newsmagazine chat doesnt yet exist here, collected the phone 

enthusiasm bordering on 

delight at the heady sight 

of people experiencing 

freedom, and revulsion ai 

the murderous way govern¬ 

ment troops suppressed 

that appetite. The final feel¬ 

ing was one of impotence, 

of frustration at being un¬ 

able to offer anything but 

ineffective, debaring-point 

objections. 

Now7 there is a scheme, 

hatched by the editors of 

Ariitel magazine in Paris, 

to enable people to voice 

objections with a little bite. 

Its not an idea that will 

provide visceral satisfac¬ 

tion, nothing like seeing 

the head of President Yang 

Xhangkun atop a pike, bur 

that's what happens when 

your ideas come from 

French intellectuals and 

not the fellows who write 

Lethal Weapon sequels. 

Still, ids an interesting 

proposal that will permit 

us {that's not just the 

editorial j/j, by the way; it 

includes the readerly you 

as wellji to harass the 

Chinese establishment, 

and —this is the alluring 

parr for eighties fire¬ 

brands—to do it from the 

comfort of our homes and 

offices. 

The plan is to gum up 

all the official fax ma¬ 

chines of China by sending 

vast numbers of a single 

broadside protesting the 

massacre and calling for 

continued action. The pro¬ 

test (which appears in Chi¬ 

nese on page 53 and in 

translation at right) was 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FAXING 

To transmit the fax, select a number from the Itst, then dial ill], then S6 (the coun¬ 

try code for Chinal,. then the relevant city code and the local number (sec page 54). 

Remember the time difference; New York is 13 hours behind Beijing. Ideally 

your message will arrive early in the day, before rhe bosses get in, so that it can be 

safely received, read and passed along. Optimum tax d.me is between II a.m and 

5 p.m.. when telephone rares are lowest. Since rhe authorities will almost certainly 

janl the lints that start receiving faxes, select a number from rhe other end of the 

list d you can't get through. Try to send the Fax for Freedom to as many cities in 

China as you can. 

abridged translation 

We are concerned with four main areas: 

3. The Chinese people must realize that there ts a need to form an opposition 

movement that is suiheiemly powerful :■ < resist totalitarianism. This is an absolutely 

viral stage rhar must he reached in order to bring China closer to pluralistic 

democracy. 

Ever since the huge massacre of June 4, Chinese people all over the world have 

harbored feelings of immense hatred toward their common enemy. The various or¬ 

ganisations are now enjoying an unprecedented degree of unity, while rhe number 

of solidarity movements increases. In order to develop democracy, there is now an 

urgent need to create a non political glohal organization that can act as a link be¬ 

tween the various political groups within these organizations. 

We propose rhar a meeting be Convened this year for the purpose of establishing 

(lie Federation for Democracy in China, and we hope with great sincerity that 

Chinese people living m oilier countries will draw upon all of their intellectual 

resources and strength in order to help this organization be created. 

2 The main objectives of the Federation for Democracy in China are to protest 

against massacres like rhe one of June i and to denounce the fascist-style repression 

of the p rest nr Chinese leadership. The Federation aims to sustain and uphold rhe 

spirit of rhe 19S9 democracy movement by modeling itself on the basic principles 

of reason, peace and nonviolence. 

3. In accordance with the above, the Federation appeals ro all Chinese people of 

goodwill, and all manner of political and religious groups, iq unite under the ban¬ 

ner at freedom, democracy, human rights and justice, so that together we may fur¬ 

ther the progress of democracy in China. 

4, ‘The Chinese movement for democracy is part of a worldwide struggle for 

peace and freedom Tire introduction and spread o( democracy throughout China 

will itself help to ensure the progress of mankind and general development through¬ 

out the world. 

We call upon the nations and governments of the world, including all leaders of 

goodwill who represent basic human rights and the common will of their respective 

nations, plus all inter national organizations working for change and peace in the 

world, to help and lend their support to the movement for democracy in China. 

Fell™ countrymen, one-fifth of all human beings on the face of the earth turrently 

spend their whole lives subjected to perpetual terror and repression. This tragic sit¬ 

uation applies not only to China bur also to human beings all over the world, 

Sing mg songs and shedding tears, the Chinese people have embarked upon a 

heroic struggle. 

Lei us all unite and join in this great struggle for human rights and the very life 

and prosperity of Our nation, rhis hghr lor rhe progress and peace of all nations 

around the globe! —The Federation for Democracy in China 

numbers of some 5,000 

fox machines belonging to 

rhe most important people 

in China — Co m m u n isc 

officials, bureaucrats, busi¬ 

ness executives—and rhen 

asked 15 publications 

around the world (includ¬ 

ing LA Weekly and Brit¬ 

ain's The Face) to invite 

readers to participate in 

this prank-cum-political 

action. And so we are: just 

clip out the Chine$e4an- 

guage protest, fax it to as 

many numbers as you like 

(a fax transmission from 

the U.S. to China will cost 

up to S3,58 lor the first 

minute and Sl.4b for each 

succeeding minute, de¬ 

pending on the time of 

day), and then sit back and 

imagine rhe chaos. And 

the fun! With tens of thou¬ 

sands of protests beaming 

in from around the world 

and grinding Through the 

machines, Chinese govern¬ 

ment officials will be unable 

to fax their lunch orders to 

the Chinese equivalent of 

the Second Avenue l>eli, 

Chinese lawyers will be un¬ 

able to lax contractual 

changes to their clients' 

Chinese real estate bro¬ 

kers, Chinese mail room 

clerks will be unable to fax 

per feet- a I bu m- s i de requests 

to Chinese deejays, and so 

on. Ol course, many others 

may be discomfited by this 

fox protest as well, includ 

ing the despots who ordered 

the killings in Tiananmen 

Square. And while no pro¬ 

test will compensate for 

the lives lost, any day in 

composed by five leading Chinese dissidents, one of whom which you can be a nuisance to a Communist autocrat is a splen- 

helped organize the events in Tiananmen Square. Our friends at did day indeed, 
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! Just Called 10 Say You’re Reprehensible 

Uoniwutd) 

BEIJIHQ 26 56 06 TIANJIN 44 40 32 33 455 54 10 50 HANGZHQU 23 091 SHIJIAZHUANG TAIYUAN (city cede 319) 33914 

(trty cede 1) 29 00 44 (city code 22} 50 20 51 33 997 £5 00 31 (city code 571) 22 351 (city code 311} (city cede 151) 6707 25750 

801 3a 62 29 03 S3 31 17 12 35 56 69 42 648 55 01 93 38 790 49 269 34 48 79 7060 24396 

500 2B71 29 06 32 31 19 68 35 67 91 43 135 £5 05 99 SO 327 HARBIN 47 394 14 64 28 6855 27067 

500 44 79 29 09 29 31 22 69 35 76 47 43 569 55 07 $1 51 326 (city cede 451} 46 054 38 30 49 7082 25697 
512 88 94 29 11 63 31 25 49 44 41 51 £1 699 54 2£ 06 52 310 22 67 12 44 243 38 54 23 6942 27475 

301 68 09 29 17 18 31 26 98 51 10 74 55 00 31 53 296 81 S9S 34 440 44 01 61 

500 SO 13 30 01 32 31 29 18 51 11 35 SHENYANG £5 03 56 S3 979 22 19 S7 48 104 44 09 05 QNHUANOW3 CHANGCHUN 

500 49 30 31 44 97 31 30 86 51 14 75 (erty cede 24) 55 06 64 56 213 62 950 47 344 44 13 61 (city cad* 135) (city cede 431} 
201 21 94 32 92 47 31 33 41 51 18 40 36 30 66 55 12 18 56 667 85 810 46 539 44 19 11 33217 7395 9 
421 59 82 33 08 08 31 16 16 51 22 03 36 36 50 £5 12 71 42 555 43 424 44 26 IB 13416 022263 

44 08 16 33 24 52 31 21 44 51 22 96 36 40 37 55 17 46 51 092 GUIYANG 34 090 34 48 06 33918 B23055 

500 30 46 35 62 95 31 22 87 51 26 76 43 22 55 55 23 39 51 330 (city cade 85 1} 47 634 14 65 80 33293 823680 

500 67 06 37 13 85 31 25 58 51 36 09 43 24 33 55 24 15 52 403 26 359 46 874 18 31 19 33689 824740 
512 24 08 33 48 99 31 27 73 56 20 50 43 36 31 £5 28 34 53 841 24 740 46 123 18 54 87 33958 73901 

312 37 40 26 43 29 31 30 59 56 60 40 43 54 32 55 36 01 54 046 34 938 44 06 32 33155 822804 
512 47 11 28 59 71 31 31 78 56 63 45 43 57 80 £5 39 S3 56 457 CHONGQING 44 17 22 33842 823020 
51250 71 29 00 68 31 33 70 66 19 09 44 46 65 55 40 70 43 057 [city code 811) BAQDING 44 23 91 34967 824031 
512 73 16 29 04 98 31 18 94 51 12 37 44 65 04 55 £6 32 51 138 53 909 (city cad# 112) 44 26 69 622009 

54 90 03 29 09 79 31 22 15 51 15 07 45 70 33 55 60 80 51 786 46 396 25 552 14 60 74 F1NGC4NGSHAH 822952 
78 10 16 29 12 42 31 25 34 51 18 87 36 36 43 55 65 24 £2 484 45 804 23 840 38 24 06 (city cad# 375) 623367 
78 14 70 29 IS 24 31 26 19 51 22 30 36 36 71 55 13 69 53 071 44 206 23 493 18 54 16 29 12 624187 

831 43 87 30 07 32 31 29 02 51 24 23 36 40 72 55 18 99 £4 400 35 00 26 25 162 44 00 41 35 06 
831 53 09 32 59 54 31 30 74 51 28 57 43 23 30 55 24 32 56 513 23 730 44 07 13 37 36 JILIN 
500 33 48 32 93 23 31 31 90 56 11 49 43 32 07 55 27 78 QINGDAO 2$ £88 44 12 76 41 46 (city cede 43!) 
500 31 61 33 11 88 31 33 78 56 44 76 43 37 79 55 31 46 HEILONGJIANG {city cede 532) 23 623 44 17 65 25742 
802 15 48 33 33 75 31 37 36 56 60 52 43 56 92 S5 38 42 (dty cod* 451) 27 90 7£ 44 26 11 LUOYANG 26992 
513 79 86 35 65 42 31 38 46 56 67 64 44 32 17 55 45 13 37 730 33 76 97 2HANGJLAKOU (city code 379) 39187 
500 62 37 37 15 91 31 40 25 66 25 20 44 52 17 55 £0 16 42 245 27 08 17 (city code 213) ZHENGZHOU 38497 41819 
500 32 28 33 05 99 31 42 74 51 14 10 44 75 77 55 59 32 43 334 36 36 74 50 32 (city cade 171) 38167 78721 
301 60 96 28 49 24 31 43 73 SI 15 03 36 36 46 55 63 87 45 760 33 70 £7 72 IS 40 091 37666 62115 
201 93 85 28 90 03 31 48 03 51 21 IS 36 47 17 55 65 38 46 239 27 07 06 50 02 48 993 38251 73921 
421 67 22 29 01 26 31 49 20 51 22 31 43 23 83 55 14 89 47 403 27 92 26 TO 68 51 002 38132 

44 74 51 29 06 03 31 54 77 51 25 26 41 34 72 55 21 31 40 055 52 249 37488 JIANJI 
500 56 47 29 09 17 31 61 07 51 28 73 43 52 91 55 24 94 49 123 NANJING CHENGDE 53 212 38223 (city cede 433) 

512 23 19 29 09 02 31 62 IB 56 17 30 43 57 61 53 28 22 3BOI8 (city cede 2£) (city code 314) 54 317 37700 2072 
512 37 13 29 13 55 31 62 62 56 50 74 44 40 52 55 15 48 42 006 62 65 57 43 19 40 157 3465 
51243 32 29 19 18 31 64 14 56 61 54 44 60 47 55 39 05 44 259 64 21 37 38 27 49 065 TIE LING 2880 
512 47 43 30 15 27 31 68 29 66 12 65 45 62 40 S3 45 46 45 825 85 977 43 10 St 082 (city cede 410} 3621 
512 53 79 32 80 53 31 70 28 66 27 58 55 51 29 46 401 64 16 30 31 34 52 721 3294 2913 

512 75 10 33 06 26 31 72 03 JINAN 53 59 90 47 429 64 16 41 40 46 53 675 5673 6111 
54 90 07 33 19 65 31 7471 XI'AN (city cede 531) 55 65 06 48 609 64 74 08 54 415 6505 
78 13 84 33 40 45 31 77 92 (city cede 29) 30 Q80 $5 65 55 49 206 64 46 61 TANG5HAN 48 274 1640 SI PING 

78 21 31 37 05 13 31 38 38 41 234 61 27 31 41 742 (city cede 31S) 49 107 sm (dty cede 414] 
831 45 77 37 22 79 31 39 77 43 463 22 549 XIAMEN 43 120 KUNMING 23 297 52 049 1994 2319 
831 56 4ft 37 49 01 31 41 10 61 S19 23 700 (city code 592) 44 780 {city cede 871) 25 057 53 203 5733 40ft0 
500 20 22 37 71 55 31 43 39 71 41 23 33 575 41 058 45 967 35 685 23 726 54 111 7176 
512 36 90 37 87 12 31 44 08 41 390 42 167 41 298 47 132 50 317 26 145 LIAOYANG 
513 81 64 37 88 68 31 40 40 43 520 43 006 41 J6B 47 501 36 374 24 229 DALIAN (city cod* 419} TONGHUA 
512 26 81 38 04 22 3 9 52 02 71 05 58 66 4 3 29 41 440 48 844 20 479 26 J32 (city code 411) 22669 (city code 435] 
513 73 59 38 34 93 31 55 72 71 44 60 33 71 84 41 499 49 402 36 829 238076 21484 2297 
500 47 95 38 36 93 3K 61 46 42 4Q0 23 233 41 668 49 474 HANYANG 239041 24965 6621 
201 13 28 38 51 15 31 62 27 51 731 23 865 43 400 SUZHOU (city code 177) 239411 12419 3616 
421 24 44 41 26 27 3t 62 89 71 37 14 36 605 £1 401 HEFEI (city cede 512) 20 92 238950 23016 6040 
421 69 72 41 36 97 31 65 30 42 611 51 431 (city cede 5 511 77 as 87 27 39 239177 24694 6100 
500 19 38 42 19 63 31 70 05 CHENGDU 43 570 SI 819 56 570 31 274 44 31 239422 25286 7272 
500 64 25 43 45 36 31 72 01 (city code 2SJ 22 042 52 338 60 273 77 19 41 24 B9 239032 32864 
512 32 04 45 17 20 31 73 12 27 672 23 597 41 100 60 793 30 69 239407 21425 BA1 CHENG 
512 37 18 45 £1 89 31 7* 29 27 951 24 798 41 340 61 IBS WUXI 47 14 239505 24866 (city cede 436) 
512 43 81 37 49 15 31 78 2ft 20 465 38 080 41 39! 61 785 [City cede 510) 27 37 1396T5 25315 3601 
512 47 76 37 76 35 3! 38 41 28 740 42 977 41 446 72 309 66 68 94 40 44 239769 4231 
512 6B 15 37 87 75 11 39 H9 27 696 41 500 72 563 66 06 60 281307 ANYANG 4616 

54 90 45 38 02 37 31 41 55 28 221 CHANGSHA 41 901 57 803 20 09 91 KAIFENG 332089 (city cade 372} 
59 12 24 39 04 86 31 43 42 38 539 kity cede 731) 51 105 60 327 (city c*dt 370) 333691 22375 D U PAN J LANG 
78 14 14 38 38 53 31 46 25 28 857 29 075 51 439 61 016 SHAOXING 22 546 334328 24136 (city cede 453) 
78 24 89 30 46 18 31 40 73 27 916 29 568 51 65 4 61 675 (city coda 575) 24 035 335835 22798 21SQ4 

631 SO 90 38 64 22 31 53 89 20 252 32 601 £1 811 61 909 34 405 3! 597 336065 24245 23758 
S31 56 89 41 31 69 31 58 75 20 656 33 723 52 357 72 390 25 307 23 355 136554 23712 21051 
631 59 45 42 02 25 31 62 13 29 002 35 219 41 225 72 602 24 094 337036 31951 24876 
631 63 12 43 24 05 31 62 76 29 058 42 191 41 345 60 194 NANTONG 12 512 239632 32160 Z2710 
631 65 71 43 46 86 31 64 12 29 £31 29 232 41 411 60 391 (city cade 513) 23 77« 202203 

831 75 02 45 25 71 31 67 85 31 237 31 412 41 462 61 103 51 90 47 11 267 334028 ANSHAN JIAMUSl 
631 79 94 45 58 66 31 70 09 33 460 32 947 41 539 61 693 51 89 96 12 916 334701 (city code 412} (city cade 454} 
89 22 01 37 £7 87 31 72 10 34 131 34 469 43 129 62 851 £1 85 84 335944 25649 24176 

831 59 75 37 65 32 31 74 09 43 020 35 911 51 211 72 433 52 12 71 HENG5HUI 336268 27049 26601 
631 63 65 37 68 47 31 76 50 43 317 29 336 51 498 73 675 51 60 21 (city cede 318) 337308 2924 24071 
831 66 89 38 03 77 31 78 43 41615 32 312 51 CIS 28 70 239714 32073 47033 
631 76 37 38 18 10 51 882 33 503 £2 090 GUANGZHOU HANDAN 41 25 272825 26804 25750 
89 1904 39 38 69 WUHAN 29 300 35 051 52 409 ■jelly code 20) (city code 3 10) 43 76 331305 27491 47931 

631 60 82 36 46 62 (city code 27) 31 202 42 160 22 703 34 7484 24 536 52 31 332517 29185 
831 65 10 41 16 57 35 37 59 33 060 23 740 66 53 90 25 591 37 84 334293 32397 6ANGFU 
631 66 90 41 34 13 35 59 17 33 828 FUZHOU 24 063 42 96 45 26 015 42 02 335193 27190 (city cede 552) 
831 79 01 43 05 54 35 71 59 41 750 (city »de 591} 23 193 66 03 84 25 298 47 29 335952 28372 21674 

43 27 25 44 35 33 43 059 53 91 49 23 742 25 723 S3 06 336270 29685 27485 
SHANGHAI 45 03 12 44 47 57 43 420 54 25 19 24 190 GUILIN 26 258 39 32 336650 32264 23054 

(etty Cede 21J 45 31 10 35 41 73 44 344 55 01 88 23 600 (city code 773) 24 405 42 19 337499 37049 
31 06 87 46 09 22 35 59 55 29 328 55 03 58 23 827 29 995 25 710 4ft 60 DANDONG 21579 
33 25 47 35 76 34 32 149 55 06 71 2D 361 59 94 XINGTAI (city cade 415] 88941 $ 
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he former About New 

York columnist William 

E, Geist, so desperately 

missed at the Times, ap¬ 

parently (and inexplica¬ 

bly) also found himself 

actually missing the papec, or at least 

missing seeing his name in it. Around the 

rime his contract with CBS's Sunday Morn¬ 

ing was up for renewal, he happened to get 

a call from lame-duck managing editor 

Arthur "O'Neill" Gelb. After pleasantries 

were exchanged, the talk came around to 

GeJbs idea rhat maybe Geist would be in¬ 

terested in returning to his alma mater. 

Why not come up and meet with Max and we 

Can all discuss it? Gelb said. 

It was with a perceptible spring in his 

step that the sweet-tempered Geist reen¬ 

tered the Times'^ d reary gray fortress — it is 

not, after all, every day that the managing 

editor of the paper of record initiates 

overtures regarding a return engagement. 

Barely had he sat down, however, when a 

grim-faced Max Frenkel, veins dilacing 

wildly on his forehead, spittle flying from 

his lips, launched into a long and angry 

condemnation of Geist for leaving the 

paper in 1987 and sullying himself in tele¬ 

vision. You left just for the money — thatrs why 

you are in television, he raged. This is the 

place to be, and if you think you can come 

waltzing back in here.*. And so on. Well, 

considering that the Times had called him 

and not the other way around, Geist felt 

ambushed. Sitting silently alongside Fran- 

kel the whole time was deputy managing 

editor Joseph Lelyveld, Gelbs successor; and 

in time maybe even Frenkels. 

Lelyvelds first major pre-managing- 

editor executive decision appears to have 

been the termination of the 13-year-old 

Saturday News Quiz, The last one ran in 

October and was accompanied by an 

ominous, Zen-run-amok Editors' Note 

apparently written by Lelyveld. “The quiz 

mixed playful and serious purposes"' the 

note read, wbut it also seemed to suggest 

that there is a right or a wrong way to read 

The Times. The reality is that every reader 

has a different agenda and The Times is 

edited accordingly The paper may occa¬ 

sionally fail its readers, but its readers 

cannot fail The Times." Whaaaat? 

Evidently there is a problem here. 

Either (a) the readers of the Times are too 

stupid to pass a simple quiz culled from 

stories they read the previous week or (b) 

they're just not reading the newspaper at 

all. If (a) is the correct answer then the 

Times, in its fanatic yearning to become a 

national newspaper, is reaching a lower 

common denominator —shorter stories, 

bigger photographs, more nonnews — 

than was once thought possible. If the an¬ 

swer is (b), then the paper is just too bor¬ 

ing for anyone to read thoroughly. Both 

answers are probably correct, if the 

paper's new; Burger King-ish, READ it 

YOL’r way ad campaign is any indi¬ 

cation. Rather than actually make 

the paper more compelling, the 

Times is telling readers either too 

dumb or too uninterested in plow- 

ing through the wrhole thing. It’s 

okay, you won) be graded at the end of 

the week, just read what you can man¬ 

age — in other words, The New York 

Times is happy to become Ameri¬ 

ca's first coffee-table newspaper. 

The decline in readership stan¬ 

dards, a slackening in the adver¬ 

tising market, the closing of one 

of the Times’s three main printing 

spirited management style have caused 

morale to plummet. Why, things have 

reached such a point that the beleaguered 

wrage apes on West 43rd Street find them¬ 

selves actually pining for the days when 

Abe Tm Writing As Bad As I Can' Rosen¬ 

thal ran the paper (just as other New York¬ 

ers already feel nostalgic for Koch and 

many Soviets remember Stalin fondly). 

Alas, Rosenthal, now a columnist and so¬ 

ciety juju, would have nothing of an en¬ 

core. Why go back to a desk job when 

you can spend your remaining years as a 

scruffy walker for your Cockney-born 

trouble and strife, the bosomy dirty-book 

writer Shirley Lord? 

How is he doing tn his new career? you 

ask. Out every evening, boring dinner- 

mates on either side, Abe, it must be said, 

is cutting a rather narrow swath through 

Manhattan society. In the midst of a dis¬ 

cussion on the Soviet Union at a recent 

function, One dinner partner leaned Abe's 

way and out of politeness —for nobody 

else at the table seemed to be paying him 

much attention—graciously solicited his 

opinion on the topic at hand. Abe threw 

his head back, aimed a gimlet eye in her 

direction and asked, Don't you read my 

column? Needless to say the little man 

often finds himself sitting below 

the salt at such affairs. 

In fact, the only way to guaran¬ 

tee himself a good seat at dinner is 

to host one himself, which he and 

his lovemace did late last year at 

their apartment on East 66th Street 

in celebration of the Frankel-Joyce 

Purnick nuptials. 

Rosenthal's guests were about 

to sit down to a dinner of ham 

and chocolate souffle when who 

should appear but a couple of 

guests wTho had RSVP'd "No.” 

Shirley and Abe stormed into the 

kitchen, and while their two dozen guests 

eyed one another uneasily, the pair ranted 

at each ocher for what seemed like an eter¬ 

nity. Finally, they emerged with a bril¬ 

liant solution to the problem of two excra 

guests: two extra chain. It is not hard to see 

why they want Abe back in control at 

West 43 rd Street. —J, J. Hu meeker 

Spittle flying 

from his 

lips. Fra nit el 

launched into 

a long 

and angry 

condemnation 

of Geist 

for leaving the 

paper and 

Sullying 

himself in 

television. 
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You see them every 

movies or books or 

show, confessing their 

litigating their di- 

A SPECIAL REPORT ON 

WHAT AMERICA THINKS 

ABOUT CELEBRITIES, WHAT 

CELEBRITIES WILL DO TO 

KEEP THEMSELVES 

CELEBRATED, WHAT 

NOBODIES WILL DO TO 

BECOME FAMOUS AND WHY 

MR. AND MRS. JOHN Q. 

PUBLIC CANT STAND 

WOODY ALLEN 

day, promoting their 

causes on the Today 

addictions in People, 

vorces on Oprah, roost¬ 

ing night after night in your television set, clogging up the chat on 

the radio, jamming themselves into the gossip columns, horning into 

politics, telling you what to eat and how to dress and even what to 
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say. They are celebrities, and despite their prominence in your life, 

you’ve never been asked what you think about them, g" Never, that 

is, until now. g In a ground-breaking leap, SPY commissioned a 

national poll to assess your opinions on fame and the famous. 

THE FAMOUS PEOPLE 

AMERICA (SOMETIMES 

UNACCOUNTABLY) 

UKES BIST 

According to th» SPY 

Notional Celebrity Survey 

1. 
Mel Gibson 

2. 
Tom Sel l eel 

3. 

Bob Hope 

4. 

Pflul Newman 

5. 
Eddie Murphy 

4. 

John Wayne 

7. (tie) 

Lucille Boll 

Bill Cosby 

Dolly ftirton 

ID, 

Clint Eastwood 

11* 

James Stewart 

12. 
Robert Radford 

13. 

Tom Cruise 

14. (tie) 

Arnold Sehwnreertegger 

Patrick Swayu 

16, (tie) 

Fred Astaire 

George Bush 

IB. (he) 

Michael JL Fas 

BY JAMIE 

MALANOWSKf 

Essentially, the survey and its 60 

questions sought to gauge what we like 

to call the nation's celeb raliteracy. what 

Americans think a celebrity is and what 

f li a moment imprinted in Memory 

as indelibly as any oj (be terrible 

tragedies that plunged the nation 

into the throes of grief: indeed, as with 

Pearl Harbor or the Kennedy assassination, it's hard to 

find a person who doesn't remember exactly where he was 

when he heard that the lovable comedian Red Skelton 

had died. Many remember crowding the newsstands to 

grab the Lite edition of the Post, the one with the headline 

Ri.DDtAD-, and then watching teary-eyed. the hilarious 

clips oj Clem Kadiddlehopper and the Mean Wtddle 

Kid on the special hosted by Dan Rather that evening_ 

Hey, wait a minute; Red Skelton isn’t dead. He 

isn't even sleeping. He isn't even officially retired. 

But apparently his invisibility on television —no 

slot on Nick at Site, no endorsements lor Century 

Village condominiums, no media-drenched 

fracases with California police officers—has led 

some of his fellow Americans to conclude that 

Red has passed on. 

Actually it isn’t just some of his fellow 

Americans, It's more than that. A full 4l percent if 

the papulation — more than 100 million Americans— 

think Red is dead. He was shocked to hear that,’1 

his secretary stated, before issuing his official* 

good-sport response (which, for the record, was 

Tm not dead — I jusr appear that way''">. 

This, yes, shocking glimpse of America’s 

current state of celebrity awareness came to light 

as a result of a national poll commissioned by 

spy. The survey by far the most scientific inquiry 

into American attitudes toward fame and 

famous people, was undertaken as part of spy's 

first television special, llow to Be Ramon.r, which 

will be broadcast on NBC this winter Conducted 

by the New York polling firm of Penn and 

Schoen (their clients have included Edward 

1, Koch and Menachem Begin), the survey was 

taken by 450 randomly selected respondents 

from around the nation. 

they want a celebrity to be. 

On the whole, the poll shows that celebrityhood 

is thriving. Most Americans, we found, know 

what a celebrity is and can identify several, if 

not dozens, by name and often with a salient 

fact, such as films in which they appeared or 

people with whom they had sex. We found that 

many Americans seem fond of celebrities, that 

millions of Americans would undergo mutilation 

to become one of them and that nearly all 

Americans have strong opinions about them — 

although it struck us that many of these opinions 

are self-serving, Robin Leach-ishly awed, dopey 

or simply bathetic. Of course, you could probably 

say that about every poll; what you cant say 

about any poll but this one is that it tells you 

what Americans think about famous people who 

have pockmarked skin. But that’s just the sort of 

fine, not-at-all-unimportant detail that our 

researchers have dug deep to discover. 

Your question at this point may be Why? 

Well, if you mean Why are we so interested in an 

ephemeral phenomenon like celebrity when we could be 

finding a cure for cancer?, our answer is simple; we 

have considered applying to the National 

Institutes of Health for a grant to pursue some 

theories we have about DNA mutability but 

these things are very political and we don’t have 

such great connections and, frankly, none uf us 

really distinguished ourselves in chemistry class 

anyway, if, on the other hand, you mean Why are 

we interested in polling about celebrity at all?, then 

our response is that so lar, studying celebrity has 

been very good to us, and we just wanted to say 

thank you and give something back to future 

generations. So here’s what we found. 
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Arscnio Half 

Burf Reynolds 

2i.(tw) 

In ne Fnudfi 

Cloik Gablt 

Al hiciiw 

Barbra Streisand 

25, 

Charles Bronson 

26, flM 
Paula Abdul 

AnHa Baiun 

Rosea line Barr 

Lynda Carter 

Billy Crystal 

Bette Davis 

Sam my Davis It 

Robert DuvaU 

Sam Elliott 

Henry Fonda 

Harrison Ford 

Gene Hackman 

Billy Dee Williams 

39. (tie) 

Tom Hanks 

Janet Jackson 

Michael Jackson 

Don Johnson 

Michael Keaton 

Howie Monde) 

Barbara Mandwll 

Steve Martin 

Roaald Reagan 

Pat Sajati 

Jaclyn Smith 

George Strait 

Elizabeth Taylor 

Philip Michael Thames'- 

Ken Wahl 

Bruce Willi! 

35. (tie) 

Ana Alicia 

Woody Alien 

Richard Dean Anderson 

Sob Barker 

Jock Benny 

Janies Bond 

Tom Bralaw 

John Candy 

Johnny Canon 

Jimmy Carter 

Richard Chamberlain 

Chevy Chase 

Cher 

JeSuS Christ 

Phil Collins 

Gary Cooper 

Kevin Costner 

Rodney Dangerf ield 

Miles Davis 

Eddie DeGarnto 

Bnice Dem 

Neil Diamond 

Kirk Douglas 

I. We sought to discover bow people hove as¬ 

similated the ceaseless barrage of media infor¬ 

mation about celebrities. So we tested! our 

respondents' (all figures are percentages) knowl¬ 

edge of whether ten celebrities were dead or 

alive. Here are Hie results. 

Cthhrh) Alin D/ad 
Dm a i 
km ou 

Laurence Olivier* 13 78 9 

Ingrid Bergman* 38 51 II 

Drew Barrymore 44 }0 25 

Red Skelton 32 4\ 6 

Bette Davis** 74 20 6 

Justine Bateman 74 2 24 

Princt 84 4 12 

Paul McCartney H6 5 8 

Ray//el Welch 94 3 3 

Marie Osmond 94 2 3 

* Dead at Hie time ot polling. 
** Alive ar ihe time of polling. 

Analysis. It surprised us that Raqud Welch 

and Marie Osmond, who have appeared 

infrequently in the eighties, were the celebrities 

most often correctly identified as living and 

that the death of Laurence Olivier, w'hich 

occurred jusr before the poll was taken, did not 

register with nearly a quarter of the respondents. 

We were also surprised by the high 'don’t 

know" figures for Barrymore and Bateman — 

indeed, a solid majority of Americans don’t 

know that Drew Barrymore is alive or think 

she's dead. But what astonished us was the 

discovery that only 12 percent got all ten answers 

correct, a shocking comment on American 

ceiebraliteracy in 1990. Let’s push for a 

Presidential Summit on Celebrity Awareness 

now. 

With these questions, as with all questions 

following, wre broke down the responses by 

age, race, sex, income, education and region of 

residence. While the general findings are higliJy 

reliable, the breakdowns have a much higher 

margin ot error. Still, they arc interesting: no 

more than 64 percent in any category— even 

those his age —knew Skelton is alive; Skelton 

seemed most dead to people making more than 

$75,000 a year; 92 percent of mid westerners 

knew McCartney is alive, but only 77 percent of 

southerners can say the same. Everybody — 100 

percent—in the 18-to-24-year-old category knew 

that 28-year-old Prince and 23-year-old Justine 

Bateman are alive. (Another recent survey found 

that only 42 percent of college students knew 

under whose administration the Korean War 

began.) 

We asked an additional question designed to 

test the public's attentiveness, 

Q. Who played the female lead in Raiders of 

the Lost Ark? 

Brook/ Kartrt Margot Debra 
Aetami Alien Khtder Winger Don't krtoie 

10 19 10 14 47 

The correct answer, of course, is Karen Allen. 

Yet the big surprise is nor that only 19 percent 

knew that; the surprise is that while 47 percent 

of the respondents admitted that they didn’t 

remember Karen Allen, 34 percent of the 

American public tried to fake it. 

II. We wanted to find out what the public 

thought celebrity life was like. We asked re¬ 

spondents to agree or disagree with certain 

statements about celebrityhood, 

V;/;i me tit Di i. i% n i 
Drill'1 

kntm- 

A celebrity cant make it 

without the little people. 85 13 1 

Money changes everything. 71 27 2 

Celebrities enjoy being on 

The Tonight Show; 69 25 6 

Its lonely at the top, 65 32 3 

The press is too hard on 

celebrities. 56 41 3 

People who are famous 

deserve to be famous. 42 53 5 

Celebrities live in gigantic 

houses and eat fish eggs. 32 61 7 

Celebrities have more sex 

than other people. 26 61 13 

Celebrities are a force of 

divine good in the 

world. 24 71 4 

Celebrities should not have 

silly names like Cher. 21 7 4 6 

Nearly every celebrity has 

been to the Playboy 

mansion. 19 69 12 

Celebrities are more fun to 

hang around with than 

ordinary people. 12 80 8 
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Michoel Douglas 

Holly Dunn 

Emilio Estevez 
Undo Evens 

Morgan Fairchild 

Mia Farrow 

A. 1. Foyt 

James Gamer 

Richard Gere 

Danny Glow 

Mikhail; Gorbachev 

Billy Graham 

Lee Giant 

Merle Haggard 

David HqssElhoM 

Goldie Hawn 

Susan Hayward 

John Heard 

Katharine Hepburn 

Orel Hervhiser 

Dustin Hoffman 

William Hurt 

Jeremy Irons 

Al Jarremi 

Billy Joel 

Ellon John 

Tom Jones 

Gene Kelly 

'"Captain KnrtC* 

Angela Lansbury 

Torn Leonard 

David Letterman 

Shelley Long 

Sophia Loren 

Loretta Lynn 

Madonna 

Lee Marvin 

Kelly MctiHfe 

Steve McQueen 

Zubin Mehta 

Bene Midler 

Donna Mills 

Joe Montano 

Henry Morgan 

Anne Murray 

Willie Nelson 

Jack Nicholson 

Owy Osbourne 

Gregory Pech 

Anthony Perkins 

Michelle Pfeiffer 

Marhie Post 

Tyrone Power 

Elvis Presley 

Pyince 

Patricia Quinn 

Jean-Premr Ram pa I 

Lionel Richie 

Gerald o Rivera 

Joan Rivers 

Oral Roberts 

Clift Robertson 

Eleanor Roasevett 

Jill St. John 

Bab Seger 

George Shaw 

Analysts. One of the questions chat seemed 

most thought-provoking was whether famous 

people have more sex —it appears that 96 million 

Americans are at least open to the possibility 

that celebrityhood might be an amazing 

aphrodisiac. Overall, respondents were skeptical 

of celebrityhood— it doej seem to be lonely at the 

top; it isn't obvious why famous people deserve 

their renown —and they displayed a perhaps 

self-serving pro-little-people bias: celebs do need 

the little people; they probably aren't more fun to 

be with than commoners. 

Astound ingly, nearly a quarter of the American 

people actually believe celebrities are a source of 

divine good in the world. Think about it. Johnny 

Depp* Force of Divine Good. Lisa Bonet, Force 

of Divine Good. Sherman Hemsley* Dan 

Aykroyd, Donna Mills and the entire cast of 

Who's the Boss?— Forces of Divine Good. If any 

of this is true* then what we have here is a funny 

God, a zany, impulsive* devil-may-care God 

acting in entirely unpredictable ways. Also 

astonishing is the news that despite Playboys 

strenuous self-promotion* 69 percent of the 

public still doubts that all celebrities have been 

over to Hefs house. On the other hand, almost 

50 million Americans believe that they have. 

People who earn the least and who earn the 

most believe most staunchly that it's lonely at the 

cop; folks in the middle are less convinced. 

Those who most ardently believe that money 

changes everything are the (poorer) people who 

did not finish high school (84 percent); by 

contrast* only 66 percent of the (richer) people 

whove received higher education agree. 

The one constant that emerges from these 

questions is that the least educated people are 

the ones most in thrall of celebrityhood. People 

who failed to complete high school believe* more 

than others, that famous people deserve to be 

famous (56 percent), that celebrities are a benign 

force in the world (42 percent), that celebrities 

are more fun (25 percent), that they have sex 

more often (44 percent), and that they live in big 

houses and feed on fish eggs (47 percent). Poorly 

educated people do believe disproportionately* 

however, that celebrities shouldn't have silly 

names like Cher (28 percent), 

III, We wanted to know what people thought the 

perfect celebrity was like. A country inundated 

with snow learns to reckon with it —how to 

deal with it, to dispose of it* to enjoy living 

with it. A country inundated with celebrities 

surely must have developed similar national 

skills. We wondered: have Americans developed 

a Consensus about what we want the perfect 

celebrity to look like* what talents and flaw's he 

should possess, what hobbies he should enjoy? 

Q. The perject male celebrity would be 

tatter than m My hrifikt Shorter than *>t Don) know 

66 27 4 4 

Q. The perfect female celebrity would he 

Tat tar than nit My height Shorter than mt Don'} km u 

30 3.5 32 3 

Analysis. Some 93 percent of rhe population 

wrant to be able either to look up to their male 

celebrities or to look them in the eye. As much 

as anything else, this explains the 1988 

presidential election (George Bush, at 6 feet 

2 inches, is five and a half inches taller than 

Michael Dukakis) and why Laurence Tisch, 

Barry Dillef and other show business moguls 

have to content themselves with being relatively 

little-known, power-mad* behind-the-scenes 

manipulators. Only 65 percent of the respondents 

want to engage a female celebrity eye-to-eye, 

or eye-co-some-lowrer-poinc-on-her-anatomy The 

traditional man tall. woman short preference is 

clearly at work here: H9 percent of women want 

their male celebrities caller than themselves, 

w hereas only 9 percent of men wrant female 

celebrities to loom Julie Newmar-ishfy over them. 

People apparently become less concerned 

about height as they become older, richer and 

better educated. Blacks (56 percent) require less 

height than whites (68 percent). Midwesterners 

(70 percent) want large male stars; only 6l 

percent of north easterners are as concerned. Mo 

Asians wanted the perfect female celebrity to be 

shorter than themselves. Note to Linda Hunt: 

avoid personal-appearance tours in japan, 

Q The perfect male celebrity 's hair would be 

A 

Diriy funny Dan'} 

Blond bfand Util Brunei Black Bald color know 

IS 6 2 34 34 1 1 3 

Q. The perfect female celebrity's hair would be 

A 

Dirty funny Don'} 

Blond Mmd Red Brunt! Black color know 

32 7 15 27 13 l 2 

Analysis, No real surprises here—Americans 

wjant beautiful blond women and call* dark* 

handsome men. Black hair on male celebrities 

is, not surprisingly far more popular among 

Asians and Hispanics than among whites. More 

rich people and midwesterners favor blonds than 

those of other classes and regions. No one over 

the age of 65 wanted a bald celebrity, though for 

2 percent of that group, ideal famous hair would 

be ‘a funny color"—maybe they thought that's 

what we were calling gray. 
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Berfirty Sills 

CflHy SiniQn 

Frank Sinatra 

Oxxic Smith 

Bruce Springsteen 

Sylvoflor Stallone 

Bart Starr 

Mery I Streep 

Solly Strutfiera 

Hunter Thompson 

Robert Townsend 

Randy Tifrif 

John Travolta 

Ale# Trcbti 

Donald Tramp 

Mik* Tyson 

Ricky Van Shelton 

Dionne Warwick 

Sigourney Weaver 

Richard Wildmark 

Andy Williams 

Robin Wiliams 

Vanessa Will jams 

Betty While 

Rick Wjbon 

Oprah Winfrey 

Angus Young 

Loretta Young 

172. (tie) 

Enrol Flyn n 

Corole Lombard 

T74, (tie) 

Bobby Brow n 

Critly Lane 

The Oak Ridge Boys 

Kenny Rogers 

THE FAMOUS PEOPLE 

AMERICA (SOMETIMES 

UNACCOUNTABLY) 

UKES LEAST 

According to the SPY 

National Celebrity Survey 

1. 
Woody Allen 

2 
lone Fonda 

3. 
Pee-wee Herman 

4* (Ho) 

Don Rickies 

Joan Rivers 

6- (tie) 

Zia Zsa Gabor 

Dolly Porton 

Arnold Schwanoneggef 

9* 

Johnny Corson 

ID, (tie) 

Roxanne Barr 

Madonna 

When considering ideal famous women, poor 

people and upper middle-class people (40 

percent each) and Asians (53 percent) strongly 

prefer blonds. Redheads, curiously, are beloved 

among senior citizens (27 percent) —the Lucy 

factor at work—and funny-color-haired women 

among Hispanics (6 percent) —the Cyndi Lauper 

factor at work. Twice as many women as men 

idealize redheads. 

0. The perfect male celebrity would have 

A btanf ittid No facia f Dans 

A beard A m/ahtcht a ntuitaihi hair km u 

4 )o y 34 3 

Analysis. Surprisingly; 43 percent of the public 

see their perfect celebrity with some kind of 

facial hair. Beards alone — do they really mean 

C Everett Koop-style chin fringe?—did best 

among those at the lowest educational and income 

levels (10 percent and 7 percent) and skyrocketed 

to 18 percent approval among Hispanics. The 

beard-and-mustache combination did best 

among those whefd been to graduate school (22 

percent), Those who most insistently like their 

celebrities clean-shaven are older (more than 

65 percent of those over 50) and rich (72 percent 

of those making more than $75,000), 

Q The per far malt celebrity would he 

Pjvw/W up MediumJti tft-hNHi Skinny Ds/j'f hiuu- 

6 88 5 2 

Analysts* The pumped-up look is favored by 

the young and the poorly educated (at last, an 

explanation for Joe Piscopo's career). The look is 

also favored by an abnormally high percentage of 

the wealthiest (at last, an explanation for Maria 

$hrivers marriage), 

Qr The perfect female celebrity iron Id be 

Very curvy Mrdistm i-urvy Skinny Don't km u 

10 83 5 2 

Analysts. Only a few subgroups deviate from 

the overall results, A quarter of those who didn't 

finish high school wane very curvy female 

celebrities, two and a half times the norm. All 

Asians liked medium curviness best, and nearly a 

quarter of Hispanics liked their lemale celebrities 

skinny; which explains the grumbling whenever 

Iris Chacon shows up on Estudta Alegre. 

Q. If the perfect male celebrity had one physical 

Imperfect ton. ft would he 

/V £dp tn Pockmarked A A glass l.uttg Df>nt 

bis teeth skin brrihn/<tr& eyt suit burns kmu 

12 4 42 5 j o » 

Analysis. While Hispanics show an unusually 

high acceptance of birthmarks (59 percent), 

birthmark tolerance correlates perfectly with 

age, Two-thirds of young people selected chat 

imperfection; only 13 percent of senior citizens 

favored this blemish. This may explain why 

Madonna has been more popular in her time 

than Anne Francis was in hers. Curiously, the 

imperfection of choice for old people is long 

sideburns. Asians show no tolerance whatsoever — 

0 percent—for glass eyes or sideburns. Our 

advice: abandon you r plans to syndicate Co la mho 

along the Pacific Rim. 

0. The perfect celebr ity has which (if the 

following talents ' 

Ait- Dam- an ante- D$nt 

ittg aijwj/f C&ni*dy me .lldgif Stunts h^raphy kmu‘ 

38 26 13 8 0 2 8 I 

Analysts. People under 50 have a higher regard 

for actors (up to 46 percent in some groups) 

chan do older people, who prefer their perfect 

celebrity to be a musician (30 percent of senior 

citizens versus only 18 percent of young people), 

Seniors also value a celebrity's ability to dance, 

no doubt a vestigial tribute to old-fashioned 

movie musicals. Bad news for Doug Henning: 

nobody except Asians much likes magic. There 

is an inverse relationship between income and 

admiration for musicians. Thirty-four percent 

of poor people want perfect celebrities to be 

musicians, while only 11 percent of the rich do. 

But the opposite relationship exists between 

income and fondness for comedians. Only 10 

percent of the poorest respondents wanted their 

ideal celebrity to have comic ability, while nearly 

three times that many of the rich made that 

choice. 

0 The perfect celebrity u o/dd have which of the 

f/llo wing hobbies? 

Gourmet cooking. .16 

Watching sports. .15 

Race car driving.. , . . . .13 

Collecting antique tars or art , , , , .......11 

Hunting.. .. io 

Acting in legitimate theater ..... . ..7 

Reading ♦ * , , * , , . , * * . . . . , . , .7 

Surfing.... . .5 

Partying in Aspen . 

/ 
4 

Writing poetry1 .? 

Entertaining the troops * , ,. ? t + # * B r 4 * 

Dog breeding.. . .. 
y 

Don’t know.. y 

Civil Wat buff. ./ 
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12. 
Scon Penn 

13 (tie) 

Prince 

Ronald Reagan 

Syhtitn Stdlmi 

i*. m\ 
Bill Cotbf 

Steve Martin 

18. (tie) 

Phil Donahue 

Michael Jocluen 

Jackie Mason 

Eddie Murphy 

Robin Williams 

23. (Me) 

AH 

Beatrice Arthur 

Jim Bokfccr 

Utile Balt 

Marian Branda 

Dorn DeLulia 

Merv Griffin 

Rack Hudson 

Dgrid leffervttan 

Jerry Lewis 

John McEnroe 

Bette Midler 

Paul Newman 

Dan Quayie 

Burt Reynolds 

Gerald o Rivera 

Pot Sajak 

Tam Soiled 

Frank Sinatra 

Mike Tyson 

John Wayne 

44. 

Tam Cruise 

45. {He} 

Paulo Abdul 

Aba Alda 

Steve Allen 

Richard Dean Anderson 

Dan Aykroyd 

Tammy Bafc&ef 

John Bolus hi 

Charles Bronson 

George Bum* 

George Bud 

Cher 

Glenn Pesa 

Howard Cosell 

Timothy Dalton 

''DaiT from Might Court 

Rodney DrmgerHuld 

Sammy Davis Jr, 

Danny DtVito 

Neil Diamond 

Biocide Domingo 

Morton Downey Jr, 

Sandy Duncan 

Jamie Fore 

Q The perfect celebrity would actively support 

which of the following causes? 

/Imidrug . . . , ...  .4? 

Antthunger.  16 

Anti-illiteracy ..  1} 

Animal rights 9 

Dont know , ... , f .3 
Sa ving rain forests ..  3 

NRA s 

Antinuclear. .............  .2 

Recycling.. * « , , 2 

Political campaigning ................ .2 

Gun control........................ J 

Saving whales 

Actors' retirement homes 

Doing a telethon. . „ ,.., . / 

Anti-film colorizing  ..0 

Anti-US. in Central America..0 

Analysis. Note the high level of support for 

automotive hobbies and for what may be 

considered a traditionally female/new male 

activity, gourmet cooking. In other words, a 

scientific reason for race car driver-gourmet food 

peddler-antidrug activist Paul Newmans 

popularity. And a possible theory to explain Jill 

Qayburghs career track: did she simply start 

reading too much Bruce Carton? Support 

for celebrity anridrug activity was strong across 

the board but highest among the rich and 

lowest among the poor. Concern for the rain 

forest may be hip and salutary, but it isn't 

widespread. Low' totals for supporting a political 

candidate may cause campaigners and celebrity 

surrogates to fail out of love, if Jackie Masort-for- 

Giuliani hasn't already accomplished that. 

Disproportionately high support for saving the 

rain forests was found among those earning 

S50,000 to 575,000 a year (12 percent), and for 

the fight against colorization among those 

holding graduate degrees (3 percent). Clearly, 

these are haute bourgeois issues now; but its 

only a matter of rime before the ramifications of 

this colorization thing begin to be felt by 

everybody. 

Q. The perfect celebrity would confess to which of 

the following? 

Drug abuse.. 21 

Having a nickname in school ... , 17 

Alcoholism 1 ......... 17 

Abusive parents  .. 13 

Doing TV commercials . . . ...U 

Don't kno w  .. . . ft 

Teenage delinquency ... 6 

Doing nude scenes . ................... 3 

A prison term ...................... 2 

Analysis. Clearly Americans have a high 

tolerance for the recovered drug abuser, but a 

successful battle with the bottle endows the 

sufferer with only the same measure of dignity as 

does bearing up with a stupid nickname. In this 

sense, Ronald “Dutch'1 Reagan and recovered 

alcoholic Ringo Starr stand equal in the eyes 

of America. Professional nudity, it turns out, 

is almost as objectionable as doing prison 

time, which provides a final, fitting, bottom- 

of-che-barrel link between Jessica Hahn and 

Jim Bakker. 

IV. We wonted to know which celebrities people 

actually liked. Having asked about the qualities 

of celebrity in the abstract, wfe asked people to 

specify their favorite and least favorite celebrities. 

Analysis. Mel Gibson is Americas favorite 

celebrity. Gibson got 33% unprompted he's-my- 

very-favorite-celebrity votes, just one-third of a 

vote more than Tom Selleck. Counting the 

second- and third-favorite nominations he 

received, Gibson turns up on a remarkable 15 

percent of the ballots. After Gibson and Selleck, 

the top ten consisted of Bob Hope, Paul 

Newman, Eddie Murphy John Wayne, Lucille 

Bah, Bill Cosby Dolly Parton and Clint 

Eastwood. (The complete list accompanies this 

story.) Among the odder findings: Pat Sajak was 

chosen more often than johnny Carson, Jaclyn 

Smith more often than Meryl Streep, and 

Roseanne Barr more often than Cher; Gene 

Hackman wFas chosen more often than Dustin 

Hoffman, Howrie Mandel more often than Robin 

Williams, and Sam Elliott more often than 

Richard Gere; Madonna, Mia Farrow; Markie 

Post and Eleanor Roosevelt each got the same 

number of votes. Sylvester Stallone, Bruce 

Springsteen, Elvis Presley and Prince were the 

favorite celebrities of only one person apiece. 

As unequivocally as the nation adores Mel 

Gibson, Americas least favorite celebrity is 

Woody Allen, who was denigrated, out of the 

blue, by 23 respondents. Rounding out the 

bottom ten were Jane Fonda 05 votes), Pee-wee 

Herman (11), Don Rickies and Joan Rivers (10 

each), Zsa Zsa Gabor. Dolly Parton and Arnold 

Schwarzenegger (8 each), Johnny Carson (7), and 

Roseanne Barr and Madonna (6 each), Parton is 

the only celebrity to make the top ten on both 

lists. (By the way, only one person loved Woody, 

and only one person hated Mel.) 

It should be noted that there is a high 

correlation between the abstract qualities that 
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Forrah Fawcett 

Worry Feldman 

Flavor Flav 

Mickael 1. Fax 

Redd Fats 

Barney Frank 
Greta Garbo 

Debbie Gibson 

Wei Gibson 

Robin Givens 

The Golden Girls 

Larry Bagman 

Arsenio Hall 

Tom Hanks 

Head of AFL-OO 

Benny Hill 

Dustin Hoffman 

Hulk Hogan 

Bob Nope 

Billy Idol 

Jesse Jackson 

Wick Jogger 

Don Johnson 

Michael Jordan 

Michael London 

Angela Lansbury 

Jack Lemmon 

Rob Lowe 

Howie Mandel 

Steve Martin 

Reba Me Entire 

Donna Wills 

Laa Minnelli 

Dudley Moore 

Bill Murray 

Willie HefsOn 
Bob Newhart 

Wayne Newton 

Richard Nixon 

Carroll O'Connor 

Danny Osmond 

Elvis Presley 

Richard Pryor 

Public Enemy 

Rap musicians 

Don Rather 

Nancy Reagan 

Lynn Redgrave 

Charles Nelson Reilly 

Pete Rose 

Jane Seymour 

Garry S handling 

William Shatner 

Cybill Shepherd 

Ed vard Shevardnadxe 

The Smothers Brothers 

J arnei Stewart 

Mt T 

Randy Travis 

U2 
bob Decker 

Vdnno White 

Gene Wilder 

Vonesto Williams 

Bruce Willis 

Jonathon Winters 

Robert Young 

people say they like in a celebrity and the 

celebrities they actually choose as their favorites. 

Consider Tom Selleck, America's second-favorite 

celebrity, and Woody Allen, Americas least- 

favorite celebrity. 

Tom Sri,leek IVtrWj Allen 

Height An above- 

average 6'4" 

(first choice) 

A be low- 

average 5r7Jf 

(last choice) 

Hair a/tor Brunet (first 

choice) 

Red (last 

choice) 

Facial bait Mustache 

(second choice) 

None (first 

chuice) 

HmU Fit (first 

choice) 
Skinny (last 

choice) 

Talent Actor (first 

choice) 

Actor-director- 

writer 

(unlisted) 

Causes Against drugs 

(first choice), 

against illiter¬ 

acy (third 

choice) 

Political 

campaigns 

(eighth choice), 

anti-film 

Colorization 

(last choice) 

V. We wanted to know whot physical sacri¬ 

fices people would make far a chance at at¬ 

taining celebrity. 

Q. Would you sacrifice a finger for a big pari in 

a successful movie? 

Yfcj N& Don't irtnti 

5 94 1 

Q. Would you sacrifice a limb {you r choice) in 

win a Best Actor nr Best Actress Oscar? 

Vfj Nn krtnii 

4 95 1 

Q Would you sacrifice the ability to smell and 

taste in order to be on the cover of Time/ 

Yti No Da n't know 

2 97 1 

0, Would you rather he anonymous and die at 

an old age, or be famous and die at 50? 

An&nywtQNy Famous D#ai ktsun 

95 3 2 
Q. fMenJ ! would have sex with Madonna if 

she asked. 

'iff No Don’t know 

15 60 5 

Qr (Women) / would have sex with Tom Cruise 

if he asked, 

Mur No Don’t know 

17 78 4 

A research note: with these questions, we always 

assumed chat the respondent would imagine the 

best of circumstances —that is, that he or she 

would be on the cover of Time for some happy 

reason, not tor, say being indicted. Similarly, the 

respondent ought to have assumed that he or she 

would happen upon Madonna or Tom Cruise 
under appropriate circumstances:scantily clad, 

full of sweet talk, playing Sinatra's '‘Come Fly 

With Me on the stereo —that sort of thing. 

Analysis. Although most of America is 

sufficiently well adjusted and satisfied w ith its 

lot to decline amputation in exchange for fame, 

the fact remains that at least 10 million 

Americans would give up a limb or a bit of a 

limb in order to become a movie star Of those 

w ho would, more of them are young, poorly 

educated and broke. For example, 17 percent of 

high school dropouts would give up a linger. Yet 

of those 50 to 64, not a single person in America 

would give up a pinkie for, say, the Jack 

Nicholson part in Batman. Sixteen percent of 

Hispamcs want pretty badly to be on the cover 

of Time, and 10 percent of young people wrould 

be willing to die young in exchange for fame. 

Some would strike any and all of these bargains: 

2 percent, or some 5 million grab-for-the-gusto 

Americans, 

The group that would most like to sleep with 

Madonna is Hispanics. Two percent of women 

said they would, and another 5 percent of men 

and 6 percent of women said they might, they 

might not; they just didn't know. 

Tom Cruise most inspires lust among young 

people (27 percent) and Asians (25 percent). 

Three percent of men said they'd have sex with 

him, and another 7 percent weren't sure. Overall, 

more people would prefer to have sex with 

Madonna than with Tom Cruise. Two percent of 

respondents would be willing to have sex with 

either one; and 73 percent would refuse both. 

Regrettably the high cost of conducting a poll 

prevented us from asking many more questions 

that we would like to have answered: Do you 

think Henry Gibson is alive? Would you be 

sadder if your dog died or if Mel Gibson died? 

Your dog or Jane Fonda? Your goldfish or Rue 

McLanahan? Would you be willing to become 

a grotesquely wealthy rock star if it meant that 

you would spend the next 20 years impaired by 

drugs and having meaningless sex with attractive 

strangers? Would you be whiling to become a 

movie star il it meant having to appear on The 

joe Franklin Show in your declining years? Imagine 

that you re an aspiring actor: do you take a 

costarring role in the Fox sitcom opposite Gabe 

Kaplan or rhe small character part in the new 

Andrei Konchalovsky movie? 

The pursuit of know ledge goes on. $ 
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henever Hollywood Eh inkers 

convene, an inevitable topic ol 

discussion is the question What 

must influences a celebrityJ appears me—genes or plastic 

surgery? The surgery Uts have a strong case: stars have been using 

primitive methods of improving on nature for years, having 

molars extracted to elevate cheekbones (Marlene Dietrich, 

Shelley Winters), undergoing electrolysis tts expand the forehead 

(Rica Hayworth), even taping down too-prommenr ears (Frank 

Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds), Today's stars undergo expensive 

A SPY SURGICAL 

HISTORY OF 

CIUBR1TY, VOL, I 

major surgery to achieve essentially the same effects. 

Some even risk death in the effort: eleven people 

died last year from liposuction alone, When it 

_ comes to who has had what done where, everyone is 

willing ro talk. Everyone, that is, except the star in 

question—especially if the star in question is featured in a best- 

selling exercise video. But makeup artists, costume designers, 

journalists, fellow film stars, other people's publicists and the 

most reliable sources in medical journal friends of plastic sur¬ 

geons' wives y insisr the following is completely true, 

MOST COMMON COSMETIC-SURGERY PROCEDURES 

FACE-LI FT 

STAR 

Lent 

Andersen 

Ursula 
AlldffSh 

lifLLETKt' 

Arthur 

Rnj^'jnriL- 

ftiMT 

Mr, 
111 ickwt I 

Xnnljs 

Cage 

Dvan 

Cannon 

Allan ( arr 

Cher 

& 

HRFAST 
Tt. MMY TUCK tiYIi-LH'T A2i ENLARGEMENT 

SURGERY PUBLICISTS DENIAL 

+ * 

Lee skill l;rj.!I> 

* 

Hutrodks-hlT 

(.Inn rvTonstrm tion 

4 

"») 
'I(.fih capped, brea.st-li.11 

Scimi.i- h stapled, part oi 

i ntest i nr removed 

Teeth straightened 

ttiemn jl! tkcepeel, 

breast-lift 

'Thut happened maybe 20 ye^r-. 

I don't think so. No, no She > j 

^'(kk.1; mend 4.1 mine, [(hi," 

'Oh, we don't know rh.ir. and w<- 

wmildn’t say even ii we <Jj^l, ' 

To tell you tHl truth, I hitve m> j JeJ 

and 1 doni think I ever will J mean, 

is ihar Something I'■<■".*plf ri,i\\y wjhi 

t(> know about cHf- should kfiOW 

about 

Oh. yeah; he had his ays done, He 

had liit injected into his too. to 

till it Out He had his stomach tlal¬ 

tered too. " 

■'j\<i, sin didn 1 hasc a f.u e-111 r 

Several years ago she had some 

orthodontic surgery done because 

her jaw ^llv 1 jut ol alignment. Ji was 

a htrisitury thing The doctor just 
brought her |jw 1 onward one mil- 

11 meter. 

"I don't 

know-" 

"No, she 

hasn’t hkii! anything done. It's, fuse 

-U year-, of diet and exert ise 

( .irr says, 'No, not true, I did nor 

have niy j must me removed, 1 did 

have my Stomach Stapled, but II was 
nor fur -l weight problem, it was for 
uairnt problems- 

frfj SPY JANUARY 1990 

'She has had a now job, Anti I think 

she had someth 1 ny; dune to her 

bosoms alter the kuk. 

lake a lift or somethin^. 

BREAST 
-"■-■-J 

H % REDUCTION 

* 
HAIR 

TRANSPLANT ‘-f 
NOSE JOP LIPOSUCTION 

STAR SURGERY PUBLICIST'S DENIAL 

Bo Derek 

|f M 4 
> w ' 
Cheekbone imp lints, lip 

implants, breasc-hit, but¬ 

tocks-lift 

Derek That s all eompleie iab- 

ritation. 1 know rh.it it's very chic ro 

talk about the plaitic surgery you've 

had, but I've never hat! anything 

done Whar you see is what you 

g«" 

Phyllis 

Ddler 

Nec k ■. b row - and bre as c - 

3 ills, dmr.il bonding, eyelin¬ 

er t it too. c htx'klwiUe 

implants, chemical |xei 

On the s notr,try: publicasi sends out 

press kir including iact sheet How 

Doctors Remade Dillet. 

Mu hael 

D III L- t.LS 

Chin-lift ’’That js absolutely nor true 

H uyrh 
Downs 

' No. he diK-s-nV 

HF'1' 'Xy, ■Rr • , , 

Jane Fonda 

-;-- 
■ ^ ] m noi tamiliar with 

rhat. E don't think she’s 

had plastic surgery I'm 

nut the person eu ask; I 

don't know who is " 

Breast-lift 

Beery Ford 

/-sj />a 

(labor 

(urn el m 

Guest 

V 

Steve 

Guitrnberg 

Tendons in takes shortened 

to facilitate comfort in hi^h 

bed s 

lap implants 

d 

'“Isn't this like asking 

when you stopped heat' 

inl1 your wife' No, she hasn't had a 

lacedift or anything else' dime. ' 

' We don't have any information on 

that." 

"Ha ha, Vi’fiat this poor lady has 

endured is Ufibelievable. I guess she's 

,■ target for everybody." but is le 
„ 4' It •' true.-' <\o. 

No, no. no! None ol that jn inn- 

That’s incorrect. As tar js [ know, 

he's had no surgery whatwx-ver 



T S DENIAL 

Angela 
Lansbu ry 

Neck tuck '"Well, she's had a herle nip and ruck 

over the years, bur I can't really 

remember what for. 1 think it was 

around her eyes." 

Fraru is 

Lear 

‘It's repcirfed in the press.' Then its 

true:’ “Yes." 

Leigh claims that Hugh Hefner 

forced her to have the surgery. 

'T dottbr it; no, that's not true. 

“Mo, as (at as t know that's nor accu¬ 

rate. But I EL let you know if we hear 

anything.'' 

"No, that's nor rruel He just has 

icu-redibly good genes!" 

No comment. 

"No, she has had nu surgery. None 

whatsoever." 

“3 certainly have never heard any¬ 

thing like it." 

"That's hilarious. II 1 knew what 

surgery he's had. I'd tell you. Bui I 

don't. That's crazy." 

Ha* nothing ro publicize; hence, no 

publicist, 

"I don't know whether 

Its true ur not. What's 

the context? Js at a bin. hi¬ 

story? What? I mean, her 

plastic surgery, every¬ 

body knows about that. I 

don't know/' 

Jessica 

Hahn 

Fawn Hall 

“That's quite 

funny. The 

nose job is 

bur 

\erything 

else is not 

true." 

To be honest, she's never openly 

discussed it in the press " 

' No, Hr as E know,, she’s 

not had a lace-lift," 

Those are hers; she gets 

very upset when people 

think she’s had surgery. It's just a 

dier and an eating plan, that's all.” 

-* 4’ 

“No, she's |ust gotten 

older and has gained 

some weight/' 

According to Playboy. "This issue 

features Jessica s new nose, teeth, and 

breasts. . . She is nor at all abashed 

about admitting she's had surgery." 

“We wouldn't know anything about 

ihnt.M 

Mane l 

Heming¬ 

way 

Barbara 

Hershey 

Lip implants 

Jm.jn H'i dnnt think that* true. And even 

if it were, 1 don’t think she'd go 

public with it/' 

Liza 

MmiU'tli 

■ S»±J 
m * 

Doesn't deny it 

"Where have you been' It's only 

been in the news lor the last year. 

They were collagen injections done 

for Tbt Last Temptation of Christ. 

They were only temporary," 

Carrie 

Leigh 

Melanie 

M ay n i rs 

Terth firaij 

* - + 

Jaw reconstruction 

»v.*i 

/ (r) 4 

Michael 

Landon 

“It's not a face-lift, He's had some 

work done, we don't deny that Ir 

was just a couple of small things char 

I can't discuss.' 

f* 
7 - 

Chin and 

cheekbone 

im plants 

Eyebrow tattoo 

4 
Chin and cheekbone 

implants 

i \ %. 
• 'll. 

Tommy 

Let Jones 

Calvin 

Klein 

</hcr>rl 

Ladd 

Janet 
Jackson 4 

Facial pee! Georgette 

MushcH'hcr 

Vince Ned 

of Mdi lev 

Crifc 

Paul 

Newman 

Brigitte 

N i.fl sen 

JulIe ie 

Orusds 

Dolly 

Parton 

Michael 

Keaton 

Nan 

Keinpner 

Facial sanding 

Porii!kLivj 

Victoria 

Principal 

Reginc 

burr 

Reynolds 

Donna 

Rice 

Joan, 

Rivers 

Jackson admits to the nnse jobs and 

the cleft chin but insists the other 

changes were caused by a vegetarian 

diet. 

“I don’t honestly know iJ he's had a 

hair Et^nsplan or not. Most ul the 

times that I've been with him he's 

had hairpieces or hats. His hair is the 

one thing that I haven't h^d charge 

oft thank God 

“He's never hyd one You have incor¬ 

rect information,'' 

Collagen 

facial injections 

9*4 
Teeth fixed 

Kcmpntr says, "Yes, of course. 

Swtehody has to look older than I do, 

{Aside) Cut fi>t ttman m bdlft [to snv} 

You can't get good help these days. 

^Absolutely not truel He’s had no 

corrective surgery whatsoever." 

Absolutely not true. I'll [ell you 

one thing, though: we've been 

talking about it, We went to see the 

doctor and he said. "Get out id here, 

it’s mo soon/' 

Michael 

Jackson 

Cleft in chin, eyeliner tat¬ 

too, fedal peel, cheekbone 

implants, lip reduction 

Elton John 

“I don't know, and even it 1 did, I 

wouldn't tell you. No, I've known 

her since she was 11 and I've never 

seen her come in looking different 

one week to the next,'' 

“I honestly don't know. J don't. I 

tan'f say. I shouldn't guess, either '' 

“No that's incorrect, He wears 

plugs, but he's never had a tr,ms- 

plane/ 

LaToya 

Jackson 
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SURGERY 

(chin and 

waist ,iro<il i 

Rq5S 

M ickey 

Hourkc 

Vidal 

Siis&tHjn 

loan 
StvcriULL' 

I: mhk 
Sailer r,4 

( .indy ,4nd 

T'or i 

Spelling 

Eti/,jbet h 

Tit 11 lor 

Madia 

Thomas 

Tin * Torrid 

ol Bon 

jm-i 

Donald 

Tru m f> 

Iv Ollil 

Tru m p 

Vanity 

Vivj 

li.Lrhj.r.i 

Walter* 

It.H [11C J 

Wdch 

publicist s denial 

Ht has. not IuilJ lifMS itn hi* chin, 

bur he did have it on his stomach 

and they removed L I pound*.. Hl 

then dieted jw.iy JO pounds," 

( hit k brine-Jilt 

* * * 
V k V r r r 

“1 doubt it s»tv mmh E m sure in. 

ntir rniv I've known her linu- -.hr 

w;is -i Supreme, and *hr hasn't 

thunted n hu." 

\n. that* false, an tar a* | kilns* 

"He ha;. had plastic Marten, bur not 

numerous IjLe-lilts He's had hLs- 

eyes done a temple oi rimes, but 

rhac's it Hey, 1 love your magazine " 

to 

M » V 
^ I- '-1 % -r«? 

v * V 
AT-* 

Chin iiMj'i.mt 

7 
CJ 

"I know nothing abom itr and il I 

did, 3 wouldn't eommem on n You 

already printed something on ii 

"The woman spends live hour', a day 

at thl ltiii. She's never had a rummy 

r ik k or any ol that,' 

"Iris not true, litwxlbve." 

I have no idea. Even il I did, I 

vvoutdn t fewal thur. 

Yes. she had a chin implant' no, she 

hasn't had a face-lift or anythin^ 

else.'' 

“lean's 
confirm 

that.' 

"That's not 

true an all. No 

mith. None." 

' He definitely has not had anythuie 

dune. E don't know when he would 

have had it; he's always working 

E He's never missed a day here 

* « 

> 

> 

* A - 

Ttetll filled, rib* removed to 

make waist smaller 

She's not lu>.l p East it surgery1 She's 

lost ,l good ten pounds, switched to 

clothes by younger designers, and 

she's lightened upon her makeup.' 

"She's had noihi ng done 

N one. S!u- wrote about her surgery 

for 1 -Italy Ftftr, 

' I krmw nothing about it, 

' She hasn't had anything done 

Thrive art- her real teeth— I go to lier 

dentist And the rumor about her 

ribs being removed has, been around 

tor J( l y ears ’ 5 

White Paper 

^ ou’ve seen the ads — those luscious nightmares 

\ r thoughtfully reminding us that “the most un¬ 

forgettable women in the world wear REVLON.1' 

This Avedon-photographed series does not promote particu¬ 

lar cosmetics, but Unforgettability itself; the ads feature such 

indelible lovelies as the newly svelte Oprah Winfrey, lacquered 

into a shimmery black bodysuit, hovering arachnidlike in a 

multiple exposure, as if about to pounce on an unsuspecting 

hamburger or hapless order of fries. There is also Liza Min¬ 

nelli, cruelly collaged into a three-headed hydra, and Frank 

Sinatra, in a yarmulke-inspired toupee, playfully strangling 

his airbrushed wife, Barbara, with her own pearls, perhaps 

mimicking an imagined mob hit on Mrs. Bush, Other spreads 

in the campaign celebrate dusters of professional models, 

three or four to a coven, all seemingly named Rachel and 

made up to appear as interchangeable as possible. 

Revlon, in its ceaseless quest for Unforgettability, recently 

held a beauty contest to select the “Unforgettable Women of 

1989 from the blurry mass of ordinary females. Entrants had 

to submit a proof-of-purchase for a Revlon product, three 

color photographs and a short essay on the theme '1 Am an 

Unforgettable Woman Because. .."Judging was based on “the 

contestants ability to project the Revlon image (35 %>; her 

beauty as presented in the photographs (25 QE ); the quality of 

her cosmetic application (209&L her presence and projection 

as presented in the photographs (10U ); and the originality 

and clarity of her written statement (10 % 

Nine finalists were 

winnowed and shipped 

|to Manhattan, where a 

dost Unforgettable was 

inointed at The Rain¬ 

bow Room by a panel 

whose judges included 

Diane von Furstenberg, 

Regis Philbm and mod¬ 

eling agency co-owner 

Jerry Ford. The winner; 

Mary Xinh Nguyen, 19, 

of Boston, wept memorably as she staggered beneath a four- 

foot-long check foi $25,000 (where did she cash this tastefully 

immense windfall? Did endorsing it exhaust her?}. Nguyen 

will also appear in a Revlon ad this spring, but most enviably, 

she can nowT be dead certain she is not vaguely charismatic* 

not merely easy on the eyes, but certifiably Unforgettable. 

Just what daw make a woman unforgettable, aside from her 

skill with loose powder? To us non-panel members, certain 

qualities immediately leap to mind: if the female in question 

stole your car, for example. If she has sprouted a third eye. If 

she's your mom brandishing your report card. But Unfor- 

gettabiliry runs deeper than mere criminal mischief or the 

physical uniqueness of, say, transsexual tennis pro Renee 

Richards or amputee porn star Long Jean Silver. Let us 

examine some of the essays of the finalists. Our first, Jennb 

Research assistance by Michael Heiney. 



fer W. of Paradise Valley, Arizona, claims Un- 

forgettability because of "my music and my 

funny laugh. As a call skinny blonde child 

growing up on the Navajo Reservation, my 

music helped me fit into a different culture 

and make friends.1' Ah, the eternal trauma of 

the unwanted blond, the alien Anglo buffeted 

from tepee to trading post. Still, -lmy Indian Inends taught 

me to ride like the wind bareback and J taught them to sing 

three part harmony to my Mother's Crosby Stills and Nash 

records Perhaps this young lady's remarks will finally make 

up for all that unpleasantness at Wounded Knee, 

Another remarkable maiden, Carole L. of Fayette¬ 

ville, Arkansas, insists, 1 am an unforgettable woman 

because my picture was on over 2,000,000 Coleman 

Dairy milk cartons in Arkansas., .and not as a lost 

child! Miss Arkansas gets her picture on the cartons 

every summer as a promorion for the pageant!’ Lucky 

finalist —all that exposure, and she doesn't have to be bound 

and gagged and kept in a closet for days at a time. Of course, 

being a missing child could be a route to Unforgettability, or 

at least a Movie of the Week, but it does seem extreme. Lets 

just envy Miss Arkansas, who enjoys 'playing the flute, 

rappelling and playing golf, her milk cartons. As she 

says, “ For a couple of mornings just think of all those 

sleepy-eyed people, staring at me over breakfast!” 

Enough shilly-shallying and needless modesty. Our 

next entrant — the winner— Mary X.N., proclaims,'! 

am an Unforgettable Woman because 1 possess an 

inner beauty that, along with my striking appearance, cap¬ 

tures the heart of all who encounter me." Inner beauty'—its 

like a ray gun, the ultimate lasso, something that might be 

dangerous in the hands of the Libyans, Finalist Tracy Ann L. 

of West Haven, Connecticut, traces her U factor to the 

way I move, delicate and subtle, or sexy and mysteri¬ 

ous. This energy makes my eyes bright and glowing and 

my lips full. Often I am imperfect, but my being is so 

expressive that it leaps out and surrounds you.” Vikes! 

Put that thing away! Unforgettability—sometimes its 

downright scary, a thing you wouldn't want to discover 

trailing you in a dark alley. And sometimes it can make your 

lips full. Its like injectable collagen, only better, because it also 

'gives me an incredible energy made up of strength of charac¬ 

ter and soul —a sort of Judeo-Cbmtian Unforgettability 

Unforgettability is hard to pin down, vaporous: "I 

possess those certain qualities of innocence and in- 

trique [i/c] ” Bcckie B. of Plant City, Florida, confides, 

'that are not easily explained nor understood, but so 

desired. People may not always understand me, but 

they will always come back to me; They may not always 

like me, but they will never forget me," Could this final¬ 

ist be Guinevere, or Cleopatra, or one of the Mansori girls? 
Jessica S. of Mill Valley, California, provided an essay of 

short-story length, if not Granta caliber. “It was a Wednes¬ 

day night in Paris and I was invited out with 

some friends to a cafe. ...A wasn't in the mood 

to get 'dressed'.., so 1 threw on an old pair of 

shorts, a t-shirt and my favorite filthy, paint- 

covered jacket.” This heedless vagabond feuds 

with her boyfriend and is then informed of Hla 

change of plans. We re going to 'The Palace” for 

an exclusive VI. R party lor all the designers since the Spring 

Collections have just ended! 1 could have died. The LAST riling 

1 was prepared for was a gala event!' Needless to say, our rag¬ 

tag heroine handily outshines all the “famous models wearing 

the most exqui set gowns Iveever seen! Soon 'the lights 
and cameras were all facing me, people were pointing, 

and a news caster standing next to me turned to the 
camera and said, \ .... and here’s a young lady with such 

radiance that she ncedenteven have to dress up to steal 

a party!' Paint stains and convenient proximity to 

reporters! Vive la Unforgettable! 

Another eager U-gal, Ellen W. of Papillion, Nebraska, used 

her essay to create a sort of fractured poem, using the let¬ 

ters of the word Revlon for star-studded testimonials to her own 

allure: R is for ’Rudolph, celebrity reindeer: 'Her glowing 

smile upstages my nose ” £ is for "Eastwood, actor: 

She makes my day. " V is for "Van Gogh, painter: For 
her. I'd cut off my other ear. ' Unforgettability, if noth¬ 

ing else, is endlessly perky. We eventually arrive at N 

for ‘ Nirnoy famous Vulcan: She's logical. Shell live long 

and prosper. ” 

Unforgettability— are we any closer to a working 

definition? Perhaps, as these essays attest, Unforgettability in¬ 

volves a knack for writing fragrant, if occasionally incoherent, 

ad copy for the neatest boutique item of all: oneself. But true 

Unforgettability should probably not be assessed until a few 

centuries after an applicant's demise; earlier Unforget- 

tabilicy may just be lingering irritation, or the triumph 
of a gifted publicist. Another criterion for the Unfor¬ 

gettable may be the number of bad movies made about 

an aspirants life, or the frequency with which drag 

queens co-opt her flair with a cigarette. Few women 
achieve unforgettability at the stripling ages of the Rev¬ 

lon lineup; by 19 or 20, even the pushiest beauty has rarely had 

time to rule a commonwealth, alter an arc form or lose sub¬ 

stantial amounts of poundage on her own syndicated talk show 

The use of Revlon products may indeed promote Unforget¬ 

tability, but then so might the use of han d grenades on 

the subway. Let us congratulate Ms. Nguyen, the most 

Unforgettable of all, an appealing college sophomore 

who hopes someday to return to Vietnam, where she 

was born Ma Child of the Dust '— an Amerasian. As for 

the rest of us, perhaps we should content ourselves with 

mere Forgettability, a less fatiguing goal. And remem¬ 

ber, the most important parr of any pageant is meeting so 
many other girls just like yourself, all of whom you can 

loathe on sight. } 

REVLON'S SEARCH FOR 

ORDINARY WOMEN WHO 

THINK THEY'RE VERY, 

VERY SPECIAL 

BY PAUL RUDNICK 

Carole 

Jessica 

El I en 

Beckie 
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he political language of 

Orwell's Oceania was based on 

brazen semantic inversions—ilWar Is 

Peace," ‘‘Freedom Is Slavery"—that 

cast their totalitarian spell by con¬ 

founding all logic and upending all 

morality. But 1984 has come and 

gone (hey, why no 

fi fth-ann iversary 

celebrations?), and 

instead of Big 

Brothers sinister 

Ncwspeak—which 

at least had a certain 

syntactical rigor and 

masculinc simplicity—America’s 

Poppy Bush has devised a fuzzy, dopey 

and potentially far more insidious 

method of confounding all logic and 

upending all morality. Call it Bush- 

speak, cal] it high Noonan, or simply 

ti ?/, 

U 

a 
r/WW 

yqo 

call it the diction thing, (Whatever it is, 

it's a year old this month!) 
■ 

part one: 

The clock has just struck 12, and the 

president and his wife, Barbara, are 

turning out the thousand points of 

light and tucking themselves and 

the grandkids into bed. Wait! 

President Bush has an important 

speech to deliver before the American 

people tomorrow, and the press office 

has forgotten to prepare a text. With¬ 

out any help from supermuse Peggy 

Noonan, can you 

find a path through 

this maze of actual 

Bush quotes, actual 

easy-listening song 

lyrics and actual 

_____ greeting-card poetry 

that will merge the 

sound bites into a stirring, heartfelt 

televised address? Directions: start at 

the upper left corner and move in a 

generally downward and rightward 

direction. (Hint: any path is fine, but 

some are finer than others.) 

How YOU CAN ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN BUSH-LIKE SPEECH! 

1. The dotted lhies represent the available paths beturen each text block. 

When you use a text block, check it off. 

2. When you reach the edge of page 7Jr fold it back against the next page, 

matching the printed arrmts as sbourn, and continue concocting your speech 

across page 73. 

3. When you reach the edge of page 73. fold it back against page 77 and 

continue concocting your speech across page 17. When you reach the block 

marked FINISH, your personalized George Bush speech is complete, Gather 

friends and family, then stand and deliver! Sources on page 77. 
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...America today is a proud, tree 

nation, decent and civil—-a place we 

cannot help but love. We know in 

our hearts . . . that this Country has 

meaning beyond what we see, and 

rhat our strength is a force for 

good-1" 

■ *Q And. so tonight* we must rake a , 

strong America—and make it even J 

better.' 

We re a people whose energy and 

drive have fueled our rise to great¬ 

ness. And we're a forward-looking 

nation—generous, yes, but ambitious 

as well—nor for ourselves, but for 

the world," 

We are on the verge of a new cen¬ 

tury, and what country's name will it 

bear? I say it will be another 

American century. Our work is not 

done; our force is not spent.1 

You know, we meet at a time of 

extraordinary hope. Never before in 

this century have our values of free¬ 

dom and democracy and economic 

opportunity been such a powerful 

and intellectual force around the 

globe " f-:I::;:;:;;:::;::::;::;;:: 

Aj To the brave men and women who 

wear the uniform of the United 

States of America—thank you. Your 

calling is a high one—to be the 

defenders of freedom and the guaran¬ 

tors of liberty. And J want you to 

know’ that this nation is grateful for 
ii 

your service. 

6 Weakness tempts aggressors. 

Strength stops them. I will nor allow' 

this country to be made weak 

again.1 ^ 

■!j' We—we ve been fortunate during 

these past eight years. America is a 

stronger nation than it was in 

1980. , . . And when America is 

stronger, the world is safer." 

■ 

^ We saved Europe, cured polio, we 

went to the moon and lit the world 

with our culture.1 

At the bright center is the indi¬ 

vidual, And radiating out from him 

or her is rhe family, the essential unit 

of closeness and of love. For it is rhe 

family chat communicates to our 

children—to the twenty-first centu¬ 

ry—our culture, our religious faith, 

our traditions and history." r::::: 

'.*£) This moment* this minute and 

each second in it will leave a glow 

upon the sky.1 
LV 

.<3 Look at the world on this 

bright . , * night. One by one the 

unfree places fall, not to the force of 

arms but to the force of an idea: free¬ 

dom works." .. 

i 

:z>^b In our hearts we know what mat¬ 
in 

ters. 

i 

*tA new' breeze is blowing—and a 

nation refreshed by freedom stands 

ready to push on. There's new ground 

to be broken and new action to be 

Our problems arc large, but our 

heart is larger. Our challenges are 

great, but our will is greater. And if 

our flaws are endless* God’s love is 

truly boundless.1" 

;hQ I see America as the leader, a 

unique ration with a special role in 

the world.J —  -—- 

>61 may sometimes be a little awk¬ 

ward* but there's nothing self-con¬ 

scious in my love of the country. I am 

a quiet man, but 1 hear the quiet 

people others don't, ... I hear them 

and I am moved, and their concerns 

art1 mine," #-... 

:«6 N ever before has our leadership 

been so crucial* because while 

America has its eyes on the future, 

the world has tts eyes on America.r,^<- 

(itt Z/tHtiW f*/t ftitifi1 fit fff/rf hfTK, mafomHff fitr fitwtr-t. 
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n June 8,1989, 

between the releases 

of Indian# Junes and 

the Last Crusade and 

Star Trek Vi The Final 

Frontier, President George Rush held a nationally 

televised press conference before an audience 

of 3 5,500,000. In this column are key 

excerpts from his historic responses. 

rom 1957 to 

1963, the still pre¬ 

cociously Beacon¬ 

s' servativc Theodore 

Cleaver held forth on 

life in these United States before a television 

audience of 8 to 9 million homes on Leave ft to 

Beaver, In this column are more of Reaver's 

key positions from his landmark series. 

On China 

There5 no question in the minds 

of these students that the United 

States is standing in their comer 

What I want to do is preserve 

this relationship [with China s 

leaders] as best I can, and I hope 

the conditions that lie ahead 

will permit me to preserve this 

relationship. 

On GorboChtT 

They have 600,000 troops and we 

have 305, and I made an offer to him 

I want to see perestroika succeed. I want to 

see it succeed, not fail. And i told Mr. 

Gorbachev chat, one-on-one, last fall. 

On Human (Ughti 

(Rut] I'm sluin' in here so no¬ 

body can get at me. 

Tomorrow I'll just say, "Hi, 

Larry," and he'll say, "Hi* 

Beaver," and then we ll go do 

somethin' and forget all about 

hatin' each other. 

From now on, I'm gonna do 

whatever you tell me to do. 

I didn't know how to pronounce it till 

last year. 

There's a relationship over there [China] that is femdamentally 

important co the United States that I want to see preserved. 

] don't want ro pass judgment on individual leaders. 

Even a creep's gotta have friends. 

1 have enough trouble keeping myself good without 

keeping all the other kids good. 

On the GOP Memo ImimiotJng Speaker of Iha Howl* Tam Folcf I* HoittOStNUel 

[Lee Atwater] looked me right in the eye and said he did not I can always get another toad, 

know about it. He moved promptly to remove the person that 

did know about it, and so 1 accept that. 

It's against everything that 1 have tried to stand for in political life. 

On Tough Qu**ti*m 

Sticks and stones, you remember the old adage, will hurt your 

bones. The names don't hurt you. 

1 have not yet received the memo from the general counsel on 

this decision, and thus 1 really have to defer. I wish I could tell 

you. . . . I’m trying to say that I don e know. And I'm crying to 

say you don't know. And he doesn’t know, she doesn't know and 

nobody knows. 

Tying It Up 

This is the last [question]. . . . It's JO minutes. 

[It makes} it look like we're both a couple of sneaks. 

You’re a funny-lookin' goon. 

'Cause you’re a dumb ape, that’s why! 

Cut it out... or I'm liable to paste you one! 

[And] to make up for what I didn't learn today. I'll learn 

twice as much tomorrow as I'm supposed to. 

Thanks for not asking a lot of questions. ... It sure does 

make me feel good. 

Hy Bender 
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~0 I don’t mean this to be sentimental, 

I mean that we art- all part of a contin- 

utim, inescapably connected by the ties 

that hind."1 

A There is no match for a united 

America* a determined America.'' ^ 

There is a God and He is good, and 

His fove* while free, has a self’imposed I 

cost: we must be good to one anoih- ! 

er1 

I intend—1 intend* in the months 

and years to come* to give you what 

friends deserve: frankness, respect and 

my best judgment about ways to 

improve America's future. 

4 
4 
4 

4 

i 
4 
4 
4 

a 
4 
4 

A 
I 
4 4 
A 

Hue if the man you have chosen to 

lead this government can help make a 

difference, if he can celebrate the qui¬ 

eter, deeper successes that are made not 

of gold and silk but of better hearts 

and souls; if lie can do these things, 

then he must 
Fit 

w J care about you 

1 like you 

1 relate to you 

1 understand you 

1 feel lor you'" 

i 

'^6 For democracy belongs to us all, and 

freedom is like a beautiful kite that 

can go higher and higher with the 

f~::r:::::::::::::::::::::: breeze."f 

There's a kind of hush all over the ,■ 
i 

world tonight.' 

But what we must remember if we 

are ro be responsible* and compassion¬ 

ate, is that economic growth is the key 

to our endeavors. I want growth that 

stays, that broadens and that touches, 

finally* all Americans.1 

4 

^ ■' And if you look back* one thing is 

so striking about the way the 

Founding Fathers looked ar America, 

They didn't talk about themselves. 

They talked about posterity. They 

talked about the future " Wr'~~~~ 

: Sometimes we may not realize that 

everything we do affects not only our 

lives but touches others* too. For every 

time you offer someone a helping 

hand* every time you show' a friend you 

care and understand, every time you 

have a kind and gentle word to 

give—you help someone find beauty in 

this precious life we live.'1" 

Some would say its soft and insuffi- 

cienrly tough to care about these 

things. Due where is it written that we 

must act as if' we do not care, as if we 

are not moved * Well* 1 am moved. I 

want a kinder* gentler nation.' ** 

■<3 Now . . , there are those who said it 

can't lie done. There are voices wdio say 

that America's best days have passed. 

Well, tonight I remain full of hope, 

We Americans have only begun on our 

mission of goodness and greatness.11 

We will work hand in hand, encour¬ 

aging* sometimes leading, sometimes 

being led, rewarding. " 

w Th i ngs a re n' c per fee t i n c h i s count ry. 

There are people who haven't tasted 

the fruits of the expansion. I've talked 

to farmers about the bills they can t 

pay. I've been to the factories that feel 

the strain ol change. I’ve seen the 

urban children who play amid the 

shattered glass and shattered lives.1 ^- 

A 
When things seem difficult* 

remember , . . to stick to your goals* 

no matter what happens, and press on 

toward your dreams, . , . To look for 

the bright side, even though it may be 

temporarily covered by a cloud. To 

smile often, even when a frown lecis 

more natural.1 

■ 

I wilt keep America moving for¬ 

ward, always forward—for a better 

America* for an endless, enduring 

dream and a thousand points of 

light,1 -------- :::: 

:ir. Can we do iiJ Of course we can. 

Y'tH/ffttff*/ aft fintf*' 77 • 'ft iti it}ci, imf/f/nHy i/tr nrh rrj. 
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resident: Bush, athlete and thinker, is a 

resourceful linguist. But his peculiar patois—a 

ratatouille of East Coast posh and Ike-era 

hep—is truly at home only in places 

(coastal Maine, Air Force One) that are 

off-limits to most of his constituents, 

including the very citizens he most 

rsi 
-HII^-HOR 

MARV 

"war on drugs is to climax in a triumphal Vic 

Diiirmfic (see below). In the interests of 

opening a line of communication between 

Mr. Smooth and certain urban fraternal 

organizations, many of whose members 

have been implicated in drug crimes* 

we present the following highly 

needs to reach if his $7.9 billion 

ACTUAL ACTUAL 

BUSH HOME BOY 

appalling wock 

Big Mo ploying 

bit of a hemmed up 

cholesterol 
rise 

Cabinet on 

member 

Capitol Hill Hie 'hood 

carp dit 

colloquy 

Colonel bounty hunter 
North, e.g. 

communicate top it off 

congressman homoboy 

Dan Quayle* murk, punk 

eg 

Dan Rather* cheeie-eater 

e.g. 

deep doo-doo heavy shit 

Democrat Crab, E-rlcket 

diddly two shakes of a 
rat's rectum 

Doberman hope-to-dief 

thugs 
{Noriega's 
men] 

Donald bailer, high 

Trump, roller 

eg 

don't cell don't play me 

mother to the left 

drugs •hit 

finis! ttid< out 

firing a maltin' a move 

laserlike 
shot 

SPY JANUARY mo 

gun got 

had some sex busted a nut 

have good 
relations 

dick up 

heck fuck 

hi ** 

high V right fade 

impressive d*f 

in the soup wet 

just a splash 
{of coffee] 

cop me a rock 
[of crock] 

kicking a 
little ass 

good from the 

•boulders 

kinder and 
gentler 
nation 

Hollywood 

Let him do 
his thing, 
and I’ll do 

Keep bustin' 

mine 

log cab log cobin 

misdemeanor mis 

Mr. Smooth Bush bastard 

[i.e,T Bush] 

my opponent Dumb-kakis, 
{archaic] cock 

off my game perpetrating 

off the record good to go 

on your side slidin' down the 
same pole 
you're on 

one-liner cop 

politicking gangbangin' 

post-Viernam what time it is 

thing 

power outage Min1 

{horseshoe 
miss] 

put on the jump in the silk 
{L.L.J Beans 

read my lips CO-tHlS*dls 

semi- fired up 
ballistic 

show business •tingin' 

celec11 ve aidc-de-1 ram (ation, 

Skull and the tet 

Bones club 

Silver Fox* brood 
Bar [Le., 
Mrs, Bush] 

six-pack stupid gold, 

[horseshoe Stupid money 
double- 
ringer) 

speaker of M.C 

rhe House 

step up to put in work 
the lick log 

stretched out what you 'bout 
on the couch 

rapped jumpeddn 

thing uh 

thousand Bks 
points of 
light 

thrown out cast out 

crash oil in the Koal- 
Aid without 
the flavor 

Cweaky locked out 

Tension City head up 

Unleash Be down! 
Chiang! 

vacationing kickin' It 

veto butt that 

Vic Damone doin' in 
[victory] 

vilified jacket on his 
an 

wieners little bro't 

working bangin', 
bangin' and 
slangin' 

yeah word 

—A1 artsn Kihn 
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■■O'For this is the tiling: this is the age 

of the offered hand,1" *■-:- 

■*Q And I believe in giving people the 

power to make their own lives fiercer < 

through growth and opportunity. 

America is never wholly herself 

unless she is engaged in high moral 

principle. We as a people have such a 

purpose today. It is to make kinder the 

face of the nation and gentler the face 

of the world.1' ^ 

■O To the families of America , . . hold 

fast to your dreams, because ulri- 

marely Americas furore rests in your 

hands." ^ 

»^ And what do we want the men and 

women who work with us to say when 

we're no longer there? That we were 

more driven to succeed than anyone 

around us? Or do we stop to ask if a 

sick child had gocren becrer, and 

stayed a moment there to trade a word 

of friendship?1" 

;wl) Even though things look cloudy+ 

they'll ger berrer soon. Just remember 

that ir's true: it takes rain ro make 

rainbows, lemons to make lemonade, 

and sometimes it takes difficulties to 

make us stronger and better people. 

The sun will shine again soon . , . 

you'll set/'^:::r:::rr:::rr. 

Don r worry about wthat hes ahead. 

By the time you get to the bend in the 

road or the cresr of rhe hillT you're 

going to be better and stronger than 

you ever were before, '"1 ^ 

America is waiting, and now we 

must produce.' 

?*£)Irs hard to follow any plan precisely 

to the letter. Though life right now is 

difficult, things will in time get bel¬ 
li 

“O This is a rime when rhe future 

seems a door you can wralk 

rhrough—into a room called tomor¬ 

row.1" 9 

ter. 

There are times when the future 

seems chick « a fog; you sic and wait, 

hoping the mist will lift and reveal the 

right path," 

You've got to accentuate the posi- 

tive, eliminate the negative, latch onto ! 

the affirmative. . . . You've got to ! 

spread joy up to the maximum, bring l 

gloom down to the minimum/ 

w The fact is, prosperity has a purpose. 

It is to allow us to pursue "the better 

angels, to give us time to think and 

grow.1 # 

K The old ideas are new again, because r 

they're not old, they are timeless; duty, 

sacrifice, commitment, and a patrio¬ 

tism chat finds its expression in taking 

part and pitching in?" 0^*:zzz:zzzzzz: 

r="<J We cannot rest. We re a people 

whose energy and drive have fueled our 

rise to greatness." ^ 

i 

~v We know what works: freedom 

works. We know what's right; freedom 

is right?" — ’** —-- 

And there is another tradition. And 

that is the idea of community—a 

beautiful word with a big meaning.1 ♦" 

SOURCES: 1 Rush, Rtpubl kun cunvumiikn atceptjrkr speech. New Orleans, August 19^8 11 Hush, jiddrtia cu 

jnint vcssiun of the House .ind Senile. Washington, D.C., E'l'bruj.ry 1*)H9- ,n Bush. Iflilu^unt Add rest. 

Washington, D,c,h Janilaiy 19^9- wJnhnrty Mercer, ‘My Shining E lour." Copyright I5M> by lljrwin Music 

Corporation. v Let Reed jrnd Geoff Stephens, "Theresa Kind of Hush." Copyright I SKvli fry Donr.i Music Ltd. 

Vl Bitth, address on national drug control sinttegy. Washington, D.C.. September 1989 V|1 Diiniellt Steel. 

Lsif,‘ Poltni. Deli, I9H1. viu HalLmart, A birthday Wish for a Very Special Person," 61 i" k 9". $11. 

IX Lindsay Newman, Blue Mountain Ar^ i.ml, x R|/2", $3. * Brute B, WiLnu r. "Things Will Grr 

Better," Light Lines Originals card, 5'^' x 31 i", $1. *’ Collin McCarty, Blue Mountain Arts card. V st 7*, 

j],7V Johnny Mercrr, At -Ct-nr-Tt hn- Ate the Positive." Copyright 1944 by 3 I. it win Music Corpora loll. 

Xl(1 Adrian Rodgers, Blue Mountain Arts card, V. lp x 7", SI.7S, 

O 1 see history as a book with many 

pages—“and each day we fill a page 

with acts of hopefulness and meaning. 

The new breeze blows, a page turns, 

the story unfolds—and so today a 

chapter begins: a small and stately 

story of" unity, diversity and generosi¬ 

ty—shared and written together. 

Thank you. God bless you and God 

bless the United States of America.1" - - 

-Jeff Wise 



Each year over 6 million 
tons of household and indus¬ 
trial waste are dumped into 
our already clogged landfills. 
Recycling everything we can 
is the only hope, 

Every second, another 100 square yards of rain forest 
are burned away increasing global warming and killing off 
entire species of plants and animate We must make our 
loans to ram forest countries contingent on saving these 
habitats Otherwise they have no economic incentive. 

vMJltbe 
ofnatuG 

You don't have to wear sandals 
or feat granola to be an environmental 
activist. All you have to do is care 
about the future^ and put some time 
where your feelings are. 

Pick a cause and do something. 
There are no initiation rites, and you 
can start slowly. In fact, we can all 
make a difference just by avoiding the 
environmentally harmful things we do 

Global warming is a global 
disaster. We must improve energy 
efficiency and reforest to avoid 
flooding, crop failures and extinction. 

Overpopulation taxes natural 
resources and leads to widespread 
starvation. We must make btrth control 
information available everywhere. 

The U,S, and Soviet Union must free 
defense money for environmental pro- 
grams. Worldwide focus has to switch from 
preparing to destroy the planet to preparing 
to save it. 



Crops can now be grown in 
nearly any kind of soil using fertiga- 
lion, the practice of dripping precise 

quantities of water and nutrients at 
the base of plants Unfortunately, the 

technology for this kind of agricul¬ 
ture has not yet spread 
to the places it’s 
needed most. 

IS billion dirty diapers are dumped annually, 
spreading disease and taking 500 years to decom¬ 
pose. Use a diaper service or biodegradable diapers 

vorld die 
[causes? 
in the course of our daily lives. 

Consider some of the problems 
depicted here. If we re going to survive 
as a species, all of us need to be a part 
of the solution. 

To find out how you can become 
involved in a cause that you care about, 
call 1-800-433-0880. 

Sure, you can't do everything. But 
do something. While you still can. 

Ironically, the more man 
succeeds as a species, the 
more our sheer numbers and 
living habits threaten the earth 
as a human habitat Techno¬ 
logical advances over just the 
last 100 years have provided 
us the means to alter our envi- 

Destruction of habitats drives 100 species of piants and animals to extinc¬ 
tion every day. The genetic materia! being lost forever may contain cures for 
disease. We must learn to develop land without destroying it. ■ 

ronment drastically. We must 
begin using our technology 
to create solutions instead of 
more problems 

WE THE 
NXORLD 

If we’re not all helping, 
we’re all hurting. 
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WHEN A 

MAJOR 

DONOR IS 

INVOLVED IN 

i 
SCANDAL, A 

UNIVERSITY 

WILL MOST 

OFTEN GET 

OUT THE 

CHISELS, 

ERASE THE 

PUBLIC 

HONORIFICS 

AND 

■7 

THL 

KEEP 

CASH 

t 
A 

on display at some institutions of higher learning. 

The February before last, for instance, Minneapo¬ 

lis's Augsburg College learned that Elroy Stock, a 

generous alumnus for whom the communications 

wing ofa new campus building was to be named, had, 

over a 14-year period, sent 100,000 letters to mixed* 

race couples —culled from a decade's worth of news¬ 

paper wedding announcements —informing rhem that 

interracial marriage was an abomination. Deplor¬ 

able? Most of the mixed race couples probably thought 

so. But as Augsburg president Charles Anderson ex¬ 

plained to local reporters, [Stock] feels he is just try¬ 

ing to teach people. Hes a very gentle person. Even if 

you disagree with him, he's gentle." These remarks seem 

especially giving in light of the fact that Stocks To Oc- 

cupants/Miseegenists mailings (a typical rant included 

observations such as "Satan is on a rampage to destroy 

God's races" and “A dog breeder would not think of 

producing mongrel dogs, SO why should the human 

race be mongrel?") found their way ro the mailbox of 

president Anderson's white son and black daughter- 

in-law. But then, at its highest levels, fundraising is all 

about turning the other cheek, about offering the em¬ 

brace of forgiveness, and then ramming one’s head into 

the nearest sandpiie. In short, it's all about (if we may 

suggest a phrase) Standing Very Firm on Very Weak 

Knees. Augsburg officials had this down pat. Today 

Stock's name is not appended to the communications 

wing, but his S300,000 pledge pre¬ 

sumably remains forever etched on 

Augsburg's profit ledger. “We can use 

[the money} for minority scholarships,” 

Anderson told the Minneapolis Star- 

Tribune. "We can use it for whatever." 

Not every money-seeking institu¬ 

tion plays so boldly, In 1988 Duke 

University—a school founded on to¬ 

bacco profits—despite grumblings 

from its in-house fundraising pro¬ 

fessionals, returned two paintings 

{Lady on a Pink Divan, by Julius L, 

Stewart, and an anonymous still life of 

a pipe and tobacco 

pouch, jointly ap¬ 

praised at S38,500) 

and S20,000 in cash 

to Duke alumnus and 

while kid con man 

David P. Bloom and 

canceled his Si mil¬ 

lion pledge. (This de¬ 

cision was probably made easier by the 

inevitability that everything Bloom 

had owned or touched would be 

turned over to a court-appointed 

receiver for the Securities and Ex¬ 

change Commission.) And in 1988, when Dartmouth 

College linebacker and straight-A student Paul Soren¬ 

son was given the $5,000 Anson Mount Scholar-Athlete 

IT'S MOT THE MALT 

S#Wf. RUT qqtw 
LGVf A MC.fLlC.AN 

UNIVERSITY* 

AON AN M. Kti A5HQ&GI 

CEHTgR, 

WHILE IVAN BtiESKY 

CATCHES UP OH HR 

READING, HIS 

SEMINARY LIBRARY 

GETS ANEW 

NAME. 

Award, college trustees caved in to the mere likelihood 

that feminists would be angered by the company mak¬ 

ing the award — Playboy magazine —and rejected the 

money. (No such sensitive-guy scruples exist at the 

University of Illinois, however, which offers the Hugh 

Hefner Magazine Award Scholarship in journalism,) 

But cases of complete repudiation are rare, What's 

more common is for a school to get out the chisels, 

erase the public honorifics and keep the cash. When 

Ivan Boesky was indicted in 1986 for insider trading, 

he made things as easy as possible for the many ben¬ 

eficiaries of his largess—such as Princeton University, 

whose Boesky-finanted Center for Jewish Life had al¬ 

ready been designed by architect Robert Stern, where 

he thoughtfully withdrew his $1,5 million pledge him¬ 

self. At least one institution, however, held tight to the 

money in hand. Boesky had given a manuscript collec¬ 

tion and a large sum (reportedly $2 million) to the 

Jewish Theological Seminary in New York, After his 

legal troubles were made public in late 1986, he asked 

that the campus's Ivan and Seema Boesky Family 

Library be renamed. The seminary agreeably removed 

the bronze letters and kept the space over the door 

blank until last October, when a new and unindicted 

donor came along. The old Boesky library will soon 

bear the name of Chicago real estate tycoon Joseph j, 

Abbell and his wife Dora (Abbell pledged $5 mil¬ 

lion), But Boeskys donation was never refunded. 

epudiating the giver 

while keeping the 

gift wrould seem the 

ideal solution. But 

some schools, adopt¬ 

ing a fairly classic 

morning-after atti¬ 

tude, can't seem to 

admit that they have 

become entangled 

w-ith an unwhole¬ 

some gift giver. For 

them, a scandal in¬ 

volving a major 

donor provides an 

opportunity for 

some exciting ethical 

gymnastics and fancy public-relations 

gimmickry. In 1977 Georgetown Uni- 

American u.iAGii verity accepted a $750,000 pledge 

HdwTOPtauf fr°m die government of Libya (a country 

chicks. wrhose unconventional M.O. was well 

known by then) and tenaciously held on to it as long 

as it could. Though the donation was earmarked for 

the school's new' Center for Contemporary Arab Stud¬ 

ies, the association w ith modern-day terrorist-friendly 

Libya prompted criticism, including an angry attack 

from the ordinarily sleepy Art Buchwald, who called 

the gift "blood money'1 Would Georgetown consider, 

Buchwald sniped in a letter to a campus newspaper, 

TRUS-TEE DONOR 

ADHAH YHAiBOG-GI 

AND THE 
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an Idi Amin Chair in Genocide? "I done know Ugan¬ 

da " replied Peter Krogh, dean of Georgetown s School 

of Foreign Service. '1 done know Idi Amin... I'm hes¬ 

itant to address what is a hypothetical situation/ 

Michael Hudson* director of the center; helpfully noted 

co The Washington Posithat the Libyans "say they’re just 

as anti-terrorist as the next government/’ Georgetown 

held fast until 1981, when a State Department report 

on terrorist activity announced that Libya was sup¬ 

porting subversion in 45 countries and had arranged 

the assassination of 

tradited to New York, where he is free on SiO million 

bail and awaiting trial. And yet* acting on the hal¬ 

lowed Yankee principle that under our system arrested 

is not the same as convicted (to be followed by convicted 

is not the same as jailed after l&sing decade-long appeal)^ 

president Berendzen is keeping the money, and the 

Khashoggi name on the building. There's something 

about innocent until proved guilty,” Berendzen cold 

The Washington Post after his patron was apprehended. 

“That’s not just for him. It's any donor. * Just sup- 

eleven dissidents liv¬ 

ing abroad, ’T guess I'm 

just kind of slow co 

move,’ shrugged George¬ 

town s then-president, 

Father Timothy Healy, 

explaining why the 

give-back took so long, 

"but I came to a grow¬ 

ing realization that 

what Libya is up to 

is incompatible with 

Georgetown.1’ (Healy 

now runs the New York 

Public Library, where 

THE NAMING GIFT AS DISASTER CONTROL: 

MIKE MILKEN 

The same skewed ingenuity once enabled him to finance multi million-dollar deals with debt: 

Mike Milken* currently under indictment by the SEC on 98 counts — including mail fraud 

and racketeering —managed to transform himself into a high-profile philanthropist after becoming the target of 

an SEC investigation in 1987, Most philanthropic self-pub!rcista wait until their name is on the building to be¬ 

come embroiled in scandal and embarrass the object of their munificence. Nor Milken, Just one month after the 

wig-wearing billionaire was indicted, the Los Angeles chapter of the Urban League announced a Milken Family 

Foundarion contribution of $70U,l)00, co be used for a Milken Family Literacy and Youth Training Center, 

Another recent contribution inspired the H.E.L.P Group, a Van Nuys* California-based charity, to christen its 

brand-new residential facility the Milken Family Campus for Young .Adults. In addition, there exists a West 

Hills, Calilornia* Jewish community center that, thanks to a 3988 contribution of $5 million, bears the name 

of Milken's father, Bernard. Embarrassing bequests all. But then, only Mike Milken sees an indictment for what 

it really is: a high-risk opportunity to transmute disgrace into martyrdom. — Dm id Kamp 

his job consists largely 

of soliciting donations from currently upstanding 

plutocrats such as Saul Steinberg and Bill Blass.) 

Georgetown's remarkable but ultimately futile tack 

is being one-upped right now at another Washing¬ 

ton, D.C., school* American University, American 

houses the Adnan Khashoggi Sports and Convocation 

Center, so named because in 1984 the Iran-contra go- 

between and patron ofgood, dean student fun pledged 

$5 million of the centers S20 million cost. A fewr 

years later* when Khashoggi s role in the Iran-contra 

scandal became public, enthusiasm ior the center 

waned. “Blood money" was again invoked* and an 

ex-American professor wrote, "Instead of a lobby 

with the usual showcase of athletic trophies, why not 

a display of the death machines that first brought 

wealth to Khashoggi?” In reply* American U.s pres¬ 

ident* Richard Berendzen, said* "Look at Alfred 

Nobel — he made his money in dynamite. Every prom¬ 

inent person has, at some point in rime, been con¬ 

troversial.” (In rhe course of wooing Khashoggi* 

Berendzen had been forced to endure numerous ses¬ 

sions of gruel mg socializing with Cheryl Tiegs* Farrah 

Fawcett and Koo Stark.) Lately Khashoggi has fallen 

on even harder times —many of his businesses have 

gone bankrupt, and just over a year ago the U.S. gov¬ 

ernment indicted him on charges of mail fraud, rack¬ 

eteering and obstruction of justice in connection 

with his alleged efforts to help Ferdinand and Imelda 

Marcos conceal millions in New York art and real 

estate holdings. This past spring the reluctant in¬ 

dictee wras seized in Bern by Swiss police. After spend¬ 

ing three months in a Swiss jail, Khashoggi was ex¬ 

pose you were ro remove the name and two weeks 

later he was acquitted. In May American dropped 

Khashoggi from its board of trustees* however, 

because he had attended only one board meeting 

in six years. But Khashoggis $5 million pledge is 

still considered very much alive, and his name re¬ 

mains* in foot-high metal letters that stand as a 

monument not just to a great and giving man but 

co one university’s gutsy determination to stand by 

that man. 

PART two: 

VIVA DAS VEGAS! 

mpressive casuistry. 

And now; from the 

windy plains of 

the upper Midwest* 

comes another insti¬ 

tution whose name 

demands to be added 

to this pantheon of 

those Who Stand Firm on Weak 

Knees: the University of North 

Dakota. In September 1988 admin¬ 

istrators at this stingily budgeted 

state institution wrere disturbed to 

hear suspicious rumblings from Las Vegas about one 

of the school’s largest benefactors — Ralph Engelstad* 

a class of’54 goalie on the UND hockey team who 

made good in the construction and casino businesses 

and then pledged $5 million. (In gratitude* UND 

NOSTH OakCTa- 

fDUCATED CASINO 

OP(batch balph 

ENGELSTAO THINKS 

FONDLY OF HIS NAZI 

Pf NICK KNACKS. 
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WHEN HE 

HEARD THAT 

GEORGETOWN 

HAD 

ACCEPTED 

A S 750*000 

PLEDGE FROM 

LIBYA, ART 

BUG H WALD 

WROTE, 

WOULD 

GEORGETOWN 

CONSIDER AN 

EDI AMIN 

CHAIR IN 

GENOCIDE?'1 

named a difficult-to-hide building after him —the 

Ralph Engelstad Winter Sports Arena.) Las Vegas 

newspapers were reporting that Engelstad was a Nazi 

buff w ho had set up a Hitler-glorifying 'war room" 

filled with Third Reich knickknacks in his Imperial 

Palace hotel and casino. 

One source said Engelstad was involved in the 

printing of several hundred hitler was right bump¬ 

er stickers. Others claimed that on April 20 in 1986 

and 1988 he held Hitler birthday parties for em¬ 

ployees and other guests. The parties featured 

swastika-decora ted cakes, Nazi-era German marches 

and bartenders in T-shirts that said ADOLPH {j/r} 

HITLER—EUROPEAN TOUR 1959-45. Eventually it was 

revealed that Engelstad's full collection of Third Reich 

doodads included a four-foot-high portrait oi Hit¬ 

ler with the make-believe inscription To Ralphie 

from Adolph 1938”; a Companion portrait of Engel¬ 

stad, with his head painted on a Nazi-uniformed 

body, signed “To Adolph from Ralphie"; murals de¬ 

picting Nazi imagery (one showed Wehrniacht sol¬ 

diers merrily goose-stepping through Paris); various 

Nazi posters, including an SS recruitment poster 

of a bile-drooling, Srar-of-David-wearing dragon 

being crushed under the weight of monumental SS 

letters); films about dev FUbrer; a huge painting 

of a swastika festooned w ith a fiberglass Fascist eagle; 

and about 20 automobiles from the good old days, 

including Hitler’s parade car (a 1939 Grosser Mer¬ 

cedes 770 K), a Mercedes-Benz used by Gestapo 

chief Heinrich Himmler, a 16-ton Krausse Maffei 

troop carrier, and a car filled with S/ig H<?i//-ing 

mannequins. 

Well% the generous among you say, that information 

couU be interpreted an) number of ways. And you’re right. 

Depending on whom we asked, Engelstad is either 

<1) a Nazi; (2) an anti-Semitic-but-not-quite-Nazi 

casino-operating vulgarian; (3) a 

harmless Vegas vulgarian and legiti¬ 

mate World War II buff who used 

what he now terms "poor judgment" 

in holding the Hitler parties; or (4) a 

victim of a smear attack by former 

employees out to get him. But as con¬ 

noisseurs of university anti-give back 

contortions, what were really inter¬ 

ested in is the way UND officials 

shouted We believe you. Ralph! before 

almost any facts were in hand. For his 

part, university president Thomas 

Clifford expressed his deep, sincere, 

Ui*rrpersonal belief in Engelstad’s tor¬ 

tured excuses and pledged his utter 

confidence in his benefactor—about 

11 minutes after the story broke. Shortly thereafter, 

he sent his own not-too-pushy “investigative'1 team 

to Las Vegas, where they were treated to a one-day 

explanatory tour from Engelstad and two PR smooth¬ 

ies Engelstad had hired for the crisis. The investiga¬ 

tors returned expressing heartfelt agreement with 

president Clifford's assessment. Even the hometown 

paper, the Grand Forks Herald, eventually got on 

board wTith a long, flattering profile of Engelstad 

that focused on his “devotion to a pet poodle named 

Buttons" and on the great burden of his newffound 

wealth (“The Engelsrads used to have a modest, sub¬ 

urban home in the parish neighborhood of Out Lady 

of Las Vegas Church. As the hotel kept growing, 

they moved — somewhat reluctantly, a parish worker 

says —to an eighteenth-story penthouse.. .at the 

Imperial Palace11), Having declared that Engelstad 

was officially untainted, university officials stayed 

this course while waiting for the whole thing to 

die down. 

They didn't have to wait very long. On December 9 

(just over two months after the mess began) Nevada's 

State Gaming Control Board released the results of its 

Engelstad probe. The board decided chat he had dis¬ 

credited the state of Nevada and recommended that 

his casino license be revoked or suspended. On that 

big news day university officials were not available 

for comment to the hometown Herald, The university 

has remained unavailable for comment: none of my 

numerous calls were returned And who Can blame 

rhe school? After all, lying low and shutting up had 

worked so well in the past. 

Indeed, it was a bravura performance by Engel¬ 

stad and president Clifford for the benefit of higher 

education. Let us critique it for a moment. Their 

pas de deux began October 5, with Engelstad’s try¬ 

out excuses and Cliffords instant support. As an 

opening gambit, Engelstad sent a letter to Clifford 

that must have come as a relief. 'Please be advised, 

he wrote, “I am not a Nazi, never have been, never 

will be’’ In reality, Engelstad claimed, he was just a 

caring, giving guy. His Third Reich collection was a 

purely financial en¬ 

terprise that he had 

planned to share 

with the ticket’buy- 

ing public — not pos¬ 

sible now, of course, 

because the media's 

sinister innuendo 

had irrevocably de¬ 

filed the harmless 

objects —and the 

Hitler birthday par¬ 

ties were nothing more than morale boosters for 

faithful staff. “We are a family here,’ Engelstad ex¬ 

plained poignantly, “and I try to emphasize that by 

taking an active role in employee morale. Each year, 

we have a number of parties.... I've always tried to 

give them a theme to make them more fun. In this 

case, I exercised extremely poor judgment and for 

this, lam sorry." 

By this time some of the family" was turning on 

Big Daddy. “Ralph doesn’t have many friends," one of 

THt RALPH 

IMGILSTAD WINTER 
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A TOWN CALLED TISCH 
A SPY Mini-Map of Self Me marializers and Their 

Pit n based Co m memo rations 

Hi man who gives charity in scltcc" said Rabhi 

Eleazar in the Talmud, "is greater than Moses 

our reached A man whogiveschariry in public, according to the rc 

cent history of New York philanthropy ss an odds-on favorite to have 

his name in three-foot-high letters on an ugly institutional building. 

New York's most active philanthropises bestow "naming 

gifts" at a blistering pace, as the Tischifkaiion of Manhat¬ 

tan's medical, educational and cultural facilities proves. 

Mete aspirants, on the other hand, have a hard time 

breaking into the naming gift game: in the early 1980s, 

New York State rejected Donald I rum p's condi¬ 

tional proposal to rescue the be hind-schedule, 

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 

Leonard N. Stlrn 

Schooi of Business 

O College tti 40 West 4th 

Street: graduate school at 

IfX> Trinity Place. Cost to 

Stem: $.10 million 

LeQNART>StFF \ 11 ALL 

0 (nsidfuceS ~9 Washington 

Squat* Hast. Cost to Stem: 

$ i million 

Tisch Schooi of 

the ARTS0//7 Seimd 

THE METROPOLITAN 

MUSEUM OF ART 

The Tisch Ga i.- 

LERIE5 O Cost to 

the Tisches: $10 

mi Him 

Henry R, 

Kravis Wing 

© Cost to Kraus: 

$10 million 

The Carroll 

and Mi LTO N 

Petrie H tr¬ 

over-budget construction of the city's l. M* Pet-de¬ 

signed convention center. His condition? That 

the center be named not for the late Senator 

Jacob KJavlts but for Trump. (Trump solved 

his immortality-in-giant-metal-letters problem 

by naming every building he subsequently built 

or bought after himself.) 

The map below indicates the Locations of stand¬ 

ing or soon-to-be-standing monuments to the gen¬ 

erosity ot living people. Some of these people have 

already given their naming gilts a bad name. The 

others—well, they'd better watch their step. — D,K 

York A remit Cost to 

Helmsley: $33 million 

THE MOUNT SINAI 

MEDICAL CENTER 

K R AV1 S Wo MENS AND 

G h n.OH i n s C e: nt f. r 

© 11 "6 Fifth Avenue. Cost to 

Kravis: $10 million 

CENTRAL PARK 

Th e Diana Ross 

P J AYG ROUND □ ( mitral 

Park at West Hist Stmt, Cost 

to km; sumXX.I 

“huge ethical quest had since 

their Loews Corporation 

empire includes Lord lard, 

the cigarette manufacturer. 

* * [ ha rumtttp: gift in¬ 

volved more than an sporty 

mom h it 11 di 7ix — it also 

cemented a voluMetr job for 

Larry inch's niece, Laurie 

‘Inch Suss man - chairman of 

the board. 

*m*Ncw York Hospital 

spokesperson Myma Manners 

insists that no name change 

for tht Helms ley Medical 

Aren at. Oat to Larry and 

Preston Sikh: S T, 1 mill/on 

Tisch Hall 0 40 Uh; 

4th Street. I lost to the Thebes: 

S2 million 

Tisch Hospital* 0 (pan 

o f \ \ i I i\ 1 tdicjl Center) Pint 

,-U'enm and \ht Stmt, Co.11 to 

the 7 Aches; $30 million 

R O FEAN Sf (I FT IRC 

Court 0 6// to Petrie: 

$10 million 

The- Iris and B. Gi:h- 

ald Cantor Exhibi¬ 

tion Hall. Roof 

Gahuln andGaller 

1ES O' Cost to (iinter. CF.Ooj 

Cantor Fitzgerald lm., and 

his u'lji: $9 5 million {total) 

THE CHILDREN S MUSEUM 

OF MANHATTAN 

Th e Tisf h B111 l m nci* ' 

© 212 West Hhd Street Cost 

to the Tischts: SI mill ion 

THE NEW YORK HOSPITAL- 

CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER 

Th e H il l ms ll i M l i> i - 

cal Tower * * ' Q 1320 

*Last February's redtdka- 

(ion of University Hospital as 

Tisch Hospital prompted a 

owe-man protest campaign by 

Dr. William Cuban, the 

antis making advocate and 

perpetrator of the Bart 

Giamaiti "clubbed fingers 

hoax. (Zahars argued that the 

Tisches donation raised a 

Tower is in the u-orh. “There 

have been absolutely no 

discussions about renaming 

the building, she said "I ha■ 

uni heard a thing about rtf 

This gift, incidentally. was 

givert in gratitude for a 

certain successful surgical 

procedure that ts credited 

with improving the Helms 

leys marriage. 

Ralph’s friends* Dr. Lonnie Hammargren, would cell 

the Las Vegas Sun. Said another, unnamed source, 

“[Engelscad] was obviously anti-Semitic ” 

Brand us skeptics. But with all this going on —not 

to mention the just-revving-Up Gaining Control Board 

inquiry—in Clifford's place we would have stalled a 

bit (the traditional phrase is Were adopting a wait-and- 

see attitude) before declaring our total confidence in 

the donor. But president Clifford didn’t see the need. 

The same day he received Engelstad's written explana¬ 

tion he said, 'I think the letter cleared up in my mind 

that he’s not collecting this stuff for some morbid rea¬ 

son. Hes doing it for a business, and I really be¬ 

lieve it* 

On October 6 in Las Vegas, Engelstad began his 

attempt to lend off the Gaming Control Board in¬ 

quiry with his first press conference. By this time he 

was under the tutelage ol his new advisers* Doug 

Hearle and Alan Hilburg, “crisis communications' 

experts who represent many people who get bullied 

by the media. Who are these brave helpers? They're a 

little shadowy —Hearle, a vice-chairman at the Hill 

and Knowkon PR agency, refused to be interviewed; 

Hilburg would name his clients only “off the record,'' 

Some of the pairs good deeds, however, are on 

the record for public appreciation, Hilburg flacked 

for the Liggett Group cigarette company during 

1988s Cipollone trial, in which the company was 
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engelstad's 

HITLER 

BIRTHDAY 

PARTIES 

FEATURED 

swastika- 

DECORATED P i i 

CAKES AND 

BARTENDERS 

IN T-SHIRTS 

THAT SAID 

'ADOLPH 

HITLER— 

EUROPEAN 

tour my-ms” 

ENGELSTAD PLAYS 

DftlSVUP WITH HIS 

PtT HFTLEP *U5T 

AND A STACK 

OF CASUAL SUCH 

HATi 

found liable in the lung-cancer death of Rose Cipol- 

lone and was ordered to pay 5400,000 in damages 

to her Surviving husband, Accord¬ 

ing tu a Hill and Knowlton press 

release, Hearle has cristS-COmrnuni- 

cated.in such well-known cases as 

the government attempt to ban sac¬ 

charine [and! the diox in-Agent 

Orange issue," Elizabeth Hampsten, 

a UNO professor of English and a 

member of Cliffords credulous fact- 

finding team, remembers that ’one 

of them said they specialize in do¬ 

ing work for corporations chat arc 

blamed for disasters —he mentioned 

Three Mile Island and the Love 

Canal;1 

Before you smirk, please remem¬ 

ber: Everybody has a right to tell their 

side of the story, Hearle and Hilburg just help in the 

telling, that's all. In 1988, when two tons of ceiling 

fell on a man named Carmello Uuzzo while he slept 

in a suite at New York’s Hdmsley Windsor Hotel, 

Hearle was on hand doing just that. He explained 

to reporters that the flattened Mr. Liuzzo had actu¬ 

ally asked tor a $120-pet-night room but, because 

none were available, had received a $200-per-night, 

top-floor suite with a parlor and pantry. At no ex¬ 

tra charge. 

But back to their aforementioned client. In his 

statement at the press conference Engelstad an¬ 

nounced, I despise Hitler and everything he stood 

for, and blamed phantom enemies for his plight. 

Reporters were given written explanations for some of 

the iffy objects in the collection and allowed to tour 

the war room. According to Engelstad, the To Ral¬ 

ph ie from Adolph" painting was a gift from a Phoenix 

car broker who "as a gag, had a local artist paint 

[it]." Its counterpart, the "To Adolph from Ralph ie 

portrait, was 'a practical joke painted by an Imperial 

Palace waitress to whom Ralph had shown the Hitler 

painting so she could 'evaluate it as a painting. She 

found it artistically good and apparently decided to 

do a similar pamring." (Anti-Engelstad sources say he 

commissioned the waitress to do the work and pes¬ 

tered her about when it would be finished. Reached at 

her home recently, the waitress-pa in ter, Markina 

Quynn Taylor, w-ho still works for Engdstad, said her 

boss's version was true and added, apparently as addi¬ 

tional proof, 1 normally paint desert landscapes, 

not portraits") 

As for the bumper stickers, they did exist, but En- 

gelstad "did not cause them to be made/ He 

says he had all but "one file copy destroyed" when he 

learned ot their existence. (The Gaming Control 

Board later concluded that Engelstad was either 

aware of or approved the printing ol ’ the stickers, and 

that several were distributed.) 

Thar should be enough to give you the idea. And 

even chough many balls were still in the air, the day 

Engdstad offered his explanations, president Clifford 

announced, “We have not even thought of 

considering (renaming the Engelstad sports 

arena] .” 

he next day, October 

7, in Las Vegas, the 

Sun reported that 

state gaming agents 

were widening their 

inquiry to include a 

look at allegations of 

discriminatory hir¬ 

ing by Engelstad. To iden¬ 

tify undesirable employ¬ 

ees, Engelstads organiza¬ 

tion had allegedly used 

code phrases on job appli¬ 

cations. No stan, lor exam¬ 

ple, was code for "small 

breasts," and gentle meant 

"union member." Though 

no formal charges resulted 

from these allegations, back 

in Grand Forks, university- 

relations director David 

Vorland, who would lead UNO's one- 

day fact-finding mission to Las Vegas, 

told reporters he thought there might 

wrell be something to Engelstads 

claim that a smear campaign was in 

progress, because Engelstad was an anti-union "maver¬ 

ick" in Las Vegas, an intensely unionized cowrn. 

On the morning of October 9, the UND team was 

picked up at the Las Vegas airport in two limousines 

by the glad-handing Hearle and Hilburg, After 

brunch at the Imperial Palace, they touted the war 

mom, which — surprise! — no longer held the Engel- 

stad-as-Nazi painting. Recalling the trip months later, 

Proles sor Elizabeth Hampsten, wrho felt squeamish 

about the collection, described it this way: "The tour 

struck me as sort of compulsive., . Through it all he 

kept emphasizing the cars and the value of the cars as 

collectors' items..,,In the Imperial Palace lobby 

there's an Oriental urn labeled value: $250,0007 

Hampsten pegged Engelstad as a garden-variety 

vulgarian —on the wall in his office she had noted 'a 

poster of a larger-than-life-size woman naked from 

the waist up'—who simply didn't understand the 

connotations of his hobby That afternoon, the fact 

finders delivered their verdict. The collection, they 

said, was unfortunate, but it wasn't "a shrine-type 

room;’ In conclusion, Vorland unwittingly precipi¬ 

tated yet another public-relations crisis, "I could 

almost excuse [Ralph] for bad taste," he said, "because 

Las Vegas is the bad-taste capital of the world ” 

The w?eeklong anti-North Dakota caterwaul that 

this innocent remark provoked from Las Vegas boost- 

thb o not routt 
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ers turned out to be a double benefit for the univer¬ 

sity. It made it easier for North Dakotans to believe 

that one of their own was being unfairly attacked 

by evil Las Vegans, and it drowned out the quiet 

sound of the university's announcing, two days later, 

its official, unconditional pardon of Engelstad and 

its decision to keep his money, barring new devel¬ 

opments. 'We weren't able to conclude,” said Barry 

Vickrey associate dean of the UND law school, that 

"he was anti-Semitic or pro-Hitler.” 

UND publicist Vor- 

And then, in December, the Stare Gaming Control 

Board issued a complaint about the Na.ii collection 

and other improprieties and recommended that En- 

gels tads license be “revoked, suspended, restricted, 

conditioned or limited,' 

After this nadir, everything worked out relatively 

well. Early last year the Nevada Gaming Commission 

(which makes final decisions based on Gaming Control 

Board recommendations), Engelstads attorneys and 

the state attorney general handed down the equiva- 

land still had some ma¬ 

jor apologizing to do, 

however —this time to 

Las Vegans, about the 

"bad-taste capital of the 

world' remark, H1 was re* 

ferring to die spectacular 

atmosphere of the Strip," 

he told the Las Vegas 

Sun. 'This incident dem¬ 

onstrates the dangers of 

stereotyped thinking 

and rushing to judg¬ 

ment, In turn," he added, 

"1 hope Las Vegas will be 

fair to Ralph Engelstad.” 

And as far as UND was 

concerned, that was the 

end of it. 

For Ralph Engelstad, 

though, the worst lay 

ahead. He would yell 

about (but not sue for 

libel over) a report in die 

Sun that a “go-between 

representing an Engel- 

stad aide” had met with 

A DUBIOUS HONOR: CONFESSIONS OF AN 

IVAN BOESKY FELLOW 

u nsavory benefactors have always been attracted to institutions of higher learning—just a*k 

any athletic director under investigation at a southern or mid western football power Bur for 

five years, the Harvard School of Public Health had the good fortune to land Ivan Boesky —those were the days 

when he was heralded as Wall Street's canniest arbitrageur and was still a free, clean-shaven man. Harvard 

wanted n wealthy benefactor and Boesky wanted the sort of prestige that only money can buy. And so the Ivan 

Boesky Fellowship was established in 1982 to provide .1 means for well-established journalists to spend sjx weeks 

pursuing public-health-related projects at Harvard. Dr. Jay Wi listen, an assistant dean at die School of Public 

Health, says that Boesky’s grant was "a modest one, about $25,000 to $60,000 annually.' In return, Boesky en¬ 

joyed the privilege of acting like a Harvard alumnus — he kept a Harvard wastebasket in his office, and he enter¬ 

tained business associates at New Yorks Harvard Club. 

When the Securities and Exchange Commission and the l/.S. Attorneys office indicted Boesky m the fall of 

1986, both benefactor and university wisely agreed to make that year the last in which Harvard would select a 

Boesky Fellow. "He was gracious enough to withdraw the funding when it became appropriate"' Dr. Winsten says. 

And so a poorer puh lie-health-journalism world is left with only memories. 

A nthony Gottlieb, the science editor of London's Economist * was awarded the fellowship just weeks after Boesky 

was indicted, making him the only journalist to hold the title of Boesky Fellow after the ferret-eyed snitch had 

been publicly disgraced. Gottlieb devoted his sunt at the School of Public Health to the exploration of medical- 

ethics issues. The irony of his chosen field was nut lost on him, "It was something that made people laugh, that 

1 was an Ivan Boesky Fellow in ethics," he says. But Gottliebs tenure in Cambridge wasn't darkened by too many 

moral misgivings about the man who w as both his benefactor and a national villain. "Its quite clear that fie did 

something very wrong." he says. And I don’t fed it's in any way mitigated by his giving away money for useful 

purposes—-such as keeping me in America for six weeks. 

Still, Gottlieb feds a certain amount of gratitude, "k was a good time." he says. ”1 was not exactly racked by 

guilt/ (And yes, he does list his Ivan Boesky Fellowship on his resume.) -D.K, 

a collector who showed 

him photographs of grisly death-camp artifacts, in¬ 

cluding a fetus in a jar of formaldehyde and soap ren¬ 

dered from human fat. Engelstad would paint over his 

murals and announce his decision ro donate his Nazi- 

bilta —except for the supervaluable automobiles — CO 

the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum being 

built in Washington, (Quasi-good intentions notwith¬ 

standing, this transfer never happened: though Hil- 

burg made a perky on-site pitch,, the museum immedi¬ 

ately turned down the generous offer. “We told him we 

only want items used by Holocaust victims —diaries, 

that sort of thing," Says museum spokesman Sam 

Eskenazi. "Not Nazi memorabilia.”) 

And Engelstad was obliged to do some crisis commu¬ 

nicating on a whole new front when the Las Vegas Sun 

reported allegations that a birthday party for his poo¬ 

dle, Buttons — which was attended by the UND hockey 

coach — featured prostitutes and a male casino executive 

who "mooned" the partygoers while dressed as a UND 

cheerleader. (Engelstad denies inviting prostitutes.) 

lent of a plea bargain: Engelstad would get to keep his 

license and the complaint would be dismissed. On the 

down side, Engelstad would have to pay a SI.5 million 

fine (the second-largest casino fine in Nevada history), 

and nine rather unusual conditions would be attached 

to his gaming license — among them: Engelstad must 

place a sign by the Hitler vehicle in his car collection, 

explaining, in "lettering no less than one-eighth ( ) of 

an inch high," that the display i$ not meant to "glorify 

or otherwise honor Adolf Hitler/’ Through it all, the 

University of North Dakota kept quiet. Perhaps if 

even seamier details about Engelstad emerge during 

his various upcoming civil trials (two suits against En¬ 

gelstad for wrongful termination, one against Engel- 

stad for negligence about hotel security, and a libel 

suit brought by Engelstad against a former employee 

for statements made to People magazine), university 

officials will feel compelled to speak. In the meantime, 

UND president Clifford organized a human-rights con¬ 

ference to promote awareness of Holocaust issues, 
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ONE MAN AGAINST THE SYSTEM. IT IS A SHOPWORN BUT CROWD-PLEASING THEME THAT JOE ESZTERHAS,, ONE OF HOLLYWOOD'S BEST-PAID 

SCREENWRITERS, HAS RECYCLED IN ONE MOVIE (Ji/.S.T) AFTER ANOTHER (MUSIC BOX), BUT WHEN HE WALKED INTO CREATIVE ARTISTS AGENCY 

HEADQUARTERS LAST FALL TO TELL MIKE OVTTZ. THE MOST POWERFUL MAN IN THE MOVIE BUSINESS, THAT HE WAS LEAVING FOR A RIVAL 

TALENT AGENCY ESZTERHAS FOUND HIMSELF IN AN IMPOSSIBLY MELODRAMATIC DAVID-AND-GOLIATH STRUGGLE THAT HAS FASCINATED 

AND SHOCKED EVEN IADED HOLLYWOOD. THE LETTERS BETWEEN THE TWO MEN, FAXED AND REFAXED FROM AGENTS TO PRODUCERS TO 

SCREENWRITERS COAST TO COAST 

BARELY MOMENTS AFTER THEIR 

AUTHORS HAD DISPATCHED THEM, 

PROVE THAT THE MOVIE INDUSTRY 

IS INDEED THE AMERICAN CENTER 

OF ROUTINE CRUELTY AND SLEEK 

CYNICISM, THAT EVERYTHING THEY 

SAY ABOUT HOLLYWOOD IS COR- 

USINESS 

RECTr THAT REALLY AND TRULY 

SHO 

It starred, as so many things in Hollywood do, 

with four words: “Lets have a meeting." Joe Esz- 

terhas, the 45-year-oid former Raffing Stone star re¬ 

porter turned star screenwriter, who had written 

the scripts for Flash dance. Jagged Edge, F 1ST. and 

Betrayed, wanted to end his professional relation¬ 

ship with his agent, Mike Ovitz, the driven over¬ 

lord of the powerful Creative Artists Agency, 

Since CAAs founding in 1975, Ovitz had got his 

fingers in more —and more important—film and 

television deals than any other agent. If he did not 

exactly create the concept of "packaging" —the 

Hawn, Gene Hackman, Bette Midler, Cher, Syd¬ 

ney Pollack, Martin Brest, John Hughes, Oliver 

Stone, Rob Reiner, Sidney Lumet, Bob Zemeckis 

and Richard Donner, along with another 550 or so 

of the highest-paid writers, directors, producers 

and performers in television, movies and pop 

music. By all accounts, Mike "rhe Manipulator” 

Ovitz really had become, by the mid-1980s, the 

most powerful man in Hollywood. And the last 

year had been particularly sweet, personal-power- 

wise. The agency’s sleek, nameless I. M. Pei-de- 

signed headquarters on Little Santa Monica Boule- 

THE CHILLING. UNABRIDGED MIKE OVITZ-JOE ESZTERHAS COR 
monopolistic procedure whereby an agency lashes 

together a package of talent culled from its own 

stable of writers, stars, directors and producers for 

a particular film, regardless of the appropriateness 

of the fit, and then strong-arms a studio into ac¬ 

cepting it as an all-or-nothing deal and charges it 

15 percent for this service — he at least perfected it. 

It was often speculated, perhaps a bit hyperboli- 

cally, that after 1982 no major movie got made in 

Hollywood without Qvitz’s approval. It’s not diffi¬ 

cult to see why. CAAs client list includes Sylvester 

Stallone, Bill Murray, Barbra Streisand, Robert 

Redford, Paul Newman, Kevin Costner, Dustin 

Hoffman, Robert De Niro, jane Fonda, A1 Pacino, 

Robin Williams, Billy Crystal, Michael Keaton, 
Chevy Chase, Sean Connery, Tom Cruise, Goldie 

vard had finally opened. Presidential candidates, 

governors and senators came to Ovitz hoping to 

curry favor with him and, in turn, the money and 

endorsements of his stars. Last fall he chaired a 

celebrity-dot ted Los Angeles benefit for Senator 

Bill Bradley that raised almost $750,000. Awed 

puff pieces on Ovitz and CAA had appeared in 

Time, New York and The New York Times Magazine. 

And before Sony chose Peter Guber and Jon Peters 

to run Columbia Pictures, it offered the chairman¬ 

ship to Ovitz and even offered to buy CAA if that 

would permit him to accept the job. There were 

even rumors that Ovitz might buy a bank in order 

to finance the making of his own movies (and CAA 

was said to have actually underwritten last sum¬ 

mers production of Quick Change^ Bill Murray’s di- 
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rectorial debar). The high point of the year was most surely Os- 

car nighr, when neither the director of the award-winning Rain 

A1 an (Barry Levinson) nor the producer of Rain Alan (Mark 

Johnson) nor die star of Rain Man (Dustin Hoffman) remem¬ 

bered to thank one another in their acceptance speeches. AH 

three, however, thought to thank their agent —Mike Gvitz. 

The meeting that Ovitz had with his client Joe Eszterhas in 

late September managed to overshadow all the inexorable 

fabulousness that belell CAA last year. Although the meeting 

w’as private, the ensuing epistolary barrage between Eszterhas 

and Ovkz proved the movie business at its highest levels to 

be an uglier, even more hysterically dangerous milieu than 

any fiction had previously portrayed. Here, then, that fabled 

correspondence. 

OCTOBER 3, T9B9: JOE ESZTERHAS WRITES TO MIKE OVITZ 

Two weeks ago 1 walked into your office and told you I was leav¬ 

ing CAA,1 Not for any reason that had to do with CAA’s perfor¬ 

mance on my behalf, I said: I was leaving because Guy McElwaifte 

was back in the agency business and Guy was my oldest friend in 

town,3 He wras one of my first agents; he wras responsible for the 

biggest breakthrough in my 13-yearcareer;3 he and J continued 

our relationship while he was at Rastar/ Columbia* and Wein- 

traub.6 My decision, I told you, had to do with loyalty and friend¬ 

ship and nothing else.7 1 knewr when 1 walked in that you 

wouldn't be happy* —no other writer at CAA makes $1.25 mil¬ 

lion a screenplay1'— but 1 was unprepared for the crudity and 

severity of your response.10 You told me that if 1 left — my foot 

soldiers who go up and down Wilshirc Boulevard each day wilt 

blow your brains out.1’11 You said that you would sue me. "I done 

care if I win or lose’1 you said, “but I'm going to tie you up w ith 

depositions and court dates so that you wont be able to spend any 

time at your typewrirer.'' You said: “If you make me eat shit, I’m 

going to make you eat shit’3 When 1 said to you that I had no 

interest in being involved in a public spectacle, you said: 1 don't 

care if everybody in town knows. I want them to know, I'm not 

worried about the press. All those guys want to write screen¬ 

plays for Robert Redford,'13 You said: "If somebody came into 

the building and took my Lichtenstein off the wall, Ld go after 

them. I'm going to go after you the same way. IfauYe one of this 

agency’s biggest assets.” \bu said: "This town is like a chess game. 

I CM isn't going after a pawn or a knight, they re going after a 

king. If the king goes, the knights and pawns will follow'.3' You 

suggested facetiously that maybe you’d make a trade with ICM. 

You'd keep me and give ICM four or five clients. Almost as an 

aside, you threatened to damage my relationships with Irwin 

Winkler13 and Barry Hirsch.14 They are relationships you know I 

treasure: Irwin and I have done Betrayed and Musk Box together 

and we are contracted to do lour more movies; Barry has been 

my attorney for 13 yearsJ1 'Those guys are friends of mine," you 

said. "Do you think they'll still be good friends of yours if you 

bling Eszrcrhas's going price tor a screen play 

a ret Pryor, Martin Kitf, Robert 

Wagner and Es/.tcrlus. {McEE- 

waine took a year and a hall off 

during bis rime at l( M 10 serve 

as a senior vice president of 

Warner Bros., and helped bring 

Alt iht President's Affpj and Dog 

Day Afternoon to the screen J Mi- 

Elwiine subsequently beaded up 

Raster Films, the production 

company owned by Columbia 

Pictures strongman Ray Stark; 

then Columbia Pictures itself; 

then his own production com¬ 

pany; and then the Weintraub 

Entertainment Group, where he 

produced a string ol reccnr 

boot office duds, including. My 

Stepmother is an Alien, Sha Out 

of Control and Troop Beverly 

Hills. M l Elws i ne fled We i n i ra tib 

last summer to return to su- 

peragentry—during bis, eight- 

year absence, Qvirz bat] made 

the profession respectable, 

even glamorous—as 1C Ms vice- 

chairman. 

2. Early in bis career, Eszter- 

has (McElwaines first writer cli¬ 

ent] wrote a script called City 

HaiP which the agent auctioned 

(or $500,000. effectively ctou- 

I. No stranger to high-pitched 

battles with the powers that be, 

Eszterhas, the son ol" a Hungar¬ 

ian novelist, distinguished him- 

self early in his career by writing 

acclaimed investigative stories. 

It was a human-interest story, 

however, that resulted in a suc¬ 

cessful invasion-of-piivacy suit 

being brought against his em¬ 

ployer, the Cleveland Platn Dealer. 

The paper paid 560,000 in set¬ 

tlement to an Ohio family chat 

E&zrerhas had misrepresented in 

an account of flood Victims. (He 

had visited the family home and 

quoted the mother in his story, 

although she was not there when 

he conducted the interview.) Be¬ 

cause Eszterhas was in job arbi¬ 

tration with The Plain Denier at 

the ttmc of the suit (the result 

of his having written an ankle 

in Evergreen fit fiat critical of the 

paper's publisher), he was never 

deposed at the libel bearing and 

Therefore never allowed to give 

his side iif the- story. (Many of 

these details on Eszterhass rwo- 

decades-old newspaper career 

surfaced in a report of the feud 

chiti appeared in the Los Angeles 

RESPONDENCE 
Times., it is believed that CAA 

worked rh.rau.gh the highest ech¬ 

elons at the Tima to bring these 

incidents to rhe reporter's atten¬ 

tion.) In 1971 he joined rhe staff 

t>f Rolling Stone in San Francisco 

and became the magazines star 

investigative reporter (pubtisher- 

editor Jann Wcnnef is the godfather ol one of Eszrerhas’s children) He left Railing 

Stone sometime after Ills first screenplay, rhe awful I aim if-organizing melodrama 

F.1,S,T., was produced in I9"?b. 

2. A tall, stiver-hatred Beverly Hills fixture who has been married eight times, 

McElwaine joined the International Creative Management talent agency in 

1968 after a decade of running his own public-relations firm., which repre¬ 

sented inch clients as Judy Garland, Frank Sinatra and Warren Beatty. At 

ICM his client list included the likes of Steven Spielberg, Aaron Spelling, Rich- 

4, McElwiime worked for Stark from 1981 to 1982, One of the most powerful 

men in pre-Ovio Hollywood. Stark was instrumental in brokering Columbia, the 

studio with which he has long been associated, to Coca-Cola, and In ensuring that 

Junng the David Begelman-Cliff Robertson check-forgery scandal the studio 

stood behind Bcgelman Ht also helped orchestrate the departure ol David Putt- 

nirrt from Columbia in 1987. -jfrer Putmum balked at the self-rewarding new deal 

that Srark had arranged fur himself at rhe studio. When Dawn Steel succeeded 
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Purtnam m thr jub, urct uf her firsir acts was r«s renew Stark's *iudia unfit rati, a 

qutii pru quo-ism that irontinued last yciir with Stark's dispatch of weekly jfifis to 

Steel's child. 

5. McElwairie wj^ ar Columbia for jive years, during which rime the studio pro¬ 

duced Esjcterlias'sJttggtd Edgt. 

6* MeEiwaine was at Wei n trail b from 19H7 to August (989- 

7. The words loyalty mid friend¬ 

ship, in Hollywood terms, roughly 

mean "We've made money 

together* and our current 

spouses like each other' 

6, This is something of an un¬ 

derstatement, as Oviiz's mania 

for loyalty is legendary, When 

Judy Hofflund and DavidGfeen- 

Liiatt defec ted from CAA in 1988 

to form InierTaleru, Qvirz not 

only threatened ro use his power 

to ensure that no one signed 

with their new agency bin fired 

another CAA agent, Tom Strick- 

ler* and had him escorted from 

the budding by security person¬ 

nel. because he had dared to 

hjve breakfast with the defector 

Green blatt, 

9, A somewhat self-serving fig- 

ure. Under his current studio 

contract, Es^rerhas receives 

3750,000 for che final draft and 

a $500*000 production bonus 

if the screenplay actually gees 

turned into a film 

10. Again, an understatement. 

Ovitz's possessiventss and hys¬ 

terical reactions to client defec¬ 

tions arc well known. Even such 

embryonic assets as m&ilroom 

employees arc told, "If you leave 

Creative Artists. wc sit shiv ah 

for seven days.., and then you 

die." 

11* A reflection of CAA's new 

corporate address. Previous 

Ovitz threats must have been 

something like Afy foot soldier \ 

who g& up and dawn Century Parh 

Edit tilth day will bluu ynur brains 

vut, proving that in tap-echelon 

show business thuggery, as in 

real estate, location is everything. 

12+Ovitz is right. Hollywood* impulse ro co-opt journalists with implicit 

promises of production ilea Is and studio jobs if they play the game is time- 

honored. bur during the last decade more journalists than ever have gone over to 

rhe other side. Former journalist Tony Schwartz managed sufficient grovding-in- 

print ro secure production deals from both Fox and NBC; Michael London, a 

talenccd reporter at the Los Angeles Times, left rhe paper to work first for Don Simp¬ 

son and Jerry Bruckheimer at Paramount and then for Barry Dilk-r ar Fox; Bruce 

Ft if stein* a former CAA client and New York (and SPY) contributor* won screen¬ 

play deals at Columbia and Warners; David Friendly left the Los Angths Times to 

work for Brian Grazer's Imagine Films, a major CAA client; Dean Valentine 

abandoned Time Inc. for executive jobs first at NBC and later at Disney; friend¬ 

less New Yort writer David Blum and lus wife, Terri Mi nsky, a contributing editor 

at Rrewtert, pressured her unde Norman Sternberg* the producer of the wit less sit¬ 

com Doctor. Doctor* inro giving them jobs as story editors on the show, 

13. Winkler was originally a 

partner in (Robert) Chartoff/ 

Winkler Productions, which, in 

addition to the Rocky scries* 

produced The Right Stuff and The 

Gang That Couldn't Shoot Straight. 

On his own, Winkler has pro¬ 

duced* among other films, Esz- 

cerhas's Betrayed and Miiifo Box. 

14. A cofounder and parrner of 

Armstrong. Hirsch & Levine* 

and one of the highest-paid 

entertainment lawyers in Los 

Angeles. 

15. The length of this relation¬ 

ship is not exceptional. Lawyers 

often play a bigger role in their 

most important clients' lives 

than do agents —they negotiate 

the final details of most contracts 

and are likely to be far more inti¬ 

mately acquainted with the per¬ 

sonal life, financial shenanigans, 

wills and divorces of the artist 

than the agent is. When a star's 

agent needs to be fired, more 

often than not ir is the lawyer 

who deliver* the bad news, 

Hirsch, along with Johnny Branca 

(M ic had Jackson s a n d M i c k Jag- 

gcr's lawyer) and Jake Bloom 

(Sylvester Stallone's)* is among 

the most powerful entertain- 

meni attorneys in Los Angeles 

these days, 

16. A pretty good question, ac¬ 

tually. Hirsch* whose office was 

just four floors from Ovitzs be¬ 

fore CAA moved* represents a 

number of the agency's biggest 

clients, including Robert Red- 

ford, Barbra Streisand* Sally 

Field, Sydney Pollack* Sean 

Penn* Kim Basinger, Barry Lev¬ 

inson, Tom Cruise and Bill Mur¬ 

ray. Indeed, Ovirz had a hand jn the firms very creation, having introduced 

Hirsch to his future partner Gary Hendler. And Winkler has used CAA client * in, 

Ins most important films; Philip Kaufman (director* The Right Stuff). Stallone (rhe 

Rocky series, FLY’L), Robert De Niro {Raging Hull) and Jessica Lange (Aljguir Box). 

17, Everybody in Hollywood wants to move to the next creative level. Screen¬ 

writer* want to direct; television stars want ro be in films; film stars want to 

produce and direct; and in the case of Don {Top Gun) Simpson* you have a 

producer who wants to be a director and a Elm Star. Ovitz has facilitated the 

do this?"14 You said ail these things in a friendly, avuncular way* 

"1 like you,” you said. "I like your closeness to your family £ like 

how hard you work. I like your positive outlook. 1 like the fact 

that you have no directing or producing ambitions/’ You write 

original screenplays with star parts—your ideas are great and 

so are your scripts,14 I like everything about you” you said, 'ex¬ 

cept your shirt."1* You said I reminded you of one of your chil¬ 

dren. The child would huild these wrooden blocks up-high and 

then would knock all the blocks down. “I'm not going to let you 

do this to yourself" you said. That night at dinner at Jimmy's*30 

Rand Holston was friendly, too* but he described the situation 

more specifically.11 Rand said you were the best friend anyone 

could have and the wTorst enemy. What would happen* I asked 

Rand* if 1 left CAA? “Mikes going to put you into the fucking 

ground," Rand said. Rand listed the particulars: If I left CAA* 

Rand said, no CAA star would play in any of my scripts. "Ybu 

write star vehicles*" Rand said* "not ensemble pieces* This would 

be particularly damaging to you" In addition, Rand said, no 

CAA director would direct one of my scripts.M But perhaps 

most important, Rand said* is that you would go out of your 

way with studio executives and company executives Tike Martin 

Davis/11 to use Rand's example, to speak about me unfavor¬ 

ably. What would you say to them? I asked Rand. You'd say that 

while £ was a pretty good wTitec* Rand said, I was difficult and 

hard to work with* You'd say that I wpmte too many scripts.14 

‘There’s no telling what Mike will say when hes angry” Eland 

said,is "When I saw him after the meeting with you, the veins 

were bulging out of his neck."14 Even worse, Rand said, was that 

you would make sure the studio people knew that l wras on “your 

shit list."11 And since most studio executives anxiously wanted 

to use CAAs stats in their pictures* these executives would avoid 

me like the plague” to curry favor with you and your stars, 

Rand added that since I was late turning in my latest script 

to United Artists* I was technically in breach of contract with 

U.A* on my overall deal36 and said that if I left CAA, United 

Artists would sue me. To say that l was in shock after my meet¬ 

ings with you and Rand would be putting it mildly* What you 
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OCTOBER 3,19B9i OVrTZ RESPONDS TO ESZTERHAS'S LETTER 

When l received your letter this morning \ was totally 

shocked since my recollection of our conversation bore no 

relationship to your recollection. Truly this appears to be 

one of those Rashomon situations,1 and your letter simply 

makes little or no sense to me,1 

As I explained to you when we were together, you are an im¬ 

portant client of this company and all that I was trying to do 

was to keep you as a diem. There was no ocher agenda. If you 

have to leave, you have to leave and so be it, 1 have talked to Guy 

and 1 have told him that whatever we can do to be helpful in 

this transition we will do. Of course, as you assured me, 1 am 

expecting that you will pay us whatever you owe us, 

I am particularly sensitive when people bring families and 

children into business discussions. If someone said to me what 

you think I said to you, I would feel the same way as you ex¬ 

pressed in your letter 1 think that your letter was unfair and 

unfounded, but it does not change my respect for your talent, 

I only hope that in time you will reflect on the true spirit of 

what l was trying to communicate to you. 

I want to make it eminently dea r that in no way will I, Rand, 

or anyone else in this agency, stand in the way of your pursuing 

your career. So please, erase from your mind any of your er¬ 

roneous anxieties or thoughts you may have to the contrary. 

Best wishes and continued success. 

OCTOBER 5,1989; ESZTERHAS RESPONDS TO 

OVITZ 5 RESPONSE 

A brief response to your letter dated Oct. 3> 1989: 

1. You can quote Rashomon as much as you like, but words 

like "my foot soldiers... will blow your brains out" and "he ll 

put you into the fucking ground" leave little room for 

ambiguity, 

2. 1 am particularly sensitive when people bring their faitfi- 

lies and children into business discussions, too —and 1 hope 

chat in the future you will reflect that keeping important 

clients isn’t worth haunting families and children the way 

you haunt mine, 

3. I understand very well "the true spirit" of w hat you were 

trying to communicate to me in the meeting and will live my 

life accordingly. 

4* My “erroneous anxieties'' notwithstanding, we are selling 

our new house anyway1 

5, Please understand that after the things you and Rand said to 

me, I can hardly take your 'best wishes" for my “continued suc¬ 

cess” seriously. 

1, A reference rn Akim Kurosawas 1951 Oscar-winning meditation on the meaning of truth, in which four characters reJarc- wildly different versions of an cvrnt at 

which all were present. You ray "tomato”undI say M* my ttnJ f lay "mreer.iJfure" 

2, See Cmttigtu 0944), 3. Eszrerhas ultimately sold the house chit he had bought and renovated but never moved into. 

Few people in the movie industry doubt that Mike Ovitz 

threatened Joe Eszterhas, The everyday vocabulary of Holly¬ 

wood is rife with images of violence and malediction, and the 

crude threat and the vulgar epithet have long been part of that 

language. There is an uninterrupted tradition of crass hravado 

among the rulers of the movie business from Harry Cohn to 

Dawn Steel. 

Mike Ovitz, however, stepped over the line. 

At any given time, there are a dozen or so men who truly run 

Hollywood. The club currently includes Lew Wasserman and 

Sidney Sheinberg at Universal, Thomas Murphy of ABC/Cap 

Cities, Laurence Tisch, of CBS, Robert Wright of GE (owner of 

NBC), Steve Ross and Robert Daly of Warners, Disney's Michael 

Eisner and Jeffrey Katzenberg, Barry Diller at Fox, Sony deal- 

maker Michael Schulhof (a new member of the club, replacing 

Victor Kaufman) and Martin Davis of Paramount, They're the 

men who exercise real power in Hollywood —the ones who can 

order checks of sufficient size to get movies made. They socialize 

together and contribute to one another's charities; their wives 

serve on the same boards and hire the same cooks and caterers. 

Above all else —above all die glamour, the sequins, the plush 

seats in the studio Gulfsrream and the inflated salaries and 

toadying underlings — they regard themselves as respectable cor¬ 

porate leaders. They aren't supposed to threaten to blow peoples 

brains out. They aren't supposed to threaten to destroy people's 

livelihoods. They aren't supposed to talk like thugs, or at least 

not in the presence of onetime journalists. 

And when they drive home at night to their houses in Bel Air 

or Beverly Hills, or their apartments on Park Avenue* they don't 

like having to explain to their mates (who also read the trades, 

and the Calendar Section of the Los Angeles Them)that one of 

their business associates — a man wpho might have come to din¬ 

ner last week—threatened to grind some writer into the ' fuck¬ 

ing ground,” It doesn't play on the Bel Air-Holmby Hills dinner 

circuit, or on the New York Stock Exchange. 

When the Hollywood elders brought the banty, wheedling 

former LBj aide Jack Valenti out from Washington a quarter 

century ago to head up the Motion Picture Association, they 

also wanted him to advance the notion that the film business was 

being run by upright businessmen with briefcases and lace-up 

shoes, 

Eisner, Wasserman and Tisch may well threaten people — 

they’re certainly familiar with the vocabulary—but they're 

clever enough to avoid actually bearing the message themselves; 

Ovitz, for all his maniacal self-control and planning, wasn't. 

He embarrassed the Old Guard — he brought up all the things 

they'd worked so hard to eradicate or disguise —and in doing so 

caused them to reassess his position in the Hollywood food 

chain. 

The elders didn't enjoy reading that Ovitz —an agent, for 
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FROM ESZTERHAS TO YOUR HOUSE 
HOW ONE BRAVE MAN'S LIFE IMITATES HIS SCREENPLAYS 

In his now-legendary missive 

to Mike Ovitz,, the Holly¬ 

wood capo dt tutti capi, screen- 

wr i ter Joe Eszterhas wrote* "1 

have always believed, both 

p-ersonallj' and in my scripts* 

in the triumph of the human 

spirit,1 No truer words were 

ever spoken. Since the re¬ 

lease of FIST in 1978* 

Eszterhas has been rehears¬ 

ing in his screenplays for a 

real-Me, final-act showdown 

with a force of darkness of 

the sort embodied by Qvitz. 

Scholars oJ this underdog 

laureate's work can glimpse 

in the highly autobiographi¬ 

cal FIST rare snatches of 

its authors person a tiry. Syl¬ 

vester Stallone, Eszterhas's 

first on-screen alter ego, 

portrays the incorruptible 

johnny Kovak, who sees the 

powers of management con¬ 

spiring against the humble 

I Linchpin! class Kovak (like 

Eszterhas, a Hungarian im¬ 

migrant) becomes a union 

Organizer and transforms 

a ragtag band of menials 

from Ohio (Eszterhas's home 

state) into a cadre of na¬ 

tional union officials. 

Kovak inspires his men* 

and the audience* with rous¬ 

ing populist rhetoric, "No 

goddamn company bastard 

livin' up in the Heights is 

gonna walk over your life!" 

he pledges. When Kovak is 

cheated by a factory manag¬ 

er, he roars uncomprehend¬ 

ing! y, "He shook my hand! 

The bastard said we have a 

deal!" Some Eszterhas schol¬ 

ars have argued that these 

two scenes are eerily pro¬ 

phetic of the Ovitz epi¬ 

sode. Yet, in alt fairness, 

rhe roughneck language of 

HIST, is a radical departure 

from the elegant prose of the 

letter, which includes such 

lines as "Maybe you can beat 

the hell our of some people 

and they will smile at you 

afterwards and make nice, 

but 1 cant do that." 

Eszterhas's Flashdance 

(19S3) centers on the heroic 

Alex, a gorgeous wilder and 

pious Roman Catholic who 

dreams of becoming a balle¬ 

rina. While working part- 

time as a peculiarly prissy 

stripper, Ales: suffers the 

lewd taunts of a flesh ped¬ 

dler. In the end, she tells her 

would-be pimp to get lost, 

demonstrating her refusal to 

be turned into a piece of 

merchandise. In his own re¬ 

buke to Ovitz, Eszterhas 

w rote to his Hollywood nem¬ 

esis* “I am not a piece of 

meat to be 'traded' for other 

pieces of meat." 

In J&ggpd Edge (1983), 

Eszterhas slyly reverses his 

relationship with Ovitz* tak¬ 

ing the part of lawyer (played 

by Glenn Close) for himself 

and assigning Ovitz the role 

of her client (Jeff Bridges), 

Close eventually suspects 

that Bridges is not entirely 

trustworthy When she com¬ 

plains of feeling dirty and 

attempts to sever her lies 

to him. Bridges coldly tells 

her, "You can't." (Eszterhas 

employed similar language 

in his letter to Ovirz, say¬ 

ing* 1 simply cant func¬ 

tion on a day to day business 

basis with you and Rand 

without feeling myself dir¬ 

tied**) Later Close learns 

from the District Attorney 

that Bridges is "an ice 

man"—words that have often 

been used to describe die 

driven Ovitz, Spurned and 

furious* Bridges dresses 

up in a Ninja costume and 

finally resorts to actual 

Ninja-like violence —a refer¬ 

ence by the screenwriter to 

Ovitz's own passion tor 

marrial-arrs training and 

neo-EastCrn management 

philosophies. 

Eszterhas's disgust, with 

CAA is further foreshad¬ 

owed by Debra Winger's 

desire to leave the FBI in 

Be frayed (I9b8). Again, like 

the Eszterhas who complains 

in his letter of feeling dir¬ 

tied, Wingers character ul¬ 

timately confronts her own 

control agent—who just 

happens to be named M- 

chael— about quitting. 

Winger tells him, "Michael, 

you promised me that 1 

wouldn't get dirty." Michael 

replies, giving what sounds 

very much like a CAA client- 

rccruitmeru spiel: "We're 

your family. We protect you," 

Winger counters, "You be¬ 

trayed me." Eventually she 

leaves the agency, and the 

movie doses on her as a 

lonely, forsaken hardy, cru¬ 

cified for her unyielding 

conscience. 

In yet another variation 

cm the theme of embattled 

Eszterhasian integrity, the 

author's latest film, Music 

Bttx, follows a crusading 

young attorney as she tights 

to dear the giH)d name of her 

father But it is Butt tbr 

Eagle, currently in pre- 

production, that is likely to 

stand as the most lasting al¬ 

legory of Eszterhas's conflict 

with the omnipotent Ovitz 

and CAA: the film tells the 

story of One proud man who 

dares ro take on the Internal 

Revenue Service— alone, 

—John Brodie 

Christ's sake!—was the most powerful man in Hollywood* and 
they didn't like their shareholders reading it eitiier But so long 

as Ovitz didn't misstep, there was not much they could do about 
it. The moment he delivered his assault on Eszterhas, Ovitz gave 
them an opening to begin reclaiming the empire, [f was as if they 
suddenly woke up and said, "Wait a minute, Aren t we the ones 
writing the checks? Aren't tie the ones who are supposed to be 
running Hollywood?" 

Nothing will change immediately* of course—wives will be 
polite* if slightly cooler; surely some of the politicians may shy 
away; perhaps a client or two will leave the agency and then a 
tew more. Although now that Eszterhas has shown how difficult 
it is to leave CAA— Look s Vito, sure l wanted to join the moh* but only 

for a week or so — the agency might have some difficulty recruit¬ 
ing fresh talent. 

One might think the Eszterhas afhir would cause Ovitz to 
realize that he had, Colonel Kurtz-like, gone too far this time* 
rhat he was operating in a world of his own conventions. One 
might think so* hut one would be wrong. Ovitz has reportedly 
ordered his frothing troops in CAAs new fortress to be stronger 
and more aggressive than ever —after all, his management bible, 
The Art oj War, advises taking the offensive at just such a moment 
as this* But that may be just a pose. With Stark, an elder in the 
movie establishment* having taken Eszterhas's side in this 
Manichaean Beverly Hills struggle, it is clear — surely even to 
Ovitz —that the balance oi power in Hollywood has shifted. |) 
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March 1988 
The filofax Generation 

“Thcy'rt always jotting, jotting, 

jotting; seemingly intent on 

committing to paper every facet of 

their existence and systematically 

cramming it all between the covers 

of their bulging planners.' 

May 1988 
Welcome to Rat City' 
'If munches concrete, it swims like 

a fish, it multiplies faster than a 

rabbit. It can leap from rooftop to 

rooftop, it can pop in through the 

toilet. It’s Rat; it numbers in the 

millions/1 

June 1988 
Coasters 

HFor the world's Coasters, there is 

no statute of limitations on the 

rewards and! privileges of early 

success.™ 

July/August 19BS 
Party Guys! 

‘ Nightlife Decathlon." SPY private 

eyes railed the city's most relentless 

night crawlers for an evening and 

kept score. And the winner is . . , 

Apr!) 1988 
Our Nice Issue 

"Donald Trump—a heck of a guy. 

Giamorous Gals . . , Who Never 

Age. It's Fun ... to live 

Queens/' 
i 

September 1988 
Life-style Hell! Our Special 
Los Angeles Issue 

‘The sex, the spandex, the pastels, 

the car phones, the irony shortage 

and the general uncensored dude- 

osity that make Los Angeles a 

shrine to vapid fun. ' 

October 1988 
THE SPY 100 

"Our annual census of the 100 most 

annoyingr alarming and appalling 

people, places and things/' 

November 1988 
Feuds! 
It's not enough for some people to 

be well-to-do and well known; they 

need to be well-to-do and well 

known and belligerent. ' 

December 1988 
5 e venti es-Something 

"A return to the decade of the mood 

rings, ultra suede, sideburns and 

disco sex-machine Tony Orlando/' 

January/February 1989 
Mr. Stupid Goes to Washington 

"Americas ten dopiest law¬ 

makers— all those in favor, say 

Mr 

March 1989 

Isn't it Ironic? 

How everything in the world 

turned funny’—from joe Franklin 

to joey Hcatherton, Twister to 

Twinkles and Hawaiian shirts to 

Hawaii Five-O." 

April 1989 
Celebrity Garbage 

1 Coffee grounds of the rich and in¬ 

teroffice memos of the famous—a 

scientific, sanitary and not at all 

unseemly SPY investigation." 

May 1989 
Ivanarama! 

" You know her as an Olympic skier, 

fashion leader, licensed interior 

designer, hotel executive and w ife 

ro a certain billionaire casino oper¬ 

ator from Queens, but of course, 

there's more. With Ivana„ there's 

always more." 

June 1989 
Lets Make a Deal With 
the Devil! 
11 Ed Koch did it. Time Inc. did it. 

barhara Walters did it. A SPY audit 

of Faustian bargains, MephU 

scophelian transactions and the 

current bull market fur selling 

one's soul/' 

The Following Back Issues Are Available 

1987 
March, April, September, 

October and November only 

1988 All issues 

1989 All issues 
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The art of writing long and thinking short 

came down to ones choice of chapeau, 

which meant, of course, the baseball cap." 

ENGLISH: Too didn't have much choice 

in sneakers or caps/' 

merkinese: "Most of the urchins of 

my acquaintance wore what I did, w'hich 

was a souvenir Dodger cap fabricated of 

cheap, thin cotton.../ 

ENGLISH: "My pals and I wore cheap 

Dodger caps/ 

merkinese: "He lives and works in the 

most tumultuous environs in this teem¬ 

ing metropolis/ 

ENGLISH: “He is a New Yorker." 

review 

o F 

REVIEWERS 

Here's the blurb: "AIMS AT THE HEARTSTRINGS AND 

PLUCKS BIG/ Name the reviewer. (Answer later on.) 

How does New York theater critic John Simon keep his prose 

so sharp? Hamsterlike, he uses a sort of literary 

exercise wheel —occasionally words just tumble 

over words, wdth no forward motion. Here is 

Simon huffing and puffing for the sheer pleasure 

of it in the middle of a recent review: "I tell you 

all this not because, late in life, I have developed an addiction to 

retelli ng plots but because 1 know of no more expeditious way of 

conveying the ludicrousness of Home Games, unless it be quoting 

dialogue, which I resort to next/ In other 

wrords. Having said what I've said. I will 

now go on to say something else, but not 

without having said all this first. 

Something about that phrase expeditious 

way ofconveying the ludicrous ness of reminds 

me of the charming Richard Merkin. 

Like Simon, Merkin, wrho wrritcs for GQ 

on style (though not, remarkably, on 

spec), understands the value of the big 

wTord —or, as he might say, the service¬ 

ability of the Brobdingnagian locution. 

(Merkin was celebrated in this column 

by my predecessor, Ignatz Raztwizkiwzki, 

for trying ro introduce the word midth 

into the language.) In a recent piece on 

baseball caps* Merkin proves thar over¬ 

writing equals wit: to sidesplitting effect* 

he uses voluminous instead of niany^ pres¬ 

ently instead of now, vends instead of sells, 

and so on. These aren't rare examples. 

This is the wray Merkin wri — scribes. The 

following, taken from the same piece* is 

translated for your benefit: 

Best of all, Merkin does S. J, Perelman* 

describing a German-language map “upon 

wrhich one can locate such key spots as 

Bechuanaland and the Anglo-Egyptian 

Sudan in a trice —providing* of course* 

one reads German fluently and owTns a 

trice/ Benchley* Thurher, Perelman... 

Merkin, Yes* the flambeau has been 

transferred. 

A seasoned critic artfully working the 

high-yield metaphor for all its wrorth is a 

thing of beauty When Times Richard 

Corliss reviewed In Country, he w^as able 

to create poetry out of the language of 

textiles. “Viet Nam represents a great 

! 

Merkinese: "The paucity of fashion¬ 

able options that one faced in the realm 

of athletic footwear w'as echoed when it 
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jagged gash in the fabric of American 

history,” he began, an ugly rear in a tap¬ 

estry that people once believed had been 

woven out of high ideals and simple de¬ 

cency', A few years ago, when it became 

obvious that it w-as time to repair that 

rent, our popular culture took on some¬ 

thing of the air of a vast quilting bee, 

with writers, filmmakers and TV produc¬ 

ers bending over their restorative needle¬ 

work.’ Corliss, a pro, neatly tied up his 

review by calling In Country 'a lovely, 

necessary little stitch in our torn time/' 

(Sadly, Corliss disappoints on the very 

same page. His review of Queen of Hearts 

begins with a promising metaphor — 

"Hollywood wants to paint an anecdote 

on a $40 million canvas’-but then he 

drops it, and potential allusions to, oh, 

solid framing, bold brushstrokes and 

maybe even The Cultural Easel are never 

made.) 

The quote that began this column is, 

surprisingly, from The Washington Post's 

Tom Shales, and it refers to Life Goes On, 

a TV show that apparently does not star 

Dana Deiany (see this space, December). 

As a w riter of blurbs and marquee-ready 

copy Shales has promise, but he lags far 

behind the overassigned Peter Travers, 

a man so prolific he must start churn¬ 

ing out the stuff in midscrecning. Here 

Travers shows once again how- its done in 

the all-too accommodaring pages of Roll¬ 

ing Stone: Burt Reynolds, Bill Forsyth and! 

John Sayles are a combustibly comic 

combination'' in the nonstop pleasure” 

that is Breaking In. Black Rain is exotic, 

energized entertainment," In Country 

"steers a straight and stirring passage to 

the heart/ Apartment Zero is “a dazzling 

mix of mirth and menace ■/' And ' make no 

mistake: Its Michelle Pfeiffer w-ho puts 

the 'fabulous1 into Baker Boys" 

Travers, at least, got the Statue of 

Liberty one-liner right in his review' of 

Crimes and Misdemeanors (‘The last time l 

was inside a woman"-comc on, you've 

all seen it by now — “was w-hen I visited 

the Statue of Liberty ). Not Nicholas 

Nicastro in The New York Observer ( The 

last time I wpas inside a woman l was at 

the Statue of Liberty”) or Ralph Novak 

in People (“The last time I was inside a 

woman, I was in the Statue of Liberty"). 

Novak's review- contains further evidence 

of sloppy writing, or sloppy editing: Sam 

Warcrstons name is misspelled and the 

w-ords extolling and extol Is are used in suc¬ 

cessive sentences. This from the same 

magazine that misspelled Liza Minnellis 

name twice on one page! 

When David Dcnby (New \brk) recom¬ 

mended seeing Shtrley Valentine “if you 

relish outrageous seducers w-orking their 

magic during long, long Ionian sunsets," 

he presumably meant long, long in reach, 

not long, long in duration: Mykonos, 

where most of the movie is set, is in the 

Aegean Sea, 120 miles (and one tedious 

passage through the Isthmus of Corinth) 

from the Ionian Sea. And just what ex¬ 

actly did Ted Rail mean, in a droll con¬ 

cert review- in The New York Observer, 

w-hen he described Elton John accepting 

"bouquets and heart-shaped balloons 

from his erstwhile fans"? Erstwhile fans 

w-ouldn't even be at the show, much less 

buzzing around the lip of the stage all 

night waving gifts. 

In her Lr5A Today review of Annie Dil¬ 

lard's The Writing Life, Bonita Friedman 

is quite forthcoming about her own 

frames of reference. Dillard's new book, 

she says in the first sentence, is “as slim 

and potent as the Tan Te CbingP lc is not, 

it turns out, a 111-page discourse on writ¬ 

ing but "a finger pointing to the moon, to 

borrow- a phrase from a Buddhist prov¬ 

erb.' Friedman also observes that an art¬ 

ist is a “metaphor for anyone involved in 

a project whose boundaries he doesn't 

know, anyone going by fed into a void," 

and she likens writing to "all creative 

projects, from engineering to psychother¬ 

apy.’1 Friedman says she warns to "copy 

out' what Annie Dillard says and tape it 

to her typewriter or ' fix it with a heavy 

magnet” to her refrigerator — w-hich, in a 

way, is kind of how- I feel about what 

Bonita “Goingby Feel Into a Void" Fried¬ 

man says. 

“Where has he been?" asks the intro- 

duction to Vanity Fairs cover story on Al 

Pacino. Writer Ron Rosenbaum tells us 

where in his second paragraph: Pacino, it 

appears, has been ’sitting at my East 

Village kitchen table/ And so Rosen¬ 

baum is off and running on one of those 

You Are Not There (But 1 Am) profiles, 

the kind in which the ostensible subject 

must share center stage with the jour¬ 

nalist. Rosenbaum— back to him in a 

moment —is not the only well-knaw-n 

offender Stanley Booth, in his piece on 

Keith Richards in Smart, ended one long 

anecdote about Richards and Anita Pal- 

lenberg w-ith this non sequitur; “Soon af¬ 

terward, I left England/' And Jesse Korn- 

bluth, w-riring about Melanie Griffith for 

Vanity Fair, sprinkled his article with un¬ 

necessary intrusions —"she told me," "I 

suggested," "1 pointed out,' “Sigourney 

Weaver told me" —and tossed into a de- 

scription of one celebrity-infested party 

the w-onderfully gratuitous “from my 

table." 

But Rosenbaum takes the 1989 prize 

for Egomania cal Profile Writing. Placing 

Pacino in his kitchen (and in the process 

telling us w-here he, Rosenbaum, lives — 

viral information if you really wrant to un¬ 

derstand Pacino), he then settles into his 

role as costar, 

Ron first met Al in 1988 at "a small 

private screening' of The Local Stigmatk, 

w hich “features one of the most brilliant 

Pacino performances on film...one 

you’ll probably never see.'1 Ron saw- it, of 

course; in fact, Tve seen two more ver¬ 

sions of it since, At that first meeting, 

says Ron, Al took me aside and asked me 

w hat I'd thought of one of his clandestine 

stage appearances Id happened to catch," 

an unpublicized w-orkshop reading that 

Ron Rosenbaum, unlike you and me, had 

attended. 

As the friendship blossoms, Rosenbaum 

begins offering Pacino professional ad¬ 

vice: L,I try to tell him 1 think his charac¬ 

ter (in Sea of Love] radiates desperation.. „, 

I suggested we need to see Michael 

[Corleone, in The Godfather III} defeated 

to make him human again. Maybe his 

w-ife, Kay, bitter over not getting custody 

of the kids, betrays him to Rudy Giulia¬ 

nis grand jury... I suggest if he's goi ng to 

use a thematic epigraph... Later I try out 

my theory... 1 w-ondered aloud to him..." 

And, in one extremely odd passage: “1 

asked Al to say the w-ord Action' for me. 

The relationship is cemented w-hen, 

for one of their West Coast talks, Pacino 

suggests meeting at the Hamburger 

H am let — uncannily, the exact place that 

Rosenbaum was going to suggest! No ques¬ 

tion but they’re soulmates, destined for 

each other's kitchen tables, “File this,” 

Rosenbaum says of the Hamburger Ham¬ 

let miracle, "under the heading Like, I 

mean, is that psychic or u hat?" 

Done. 

Or, as Richard Merkin might say, hav¬ 

ing perused the aforementioned anecdote, 

I ensconced it within the appropriate 

clerical repository recommended by Pa¬ 

cino's Boswell — and in a trice, no less! J 
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A Fairy Tale With a Moral: 

It Pays to Have 

friends in High Places 

BY ANDREA RIDER 

As has been said again and again about 

Washington, the scandal isn't the crimes 

people try to get away with: the scandal 

is what's legal, Wedtech 

and HUD capture na- 

politics tional attention, but those 

scams are rather uncom¬ 

mon. Instead* its the legal 

wiggle, the barely noticeable special 

favor worth a few million to a fortunate 

supplicant* that constitutes the garden- 

variety scandal in Washington. Here's 

the story of one special favor; think of it 

as a Washington bedtime story. The Lit¬ 

tle Loophole That Could" 

Alejandro Salas is the president of 

Craftsmen Corporation, which operates 

out of Smithrown, Long Island. Crafts¬ 

men builds electronics systems for aircraft, 

primarily for the Defense Department. 

Founded in 1979* Craftsmen grew pros¬ 

perous under the special handling it re¬ 

ceived under Section 8(a) of the Small 

Business Act, which allowed businesses 

owned by minorities to receive government 

contracts without undergoing competi¬ 

tive bidding —the same well-intentioned 

program the Wedtech Corporation flour¬ 

ished under until recently. One day in 

1986, Salas discovered that he had a 

problem. Craftsmen had done so well un¬ 

der the program chat the government was 

forcing the company to leave the pro¬ 

gram, and to bid on projects along writh 

all the other non-minority-owned mili¬ 

tary suppliers; Salas* to be brief* didn't 

want to go. He promptly applied to the 

New York regional administrator of the 

Small Business Administration for an 

extension of three years, and received 

one year. Craftsmen would be forced out 

on September 20, 1988. 

Coincidentally, during the summer of 

1988 Congress wras in the midst of re¬ 

forming the Small Business Act* includ¬ 

ing Section 8(a). Salas heard about the 

revisions* one of which was a gra ndfather 

clause that let companies benefiting from 

the program w hen the newr law took effect 

stay in the program. Were Craftsmen still 

part of the program when the new lawr 

took effect, it could, under the arcane 

provisions of the bill, stay in until Sep¬ 

tember 1992, But it seemed pretty dear 

that the healthy, profitable Craftsmen 

would graduate before the reforms be¬ 

came law, thus losing out on the grand¬ 

father clause. 

How did Salas greet this news? Per¬ 

haps he just smiled ruefully and shrugged 

his shoulders. Whatever he did* he says 

he didn't try to influence the government. 

No way. Salas told SPY that he undertook 

no action or lobbying effort to keep his 

company eligible for the program. He 

was apparently confused by our ques¬ 

tions. "Are you calling the right people?" 

he asked, "You flabbergast me,' 

But Forgetful Dust is part of all good 

bedtime stories, as is a Fairy Godparent, 

Here he comes. In the summer of 1988 a 

man named A1 Villalobos helped arrange 

a meeting with Representative Matthew 

"Marty" Martinez (D-Cafifornia), one of 

the legislators enshrined in spy’s February 

1989 roster of America's ten stupidest 

congressmen and, as must be fairly noted, 

my employer between September and 

October 1988. Joining Martinez and Vil¬ 

lalobos at the meeting svere two of the 

most important men on the House Small 

Business Committee — the chairman, John 

LaFalce, a Democrat from upstate New 

Ybrk, and the committee's chief of staff* 

Don Terry. Villalobos, who runs a con¬ 

sultant company called ARVCO, was no 

stranger to the notion that unqualified 

minority concerns might receive special 

governmental favors. In 1987 a Com¬ 

merce Department investigation alleged 

that ARVCO wasn’t best qualified for the 

S200,000 grant it had received under 

another program to help minorities; 

another report alleged that Villalobos 

received the money only because of his 

Republican connections. 

h is a testimony to the fantastical na¬ 

ture of this tale that before refusing to 

make further comments, Mr. Villalobos, 

when asked about Craftsmen, said, “1 

don't know what you're talking about," 

Still, notes kept by one of Martinez’s 

aides show that Villalobos spoke with 

members of Martinez’s staff on several 

occasions and was generally kept apprised 

of developments. ' Needs to know when 

out of conference. His client graduates 

Sept. 20 ’88” says one such note. “If the 

extension is not granted before 20 Sept., 

these guys are out*’ says another, dated 

September 13, 1988* 

(Forgetful Dust, Fairy Godfather — 

what's missing? Ah, some spine-tingling 

excitement. The day after I spoke to Salas 

and Villalobos* someone phoned me 

twice, first with a threat to kill me* a half 

hour later with a threat to break my arm. 

A few hours later, 1 returned from an out¬ 

ing and found my mailbox ripped open 

and its contents trashed. Probably just a 

coincidence.) 

While Salas maintains that he never 

lobbied to be kept in the program. Con¬ 

gressman Martinez did lobby, and quite 

energetically. Among the most magical 

parts of this tale is Martinez's involve¬ 

ment. After all* Martinez is not a mem¬ 

ber of the Small Business Committee 

(though he once was); nor is Salas a con¬ 

stituent, or Craftsmen an employer, in 

Martinez's district or state. Nor had 

Salas or Craftsmen contributed to a Mar¬ 

tinez campaign. Still* Martinez's staff 

threw themselves into the effort to save 

the favored status of the distant, healthy 
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Craftsmen Corporation, spy's repeated 

calls to Martinez's office, placed in an 

effort to dear up this mystery, went 

unreturned. 

In one attempt to help Craftsmen, Mar¬ 

ti nez appealed in early September to 

Charles Freeman, regional administrator 

of the Small Business Administration, 

the man who had dropped Craftsmen 

from die program, Martinez modestly 

requested that Craftsmen be given a 90- 

day extension. This is a small firm at¬ 

tempting to compete with giants,” wrote 

Martinet, thus introducing giants into 

this bedtime tale. “It does not yet have the 

resources to compete and should not be 

hastily terminated from the 8(a) program." 

This is a fairly transparent dodge; 90 

days would have bought the company 

nothing except safe grandfathering under 

the new law. Freeman refused, explain¬ 

ing, "Craftsmens volume of contracts was 

significant, and they were well along w ith 

business success." Undaunted, Martinez 

pressed ahead, requesting that chairman 

LaFalce intercede. “If the SBA will only 

grant a ninety day administrative exten¬ 

sion to allow time to review the initial 

decision, Craftsmen Corp, will automati¬ 

cally be extended when the bill becomes 

lawj’ wrote Martinez, explaining to the 

powerful committee chairman why he 

ought to lean on a middle-level bureau¬ 

crat. This entreaty came to naught. 

With time now in terribly short sup¬ 

ply, another Craftsmen-friendly scheme 

was launched. Because the Senate and 

House had passed slightly different ver¬ 

sions of the same bill, members of each 

body, along with staff members, were due 

to meet in conference, to iron out the dis¬ 

crepancies, As the aides notes reveal, 

Martinez began focusing on the confer¬ 

ence: “MGM [Matthew G. Martinez] 

wants me to do the following: Draft lan¬ 

guage for conf report. Find a member 

MGM can personally talk to in order to 

introduce the proper lang. Find that 

member or list of members right away" 

Martinez was looking for someone who 

would change the language of the grand¬ 

father clause in the secret, unpublicized 

conference in a way that would keep 

Craftsmen in the program. 

When the conference report on the 

Business Opportunity Development Re¬ 

form Act came out on October 7, it con¬ 

tained some very happy news for Alejandro 

Salas. The language of the grandfather 1 

clause had been slightly altered. Instead 

of the cutoff times being the day of enact¬ 

ment, as the House bill had provided, the 

new cutoff was September I, 1988. Any 

company still in die program as of Sep¬ 

tember 1, 1988 — why, nearly three whole 

weeks before Craftsmen was to have been 

kicked out!—was granted an automatic 

extension. In the year since it received 

this legislative rescue. Craftsmen lias 

been awarded nearly $6.5 million worth 

of federal business. Changing the grand¬ 

father clause affected only four other 

companies in Craftsmens region. 

Where did the special clause come 

from? Did committee stafF director Don 

Terry hold the wand? Terry, who attended 

the conference, remembers talking to 

Martinez and Villalobos and recalls that 

"Martinez was looking to help out Crafts¬ 

men." But he denies changing the lan¬ 

guage, “Nothing that we did," he says, 

“was because of that company," and he 

suggests that the push to change the lan¬ 

guage came from the Senate. There is much 

in this account to suggest that Terry is — 

pixilated. First, Bob Wilson, formerly 

chief counsel for the Senate Small Busi¬ 

ness Committee, while failing to recall 

exactly who insisted on changing the 

grandfather dates, remembers that "the 

emphasis was on the House side." More¬ 

over, a letter from Martinez to LaFalce, 

written in the weeks before the confer¬ 

ence, contradicts Terry's denial of ever 

acting on Craftsmen's behalf: Thank you 

for asking Mr. Terry to contact the New 

York Regional Administrator... to request 

an extension for Craftsmen „ ,. , I appre¬ 

ciate Mr Terry’s offer,,,," Moreover, the 

language in the bill that was approved in 

conference is virtually identical to that 

which the House sent in, except for the 

substitution of September 1; the Senate 

bill had no similar language, suggesting, 

as Wilson recalls, that the grandfather 

clause was not much on the Senate's mind, 

But maybe this is just the most magical 

parr of the story after all: chat a congress¬ 

man and a key staffer would work hard 

on behalf of a company bur would draw 

die line at fiddling with a conference 

report — and yet would find that some¬ 

how, everything worked our wonderfully 

for them and the company anyway. Magi¬ 

cal indeed.^ 
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Cash prizes, golden thrones. 

Bob Hope and Mickey Rooney 

BY HENRY ALFORD 

She was white-haired and soft-spoken, and 

she was a poet. You could cell her hair 

color by looking and her timbre by listen¬ 

ing, but her status as 

poet —a subtler thing — 

■poetry was best revealed by her 

presence in the ballroom 

of the Washington, D.C., 

Hilton, where she was joining 2,000 fel¬ 

low award-winning poets —many of them 

also- soft-spoken, white-haired ladies — at 

the fifth annual World of Poetry conven¬ 

tion- Of course, her avocation was also 

revealed by what she was saying to a 

small circle of newfound friends about 

the verses she composed when the space 

shuttle Challenger crashed. “When 1 sat 

down to write,' she said, recalling the 

moment of inspiration, the words just 

flowed" As she told rhe story the comers 

of her eyes glistened with tears. Her hus¬ 

band, sitting next to her, put his arm on 

her shoulder comfortingly. “Yep, that was 

a good oitef he said, beaming w ith pride. 

“I had char one laminated'! 

It was a unique and special moment. 

Unfortunately, not all of the conven¬ 

tioneers found themselves enjoying mo¬ 

ments similarly unique and special. 

Upon their arrival at the Hilton that af¬ 

ternoon, several of those people new to 

the World of Poetry —a Sacramento-based 

organisation that, according to its jejune, 

roly-poly founder, John Campbell, has 

more than 1.1 million members and is 

the largest poetry society in the world — 

made an unsettling discovery. Having en¬ 

tered a poetry contest advertised in pub¬ 

lications ranging Irom The Atlantic to 

USA Today, and having received an ex¬ 

uberant letter o 1 congratulations that 

invited them to the convention (I'm so 

excited to tell you the good news! World 

of Poetry's Board of Directors has voted 

unanimously to honor you with our 

Golden Poet Award for 1989, in recogni¬ 

tion of your poem which you entered in 

our Free Poetry Contest. What is the 

Golden Poet Award?... The Golden Poet 

Award is to poets what the Academy 

Award is to actors'), many of them ar¬ 

rived under the impression that they 

alone had won. Rut the World of Poetry 

is not a cruel, Hobbesian world where a 

single winner has vanquished many lesser 

worthies in his dog-eat-dog climb to the 

top. No, no, no. The World ol Poetry is a 

kind world, a loving world. There was 
not one winner. There were two thousand. 

Those Golden Poets —along with any¬ 

body who bothered to respond at all — 

were offered the opportunity to come to 

Washington, enter a poem in the conven¬ 

tion contest, and contend for S35,QOO in 

cash and prizes and the World of Poetry 

poet laureateship. Some, like the frankly 

disappointed woman from North Caro¬ 

lina who had forgone paying her car in¬ 

surance for a month tn order to attend, 

decided simply to "chalk this one up to 

experience" Others felt more pointedly 

aggrieved., Bur to prove how loving a 

world the World of Poetry is, the hosts 

reimbursed, out of the approximately 

$1,7 million they had raked in, any con¬ 

ventioneer who felt cheated (the poets 

had paid a $495 fee, their guests $425). 

| A square deal, sure, maybe even a loving 

one; still, one could not help but feel 

sorry for people like Elaine Martin, a 

woman w ith cerebral palsy whose friends 

and relatives had held a fundraiser so 

that she and her sister could come in 

from Cincinnati, or Priya Sharma, a 

young woman whose parents had paid 

for her to fly in from Bhopal, India. 

But enough about the malcontents; 

the deputy district attorney of Sacra¬ 

mento County, Justin Puerta, whose 

office is conducting an inquiry into the 

World of Poetry s activities, says. Basi¬ 

cally .,. there’s no law against,,. vanity.” 

Besides, the convention itself deserves 

some celebration. The weekend was jam- 

packed with events. Upon registering, all 

Conventioneers (the 2,000 soon-to-be- 

award-winning poets and 1,700 non¬ 

award-winning poets and guests) were 

treated to an hour-long Gala Cham¬ 

pagne Reception'—that is, standing in 

the hallway outside the ballroom, drink¬ 

ing a beverage so glorious that it called to 

more than one reveler's mind a heady 

combination of white wine and 7Up, 

Directly thereafter, rhe crowd poured 

into the International Ballroom for the 

“Gala Afternoon Welcome’’ a three-hour 

entertainment extravaganza culminating 

in a song-and-dance routine by Donald 

O'Connor and Mickey Rooney, an act to 

which some people responded more en¬ 

thusiastically than the woman who looked 

plaintively at her companion and said, 

"These men are not singers. They should 

nor be singing." 

But the entire weekend was not merely 

one cheap, rired attempt at razzle-dazzle 

unconnected even tangentially to poetry 

After all, of the 27 scheduled hours of the 

convention, a full five and a half could 

be construed as poetry-oriented —an in¬ 

structive hour and a half on oral in¬ 

terpretation' and an edifying four hour 

period during which all the poets split 

into smaller groups and read their poems 

to one another. 

However, the rest of the convention 

was devoted to gushy show biz acts and 

shameless self-congratulation, the prime 

practitioner of which was World of Poetry 

editor and publisher John Campbell, 

who had himself been crowned Laureate 

of the first convention, in 1985- Camp¬ 

bells Saturday-night performance, billed 

as a “one-man Shakespearean explo¬ 

sion! " proved to be the perfect showcase 

for Ids painful coyness —he donned pe¬ 
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Kicking back ami waiting 

for ike empire to begin 

BY MACAULAY C Q N M 0 R 

Having spent the last half year strain¬ 

ing die patience of their employees and 

shareholders with their postmerger spin 

control. Time Warner 

ministry executives now find 

of rhemselves with endless 
information amounts of free time on 

their hands. And as 

nominal caretakers of the world's largest 

entertainment conglomerate, they feel 

they have to use that free time to muse pub¬ 

licly on their mission, '1 think we re going 

to ride the crest of a historical wave;1’ 

friendless Time Warner president Nick 

Nicholas announced dramatically to a re¬ 

cent gathering of Time magazine’s publish- 

ing staff, The kind of confluence of forces 

that Victor Hugo had in mind when he 

wrrote, 'Nothing is so powerful as an idea 

w'hose time has cornel' That the nine¬ 

teenth-century French novelist was refer¬ 

ring in part to the French Revolution — a 

period during which rich, feckless nabobs 

not unlike Time Warner cochairmen Dick 

Munro and Steve Ross had their heads 

removed — was lost on feisty li'I Nick, 

Another idea whose time had come — 

that all the magazines would henceforth 

celebrate Martin Luther King Day —was 

outlined in a memo-cum-civics lesson 

sent out to magazine staff members over 

the joint signatures of magazine-group 

president Reg Brack Jr. and editor in 

chief Jason McManus. After informing 

employees that Martin Luther King Day 

wfould new be a regular, paid holiday 

the memo, sounding very much like the 

World Book Encyclopedia, went on to 

explain that 'Martin Luther Kingjr. was 

one of the giants of the twentieth century 

the you ngest recipient of the Nobel Peace 

prize, a man who devoted —and gave — 

his life to the dream of equality* The ser¬ 

mon ended helpfully, by suggesting that 

employees use the time off to “celebrate 

Dr Kings legacy, remembering the man 

and his ideals.1’ 

A rather more practical surge of racial 

sensitivity overcame the bosses of Time in 

the form of a memo to staff members 

from extremely w-hire managing editor 

Henry Muller and extremely white, Yale- 

educated chief of correspondents John 

Stacks. The memo, provoked by a few- 

angry reader letters about two recent Time 

stories, one of which described the al¬ 

leged State Department spy Felix Bloch's 

behavior as “Talmudic* was certainly wrell 

intended, bur as w ith the King memo, its 

admonitions seemed strangely elemen¬ 

tary. HBlack does not mean pood read the 

key paragraph, Iranian does not mean 

fanatical, Jewish does not mean aggres¬ 

sive, Colombian does not mean drug lord, 

and so on." 

H 11 cMan as whined for ten minutes 

over the unfairness of the coverage. 

Hey. Jason: Kick Back. Chill Out. 

Hang Loose. Have Fun. 

And white does not mean, unless you 

happen to be Reg Brack, insufferably 

chirpy. Brack, w ho has taken to spicing 

up his tedious speeches on the benefits of 

the merger with trailers from such Warner 

Bros, movies as Batman, Lethal Weapon II 

and In Country, should be applauded for 

maintaining a straight face even as he 

continues to expound on the glories of— 

yes, afraid so—synergy. In fact, as the 

former ad salesman told Publishing News 

recently, he's doing more than just talking 

about synergy—“he’s acting on it. “We are 

just nowr sitting down with a specific per¬ 

son in charge of ‘synergy1 ar Time War¬ 

ner.. .a very creative guy," Brack said of 

die appointment of former People associ- 



ACROSS 

1, Hoops, in WA, followed by Daisy. 

Phil Rizzuio exclaims [his when he’s broad- 

Casting Yankee games, and cool why rearranged 

("crazy’') spells it. 

11. Saint rearranged, lacking a. 

12. The 22nd Amendment limits presidents to 

two terms, hence we have no md korty bin 

another "dummy.' I explain this because I sus¬ 

pect there is someone in rhe White House, 

probably Chief of Staff John H, Sununu, who 

tries to work this puzzle every month when he 

should be helping to rid Panama of Noriega. 

Noriega appeared in this puzzle some months 

ago, but Sununu never has. It looks Like a 

crossword-puzzle word, but I, for one, can t con¬ 

jure with it. (Nobody in there but —well, no, 

not even us tutus.) Sorry, governor. When the Pa- 

namanian coupstcrs who briefly held Noriega 

captive were asked eo turn him over co the U.5., 

the White House thought they said “We wonf 

and the CIA chough! (and cold congressional 

leaders) they said "We uatti to? [ mention this in 

response to ail those critics who have charged 

chat crosswords are irrelevant to geopolitical 

realities. 

16. Serf backward around Ward. 

31. A B.A. is often referred co as a bachelor’s. 

The word bachelor derives from the Vulgar Latin 

for “larmhand," hut it has been my observation 

that when a person becomes a bachelor, [he 

planes suffer He's in a relationship, he gets 

plants; it's over* they can tell. There's a song 

there somewhere. 

1 forget to mist the plants, 

The planes arc missing you. 

That’s the way it goes, romance. 

Doo-doot-doory-oor doo. 

25. Aj may mean 'Tor instance," as in —well* as 

in as in. 

28. As a single word, lookout means "watch¬ 

man." Split into took out, ic means "heads up" 

30. It is worth mentioning here that Ronald 

Reagan was once a General Electric font. 

DOWN 

2. Ou is the French for “or" and CM is the inter¬ 

national symbol for Switzerland. 

6. Sim played Scrooge in A Christmas Carol, 

Murray in Scrooged. I thought the scene at the 

end of SifOOgBtJ — Murray oozing shifty goodwill 

while urging the audience to sing along ro "Put 

a Little Love in Your Heart"—was (I) Murray's 

best movie scene; (2} the only movie scene in 

which a Saturday Night Lhv graduate has taken 

a real culture-hero Leap; and (3) a great way of 

exclaiming Teh to the eighties!" and "Come on 

back* America, in the nineties!" It is all very 

well for comedians to work with other actors, 

but is that what we remember Fields* Chaplin, 

Keaton and Pryor (back when he was proving 

that OUtrageouSneSS can be enlightening) for? 

No, we remember them, for raking us on (in var¬ 

ious ways) directly. And none of them ever 

looked the moviegoer right in the eye. like a 

president on TV, and combined entertainment 

with exhortation. That's what Murray does in 

Scrwgfd, working with dramatic and historical 

context. Check it out. 

Others whoVe played Sctoogc are Reginald 

Owen, Albert Finney, Mr. Ala goo. George C. 

Scot! and Henry Winkler. What other charac¬ 

ter has run through such an assortment of ac¬ 

tors? Philip Marlowe (Dick Powell, Elliott 

Gould, Robert Mite hum, Robert Montgomery, 

James Garner) and Sherlock Holmes (Basil 

Rath bo nr* Michael Caine, Nicoi Williamson, 

Peter Cushing, Chrisropher Plummer. Roger 

Moore, Vanessa Redgrave) lack Scrooge's range. 

just kidding about Vanessa Redgrave* but its 

a thought. With Lynn Redgrave as Watson and 

Anjehca Huston (whose father also played the 

role) as Moriarty. Maggie Smith as Mytroft 

Holmes. And Met Gibson, I guess, as Irene 

Adler, ’with a face chat a {woman} might die 

for." Wilford Brimlcy as Mrs. Hudson, the land¬ 

lady. Tyne Daly as Inspector Lesrrade? 

Actually, Lynn isn't right for Watson, even if 

shed put back on the weight. Angela Lansbury 

is out; she's Miss Mar pie. Would it be woman- 

bashi ng to ask, where are the great women side- 

kicks anymore? By sidekick, I don't mean Gabby 

Hayes, Hey, James Mason, Ben Kingsley and 

Robert Duvall have done Watson. We want 

someone distinguished, credible as a doctor, yet 

willing to underplay. Claire Bloom? As Watson? 

Could the character be reconcetved for Emily 

Lloyd? Wonder what Hayicy Mills is like in her 

forties. The game is afoot] ^ 



ate publisher Erie Thorkilsen as synergy 

point man for the organization. 

All at once, it seems. Time Warner ex¬ 

ecutives are making either self-serving, 

earnest pronouncements or downright 

stupid ones. Entertainment Weekly, the 

doomed successor to Time Inc's TV Cable 

Week and Picture Weekt that company 

executives actually talk about as “a lighter 

version of People? has adopted as its slo¬ 

gan "Kick Back. Chill Out. Hang Loose. 

Have Fun"1 — a compilation of dated 

catchphrases only slightly more embar 

rassing {We are two wild and crazy guys 

looking to get dawn with some American foxes) 

than the concept of Entertainment Weekly 

itself. Already there is talk within the 

Time & Life Building that the magazine's 

editor, Jeff "Picks and Pans Jarvis, late of 

People, has a tenuous hold on his job. 

Another People alumnus. Lifts new man¬ 

aging editor, Jim Gaines, finds himself 

disbursing pink slips: around Thanksgiv- 

inghe was preparing to sack much of the 

moribund monthly's old staff, 

In its long, dreary institutional de¬ 

cline, Time Inc, is slow ly dispensing with 

all the elements that once made it unique. 

First the generous expense accounts have 

been all but done away with. After trim¬ 

ming many dozens of people from the 

payroll over the past four years, this fail 

Time dismissed all of its nonstaff string¬ 

ers around the country Fully a quarter of 

Time is now written by often quasi - 

literate correspondents heretofore re- 

sponsible only for sending in rawT reports 

from the field — and the suddenly unsen 

ti mental Time Warner cost-cutting poll - 

cies will only increase the fraction of bad- 

newspaper prose, Last fall, when Times 

fiscal overseers cried to impose a new 

budget on the magazine {Each page of 

Time, the bean counters said menacingly, 

costs two and a halftimes more to produce than 

a page of People), Muller, Stacks and rwo 

other top editorial executives — all four of 

them ex-correspondents —spent a week¬ 

end coming up with a counterproposal, 

the gist of which is more money for cor- 

respondents, less for editors and national- 

and international-affairs writers in New 

York, Times fact-checking unit, once the 

pride of the magazine industry, gets de¬ 

pended on less every month, with some 

reporters and writers now' being asked to 

fact-check their own stories. 

Self-reliance, however, reached an all- 

time high at Time Warner writh Fortunes 

unusually windy piece on ‘The Inside 

Story of Time Warner." The articles mis¬ 

sion was threefold: to demonstrate the 

sort of self-reporting that won The Wall 

StreetJournal such respect for its coverage 

of the Foster Winans scandal, to scoop 

Connie Bruck's New Yorker piece on the 

merger and to get Fortunes managing edi¬ 

tor, Marshall Loeb—whose cheerlead¬ 

ing, company-man antics had him flash¬ 

ing we'VE won! we viz WON! across the 

magazine’s computer system after the 

merger was approved —the attention he 

craves from the 34th-floor executive 

offices, where nobody reads Fortune. The 

story though relentlessly perky fA big 

guy's big guy; Ross lives the high life and 

makes no excuses for it"), is notable 

mainly for its size and the special treat¬ 

ment it got. The writer, Fortum editor Bill 

Saporito, was given ten weeks to work on 

the piece, as opposed to the usual six, 

and Time Warner management went to 

great lengths to put out the word that Gil 

Rogin, Fortunes top editor on the 34th 

floor, would be the only executive to see 

the piece before it came out; not even 

Jason McManus would see it. 

Even as such no-conflicc-of-interesc 

convolutions become necessary in this 

new synergistic-monopolistic age, Mc¬ 

Manus allows himself to get upset when 

asked how he feels the rest of the press 

reacted to the Time Warner merger. A 

good deal of the skepticism about the 

merger centered on how Time Tnc. maga¬ 

zines wrould cover Warner Bros, enter¬ 

tainment productions, Indeed, the punch¬ 

pulling may already have started. When 

the contretemps between screenwriter joe 

Eszterhas and Creative Artists Agency 

head MikeOvitz first became public (see 

story on page 90), it was rumored that 

Time had planned a story on the feud rhat 

was scrapped after Ovitz placed a call to 

his old pal Steve Ross. Even if the rumor 

turned out to be false, the damage was al¬ 

ready done — Hollywood perceived the 

magazine to be in Ross’s pocket. 

At a recent meeting with Time senior 

editors, McManus seemed particularly 

peevish about the carping over Ids some¬ 

what unseemly role in the merger —spe¬ 

cifically his decision not to cover the deal 

in Time immediately after it happened. 

The disgruntled Ubereditor whined for a 

full ten minutes over the unfairness of it 

all. Hey, Jason: Kick Back. Chill Out. 

Hang Loose, Have Fun, > 

Dressing up is hard in do 

8 V ELLIS WEINER 

Ler us begin the 1990s with a question 

we have for too long avoided: is the 

grown up a smart shopper? I ask because 

about 16 years ago I 

how to shelled our five bucks for 

sea a book called The Bargain 

GRowhtUf Finder and I have been in 

thrall to its sensible but 

stern worldview ever since. Back then, 

when my weekly take-home pay as a 

bookstore clerk hovered around room 

temperature, 1 needed all the bargains i 

could get, and this paperback detailed 

the most economical places in New York 

to shop for everything short of life eternal 

and binary chemical weapons. 

My 1983 copy opens with a cranky ex¬ 

planation of why its been so long between 

editions and how burdensome it is to 

compile this resource. But 16 years ago, 

when the venture was new’ and die politi¬ 

cal atmosphere far different, the book 

opened wirh a crisply written and pas¬ 

sionately argued manifesto. As I recall, its 

wisdom included the following: Buy from 

small local merchants whenever possible, 

and keep the money in die neighborhood. 

Pay cash. Don't fall for brand-name mys¬ 

tique, In many cases there’s nothing wrong 

with "factory irregulars. And above all, 

forget retail —everything conceivable by 

the mind of man can be purchased in 

New York at a discount; department 

stores are for chumps. Snap out of it. 

My considered reaction? 'Right on! 

Power to the fuckingpeople, man,” After 

all, it was 1974, Nixon wpas about to re¬ 

sign, and soon l would be raking courses 

on Das Kapital at a Marxist school in the 

Village. Thus did I set forth one glorious 

afternoon, thriftily walking from Ybrk 

Avenue across the entire island of Mam 
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hattan to a recommended hole-in-the- 

wall dive on Twelfth Avenue. There did 

I save a whopping (by 1974 standards) 

four dollars on a pair ot navy-blue cordu¬ 

roys, which 1 wore with pride as part of 

my normal clothing rotation for about 

three weeks, until the zipper broke. 

While I no longer purchase slacks at 

that particular venue, I nonetheless re¬ 

tain—no, am imprisoned by —the too- 

canny consumer s Weltanschauung as Set 

forth in that seminal Bargain finder text. It 

pains me to buy retail; I feel like a sap, a 

sucker, a dupe. Part of this is the result of 

coming of intellectual age in New York, 

where there is an insider's way of doing 

everything and where "list1' is for...you 

know. Them — the saps, the suckers, the 

dupes. 

The rest of the justification for this 

compulsion to shop discount, this al- 

most physical need to march ten blocks 

(or drive two miles) out of my way to save 

a dime on Colgate "dental cream"—why, 

\ 
* I o matter what the salesperson 

hands me, the outcome is the same: 

l can put it on, 

but l cant pull it off 

it's simply a matter ot good economy and 

common sense, no? 

No, Well, yes when it comes ro com¬ 

puters and home-entertainment devices 

and appliances, A person who buys such 

commodities at the suggested retail price 

lacks the intelligence God gave coleslaw. 

Such items are to be bought either at dis¬ 

count houses, in the face of the almost 

overwhelming opposition of the people 

who work there, or at specialty stores, 

where one pays a sobering premium but 

receives competent, if inevitably con¬ 

descending, advice. 

But in the case of toothpaste, it is 

habit —perhaps delicately tinged with 

neurosis?—that holds sway. And in the 

case of clothing, economic shrewdness 

and habit play second fiddle in the back¬ 

seat to naked, as it were, insecurity. 

Which is to say, I buy discount be¬ 

cause it so wonderfully limits my choices. 

Clothes shopping is for me not so much 

a satisfying exercise in self-expression 

and ego gratification as a harrowing en¬ 

counter with the issue of identity: what 

mine is, what it wants to be seen walking 

around in and whom it thinks its kidding. 

No matter what I try on, no matter 

how l stand or slouch before the mirror, 

I’m unable to answer the question "Who 

do I think l am?1" There is something 

pretentious, or disingenuous, or corrupt, 

or otherwise unacceptable about every 

“look." Sleek Italian shirrs? Too vain. 

American classics? Craven capitulation 

to the Establishment. Plaid flannels, 

wrork shirts? Too loudly, proudly self- 

effacing. Snowshoes, turn and a gas mask? 

Its not me, I think. I'm not really like that. 

No matter what the salesperson hands 

me, the outcome is the same. 1 can put it 

on, but 1 can t pull it off. 

Sometimes 1 consider chucking the 

whole freedom-of-choice thing and going 

monostylistic: a dozen identical outfits, 

all white or all black, for every possible 

occasion. But that’s not me, either—it’s 

Tom Wolfe, nor to mention Ralston. 

Were someone to hand me a blank 

check made out to Barneys, Paul Stuart 

or Bloomingdale’s with a cheery "Here — 

go buy what you like, 1 would thank 

him, stride smartly into the store and 

freeze as though paralyzed by a blowgun. 

1 don't knowr what I like, and I don’t nec¬ 

essarily like w hat 1 like. 

For others the swank boutiques with 

names like Uomo and Moda Wow. The 

names of my favorite places end in outlet 

or mart. They rarely have anything de¬ 

cent, and when they do, it's not in my size. 

I'm forced to settle —glumly, maybe, but 

secretly relieved. And to celebrate a tri¬ 

umph or splurge with a windfall, or just 

in one of chose giddy, life is-for-living, 

I-deserve-being-me moments, l go to a 

regular store and buy,,,anything, really. 

On sale. The grown-up, in his kind way, 

pines this. He knows what he likes and, 

even more impressive, has long ago fig¬ 

ured out for whom he is dressing: his 

peers, his job, women, men, the world, 

himself. He observes the ancient Iranian 

(I think) maxim I read somewhere, which, 

in fact, sums up all of life on both the 

consumer and Karmic levels: Take what 

you want, and pay for it, 1, in contrast, 

take what 1 don't want and pay for ir. 1 

At the top of their lungs, the pits 

BY ROY BLOUNT j it 

TH I UN- 

BRITISH 

CROSSWORD 

PUZZLE 

Where are the great American exclama¬ 

tions anymore, like the ones we learned 

in school? Fifty-four-forty or fight! Actually, 

I guess that one was 

imperialistic, and it 

nearly got us i nto a wa r 

with England. Remem¬ 

ber the Maine/ Actually, 

I guess that one was imperialistic, too, 

and it did get us into a war with Spain. 

But lately ids worse! All anybody ex¬ 

claims is Let's stop feeling guilty about this 

jabbering rabbit ofother people and just be our 

natural selves: nasty, hateful and self respecting! 

We hear plenty of exclamations from 

proudly offensive comedians and rock 

groups. From the also proudly defensive 

Jackie Mason: Anybody who calls me a 

racist should be shot in the street like a 

horse!" Also, 'You have to be an idiot, a 

coward and a bigot to call me names!" 

We can do better than that! Okay: 

Shame on those congressmen who 

rushed to the office of Representative 

Claude Pepper after his death to get his 

autograph on books and pictures before 

the automatic signing pen was put away! 

But denouncing congressmen is too 

easy. Presidents are capable of that. So let 

us quote Public Enemy's former "minister 

of information," Richard "Professor 

Griff" Griffin: The Jews are wicked. 

And we Can prove this.' And then let us 

exclaim. You have a filthy mouth! 

And let us quote...no. I, for one, am 

not going to quote the minority-bashing, 

woman-bashing and entirely unfunny 

album of Andrew' Dice Clay, which I 

bought out of curiosity and hated so 

much that I threw it down the garbage 

chute. Let us just exclaim, You have a 

despicable act! You. and your mother, and your 
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fans, and their mothers, aught to be ashamed! 

And let us quote AxJ Rose, of the rock 

group Guns N Roses: 'Why can black 

people go up to each other and say, nig' 

ger,' but when a white guy does it all of a 

sudden its a big put-down?" And then let 

us exclaim this: You have evidently given 

this question so little thought that you must be 

too dumb to realize how stupid you sound! 

And let us say about Mason that at 

least he's wrestling openly w-ith what he 

doesn't want to admit is his racism, and 

even if he has lost every round to it, he$ 

at least been giving it something like 

thought, what he thinks is thought (in 

fact, something chat is thought, up to a 

point), proving the worst (the most quoo 

ably self-defeating) defense makes for the 

best (the most illuminating) offense. And 

let us exclaim to Jackie Mason, Listen to 

yourself. You could learn something! 

And let us say that radio personality 

Howard Stern, whose act has always 

stunk, has gone downhill. Recendy, ac¬ 

cording to Newsday, Stern hosted an 

evening of performances that included a 

fellow dressed in a Nazi outfit who, after 

asking the crowd if it would like to meet 

Anne Frank, dumped a bottle of ashes on 

the ground'1 and "a one-legged ball boy 

who rolled around the court pathetically 

retrieving tennis balls!1 Let us exclaim 

this to Howard Stern: No one should speak 

kindly to you or about you until you show 

remorse for your career to date! 

Bleahh! That outrageousness should 

sink so low ! On the other hand, let us not 

neglect to exclaim also as follows: David 

Dinkins seems like a nice man! Michelle Pfeif¬ 

fer sure is pretty! Happy New Year! 

ACROSS 
+ P + T fe m- 4- e a i" a t r 9 i « A + • 4 r ■ 4 + 

I. What we say when 

we slip: "Ms. Duck 

follows basketball in 

Washington!'1 (12) 

9. Rizzutos bovine 

exclamation: "Crazy? 

Cool? Why?" (4, 3) 

10. Yell 17 before ten, 

and you get a little oat 

doughnut, (7) 

II. Odd sort of saint, 

lacking a short answer to 

'is so!” (4) 

12. If not for die 22nd 

Amendment, we might be 

having fo’ (if not fo' seb) 

years of this dummy (5) 

13. Curdled soybean milk 

found in baked potato. 

Fudgel (4) 

16. In the direction of a 

drunk backing around 

Mr, Cleaver. (7) 

17. Yet may a disorderly 

fan cry this? (3,4) 

1®. Biopart actor gives 

old newsboy’s call. (5) 

21. Rum, this! Bachelors 

auto runs into princess. (7) 

23. The state of 

Cleveland cloned? 

Exclamation of surprise! 

(2,2) 

24. Flashy? Monks 

music? Yo-yo Head! (5) 

25. Large inscrutable 

landmass, for instance 

Iowa. (4) 

28. Watchman, in a 

word, split. Heads up[ (4,3) 

29. Told “Get thee to a 

nunnery! ' she stammered, 

"L.A., I hope!” (7) 

30. Scram, General 

Electric tout! Scramble 

free! Oh! (33,2,4) 

DOWN 
■ j hhii ■■!#'■■!< r 

1. Healthy at the present 

time, as w?e might say if 

we don't know what to 

say (43) 

2. French or Swiss, wfhen 

hurt we say this. (4) 

3. Prisoner of war makes 

great impression in 

conferences, (7) 

4. Ground-up Novy? Arbi 

Fish in pizza! (7) 

5. Mean? Mixed up? And 

how! (4) 

6. Whether Bill Murray 

or Alastair Sim, “Bah, 

humbug!' was said by 

him. (7) 

7. Revived rock group, 

not in Heaven, expresses 

Startled nynrecognition, 

(3,2,33) 

8. What the unwrapper 

said to King Tuts 

discoverer, or what a Brit 

might say trying to play 

the dozens. (2,5,2,13) 

14. Pained sound sounds 

mature, (5) 

15, Whole Rockland 

town in sin — many 

acknowledge it! (5) 

19. Couple has most wroe, 

perhaps. (7) 

20. At B-list blowout? 

Drat! (5,2) 

21, Message for a pest or 

an out-of-key bee, (4,3) 

22, Wild lovers with 

energy finally settle. (7) 

26. Encouraging words 

for platform dancers in 

brief fringy attire, (2,2) 

27. We take in 

anonymous male subject 

with cry of glee. (4) 

The answers to the Vn-British Crossword appear on page 106. 
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CAR 54, WHERE 

ARE YOU? What s 

a society ma¬ 

tron with a 

busy afternoon 

of shopping 

ahead of her 

to do when, af¬ 

ter she's pushed 

some 527 
greens around a place at Le Cirque, her car 

isn't waiting olie front? (1) Socialite Celes- 

tine Wallis summons her 

technologically up-to- 

the-minute driver using 

an elegant purse-size cel¬ 

lular phone; (2) to catch 

her top chauffeur's eye, 

dark-rooted Plaza Hotel 

despoiler and Cather¬ 

ine Oxenberg wanna be 

i Ivan a Trump uses what 

is seemingly an old 

Czech technique that in¬ 

volves doing a folk dance 

resembl mg the Pt y ny; (3 ) 

slack-jawed female-im¬ 

personator impersona¬ 

tor Pat Buckley flaps an 

exceedingly long arm 

up and down in the di¬ 

rection of a raxi, gra¬ 

ciously allowing her astonishingly short- 

armed walker, cartoonish agent Swifty 

Lazar* to stand 

out of the rain; 

(4) b o s o ni y 

d i r t y-book 

writer Shirley 

Lord (no/ at Le 

-i Cirque — after 

^ all, look at 

shes wearing!) gropes blindly at a 

ugly innocent civilian, presumably 

to ask his assis¬ 

tance in secur¬ 

ing a cab; and 

(S) career girl 

Tina Brown 

sets off for her 

swanky Vanity 

Fair office on 

foot, simply 

closing her eyes 

and following 

the scent of 

Si New house s 

crew neck 

sweater 

▼ Accepting a medal for her doddering husband from the Business Coun¬ 

cil for the LInired Nations, Nancy Reagan tried to look as if she didn't mind 

that no one at all was talking to her (no one, that is, except an irritating 

dwarf who kept waving at her from behind her neighbor, Mrs. Richard Voell). 

SOCIETY CHARADES We all know that foreigners talk funny, and it’s especially 

entertaining when they interpret English idioms literally. Take, for exam¬ 

ple, Spanish accessories merchant 

Rafael Sanchez (right), and Iranian- 

born husband snatcher Mercedes 

Bass (far right): all of these very 

classy people with continental ac¬ 

cents evidently think that they will 

distinguish themselves from their 

plebeian fellows by taking literally 

the expression nose in the air. 

Paloma Picasso and her husband, 

< At a dinner dance ar the Metro¬ 

politan Opera, overleveraged bil¬ 

lionaire Henry Kravis raises his 

120-or-so pounds on tippy-toes and 

leans on a chair to make sure he ap¬ 

pears to be at least as tall as churlish 

dwarf billionaire Laurence Tisch, 

V International Style setter Nan 

Kemp tier seems to be performing 

her zany knee-puppet trick for fel¬ 

low vacationers in Venice. 
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post-Reagan society Court jesters are interior 

designers. Right, at the Save Venice Ball, profth 

gate turtle-laced decorator John Salad j no tried 

on an Egyptian attitude, amusing clients and 

partygoers — notably his putative fiancee, Honore 

Ryan — with his special King Tut dance. And, 

far rights in Saratoga Springs, decorator Robert 

Metzger delighted party girl-cum-morning 

show host Kathleen Sullivan and oil-rich over¬ 

size-jewelry huff Mollie Wilmot by doing his 

hilarious The Nutty Prolessor from Hell bit. 

LOOK HOMEWARD. SHORT. 

FINGERED VULGARIAN All 

the little people Donald 

Trump left behind in 

Queens haven't forgotten 

their most famous son. 

In fact, the borough has 

lately been brimming 

writh idolatrous Donald 

and Ivana imitators, 

such as these two en¬ 

thusiastic unfortunates, 

spotted at the U.S. Open 

in Flushing Meadow 

The real Trumps, of 

course, would never ap¬ 

pear in public looking so 

sweaty, so puffy or so 

haphazardly groomed. 

Finally an answer to the one big question 

about Gavfryd Stt in berg and her husband, Saul, 

that's stumped society players and spectators 

h u si x yea is: s he simply keeps her eyes c Losed. 

SOCIETY GALA DOS AND 

DONTS (1) DO NT wear 

a hair net, as Estee Lau 

der did at Mortimer's, 

v Forever - young social¬ 

ite Martha Reed and her 

inflatable date take a 

moments break from the 

dance floor at Marylou 

Whitney’s annual ball in 

Saratoga Springs. 

or Oscar de la Renta 

will make fun of you 

behind your back to 

C Z. Guest; (2) DO tuck a napkin into your 

shirt collar, as Mike 

Ovicz's East Coast capo 

Morr Janklow* did at 

Steve McG raw's to avoid 

dribbling food on hissu 

perch iny tie; 

(3,4) DONT 

get so caught up in life in the fast 

lane that you neglect to put your 

teeth in before going out, or you'll re¬ 

semble \bgue editor Polly Mellon and 

hastily retired Times editor turned 

socialite Abe Rosenthal. 
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Times Square - u bat could be better?Just about anything, really, by 11:30 you re either one ofthose looking for an empty square of side a. alk on u inch 

to purge or you re sober and desperately dodging the nauseated drunk to your right. But not this year In our New, Improved Sen York. the SYPD 

has installed the Equilibrium FJin? t nator , a self-powered turnstile turbo-accelerator that convinces potential ot erimbibers that they've bad enough 

to drink several drinks before they actually have. Ami even the stern teetotalers {with all thar k looked much neater on TV harrumphing) 

are whipped—at 120 rpru — into the u mzy. festive spirit that is a prerequisite to standing happily with thousands of strangers in the bitter cold, 

watching a hall with light bulbs on tt sink to the end of a sietl cableh 
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